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Abstract
The use of photolithography for metal interconnects below 0.2 μm continues to be
unrivalled in resolution and precision as a fabrication technique in the microelectronic industry.
Current photolithographic deposition of fine metal structures relies on the use of a photoresists.
A photolithographic technique that deposits metallic copper after UV irradiation from a
solution containing a copper complex has been envisioned as a suitable technique to avoid the
use of a photoresist and to attain a more profitable process. In this study commercial complexes
containing acetalycetone and hexafluoroacetlyacetone and synthesized copper complexes
containing pyridine and catechol derivatives were tested and compared to improve the deposition
efficiency of metallic copper by irradiation with UV light. Ab initio DFT was used to simulate the
compounds structure, UV-Vis, IR spectrum and distribution of charge.
Metallic copper has been successfully deposited and the irradiation time has been
decreased, complete coverage of copper was achieved after 15 min of irradiation with UV-LED´s,
using at least 50 times less concentration of copper complex than with commercial complexes.
Copper complexes containing chloride and pyridine, and 4-tert-butyl catechol and pyridine showed
the best deposition rates and higher quality of deposited material than β-diketonate complexes
reported in literature.

xiv

Zusammenfassung
Photolithographie bleibt in Auflösung und Genauigkeit konkurrenzlos bei der Herstellung
von schmalen Leiterbahnen (< 0,2 μm) in der Mikroelektronik. Die aktuelle photolithographische
Abscheidung feiner metallischer Strukturen erfordert den Einsatz von Photolacken.
Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde eine photolithographische Technik zur
Abscheidung von metallischem Kupfer aus Lösungen eines Kupferkomplexes vorgeschlagen, um
die Verwendung von Photolacken zu vermeiden und ein günstigeres Verfahren zu schaffen. Die
Kupferphotoabscheidungseffizienz von kommerziellen Kupferkomplexen, die Azetylazeton und
Hexafluoroazetylazeton liganden enthalten, und synthetisierten Kupferkomplexen, die Pyridine
und Benzcatechin Derivate enthalten, wurden verglichen. Ein Ab-Initio DichtefunktionatheorieVerfahren wurde angewendet, um die Stoff Struktur, UV-Vis- und IR-Spektrum sowie die
Ladungsverteilung zu simulieren.
Das metallische Kupfer wurde erfolgreich abgeschieden, bei der die Bestrahlungszeit
reduziert wurde. Hierbei wurde Kupfer nach ca. 15 Minuten UV-LED Bestrahlung abgeschieden, bei
der die Kupferkonzentration mindestens fünfzigmal weniger ist, als die kommerziellen Komplexe.
Die Kupferkomplexe mit Pyridine und Chloride sowie die mit Pyridine und 4-tert-Butylbrenzcatechin
zeigten die beste Abscheidungsrate und eine höhere Qualität des abgeschiedenen Materials als
die in der Literatur untersuchten β-Diketonate Komplexe.
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1 Theoretical background
Although several techniques exist to deposit metallic conductive material, like plating,
CVD and PVD, the development of the microelectronic industry had let to the miniaturalization
of conductive metallic structures. Photolithography is currently the leading technology for the
production of metallic structures below 0.2 μm and is expected to remain the standard technique
in the near horizon 1 . Current photolytographic techniques relay in the use of a photoresist for
selective deposition, however the use of the photoresist introduces extra manufacturing steps
which make the process inefficient; selective CVD depositions without photoresist is only possible
on pre-patterned substrates 2 .
Aluminium, silver and copper are currently used as metal interconnects. Silver is quite
expensive due to its low availability of 0.055 ppm on earth´s crust compared with 27 ppm for
copper and 84149 ppm for aluminum, therefore silver is expected to be replaced by copper, which
is more cost-effective. Copper has 94% of the conductivity of silver but only at a fraction of its
price. Copper has a lower resistivity than aluminium, 1.68 μΩ/cm compared with 2.82 μΩ/cm and
is two orders of magnitude more resistant to electromigration, both characteristic are desirable in
the semiconductor industry. Diffusion into silicon wafer is the mayor disadvantage of using copper
as interconnect, this problem has been circumvented with the use of TiN barrier layers 1 . The use
of an efficient photochemical reaction that selectively deposits metallic copper would be of great
advantage for the fabrication of microelectronic devices, such a technique would be realizable
with current fabrication methods with the advantage of not using a photoresist and using copper
as cost-effective material.
First realization of a photochemical reaction producing deposition of metallic material
was carried out in the field of photography, silver halides were used to deposit grains of metallic
silver to develop an image. The large tendency of silver to reduce to its metallic form has been
long used in analytic chemistry with the Tollen´s reagent 3 . Copper belongs to the same group
of the periodic table than silver, but simple copper salts do not show the same photochemical
reactivity as those of silver 4 , moreover, the reduction potential of copper is much lower than
silver which makes it more prone to oxidation.
First reports of photosensitive copper compounds consider copper halide 5 6 7 and copper
oxide 4 , nevertheless no direct metallic deposition was obtained from actinic irradiation of these
compounds and the deposition efficiency of black precipitate, composed of copper oxides, was
poor

8 4

. Early efforts were rather focused on the photo-precipitation of particles for image

formation, and therefore the result of the irradiation of complexes in this early research stages
gave black precipitates that must be later developed in a reducing bath

9 10 11 12

. A formulation
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containing copper beyond simple inorganic copper compounds must be then used, such as copper
coordination complexes.
Aimed research at metallic copper photodeposition from coordination complexes is first
described with experiments performed with Cu(acac)2 complex

13 14 15

. Buono-core et al. reports

that with an unsensitized solution of Cu(acac)2 deposition of copper only happens after several
hours of irraditation (>24 hours) with a Hg 140 W lamp and in very low yields (<0.04); while
the sensitized photoreaction under inert atmosphere gave a black precipitate after 3 h and on
continued irradiation (18 h) a copper mirror or copper particles. The unsensitized reduction was
reported to happen though activation of a ligand-to-metal charge transfer band located around
230-250 nm 13 . The acetylacetonate ligand was proposed to detach from the complex in the form
of a radical, which could be later scavenged as long as there was a specie with good hydrogen
donating ability to form the acetylacetone 14 hindering the re-complexation reaction. Chow et al.
reported that the photoreduction of Cu(acac)2 could also be performed in benzene under hydrogen,
showing that the singlet state of benzene which is not capable of hydrogen abstraction could
participate in the reaction as an energy source and molecular hydrogen acted as the hydrogen
source to produce acetylacetone from the ligand, therefore configuring an energy transfer
mechanism between the excited molecule and the complex quencher

16

. Similar results as the

Cu(acac)2 complex were obtained with Cu(II) polypyrazolylborate complex in alcohol solutions and
THF sensitized with benzophenone, prolonged irradiation (>1h) was necessary to deposit copper
particles in suspension 17 .
It was shown later that the photodeposition of copper could also be achieved by using
4-acylpyrazolone as ligand and that the deposition reaction could be extended to other metals
like nickel, cobalt, palladium, platinum and uranium

18 19

. Hill and colleges also showed that

copper could be deposited by lithography via a lamp and mask setup, and that the bulk copper
resistivity could be achieved after annealing under H2 atmosphere a deposit of copper from
Cu2(OH2)2(O2CC2H4OC2H5)4, nevertheless no information was offered about the time needed for
the photodeposition

19

. Chu et al. showed that the photodeposition technique could be used to

deposit a film composed of various metals

20 21

, showing that the strategies used to deposit one

metal could be extrapolated to metal mixtures.
Other several diketonate complexes combining chain and bulkier ligands have been tried
to increase the deposition of copper, however the product of deposition has a significant organic
contamination, or is either CuO

22

or Cu2O

23

; besides the irradiation times are considerably

high (1.5 - 3.5 h). Similar results were observed with complexes studied by Hill et al., where the
reduction time for deposition of a copper film needed many hours of irradiation, the film was
contaminated by the organic ligand and H2 gas was used during the photoreduction process

24

.

Hill et al. enlightened a possible path for deposition of metal from a complex by photochemistry,
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the strategy they used was focused on the activation of the reduction reaction only by the
absorption of light by the copper complex, even though in some experiments H2 was used while
the photoreaction was taking place. Although the presence of H2 could itself trigger the reduction
reaction of the complex the reaction was treated as purely photochemical.
Much of the complexes used in the reported literature comprise the use of ligands in
which the binding atom is oxygen, such as carboxylates

25

, acetates

26

, formates, oxalates

27

and

diketonates 28 . The focus on carboxylates might be because the ligand itself was conceived to work
as a medium for sensitization but also as an electron donor for the reduction of copper, therefore
it was necessary to have ligands which contained the carboxyl group which strongly absorbs in the
UV region of the spectrum and can serve as electron donor because of the electron pair located
in oxygen. As reported by Foster and colleagues, no definite trend of reduction can be observed in
the carboxylic acids 27 and the same might extend to the other whole spectrum of organic ligands.
What are the best ligands for copper photoreduction, remains to be a fundamental question that
can only be explored by experimentation.
The exploration of photochemical systems to reduce copper have not only been limited to
homogene catalyst or sensitizers of the reaction but also to heterogeneous systems, as investigated
by Foster by irradiating several copper complexes in the presence of TiO2 particles 27 and others 29.
But it must be said from the beginning that the presence of a heterogeneous catalyst in solution
and not as a substrate would be useless for the envisioned photolithographic process, because the
metal is reduced as particle in solution.
Despite all efforts done to deposit metallic material from copper complexes which have
been mentioned above, the complexes reported need long irradiation times to deposit metallic
copper, which means that the energy input is considerably high and the reaction efficiency is
low. There is room for exploring copper complexes that deposit metallic copper in few minutes of
irradiation and with higher efficiency.
A brief introduction to physical and chemical concepts will be introduced in the following
sections which are considered to be the background of the work developed during this study.
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1.1 Lambert-Beer law
The absorption spectra is quantified as optical density and it is related with the amount
of light transmitted through matter. The amount of light transmitted through a medium is called
transmittance T and the amount of light absorbed is called absorbance A, these quantities correlate
with the intensity of the incoming light

and the intensity of the transmitted light

, as shown

in Eq. (1). The light transmitted through a medium is attenuated by the concentration of the light
absorbing specie i, , and the length of the light path in the medium; the attenuation of light by
any material is quantified as the molar extinction coefficient

, Eq. (2).

Eq. (1)

Eq. (2)

1.2 Types of bands in the absorption spectra
The term band or absorption band refers to the observation of a peak or group of peaks
in the UV-Vis spectra, a term often used in spectroscopy, and it is associated with the physical
process of excitation or transition of an electron to a higher energetic level. Taking into account
only the ligands and the metal in a complex, four types of bands can be found: metal centered
bands, metal to ligand, ligand to metal and ligand centered bands. There are also bands related
to the complex and the solvent. Due to the fact that the metal and the ligand coordination can
be thought as an acid-basis reaction, the term charge transfer is more used when explaining the
chemical redox behavior linked to the complex transitions, such transitions quite often lead to a
change in the oxidation state of two species. Such change in the oxidation states can be cyclic, like
in Fenton type reactions 30 , or may lead to destabilization of the complex where no back reaction
is possible, thus rendering them unidirectional.
A charge transfer transitions can be then defined as those which involve adding and
removing one electron from the shell of two different moieties in the complex with a subsequent
change in their oxidation state ±1. The assignment of absorption bands to charge-transfer bands
is based on the assumption that the central atom and the ligand interact weakly thus they are
quasi-independent moieties. If all of the ligands of the organometallic complex are the same, this
is an homoleptic complex. In case of a ligand to metal charge transfer, the electron in this kind of
complexes is assumed to come from any ligand, moreover the electron transfer is assumed to come
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31

. In contrast, in heteroleptic

complex one may discern between the ligand that is participating in the electron transfer and the
others.

1.2.1

Metal to Metal transfer bands
Also called ligand field bands, are bands originated in the transition between electrons

of the d shell in metals, the name is given because of the influence of the ligands in the splitting
of the metal bands. The transition is possible due to the splitting caused by the ligand field in the
d shell ,which also introduces a change in the degeneracy of the divided shell and is dependent on
the coordination number and symmetry of the organometallic compound. Ligand field bands can
be explained by the ligand field theory (LFT) and the crystal field theory (CFT) on a basic level. The
underlying assumption of the theories is that the ligands are treated as point charges and that the
repulsion between the electrons of the ligand and the central atom is maximum when opposing in
the same axis. The distortion of the ligand in the complex d bands is called the band splitting (Δ).
The electronic transition between pure d bands is forbidden by symmetry selection rule
hence such transitions are weak. For the d10 configuration, metal centered transitions are not
possible and the splitting of the d band is thought to be independent of the ligands

32

, thus

indicating a difference between the expected spectra from Cu(I) or Cu(II) complexes.
Experimental studies show that the splitting of the d orbitals is also dependent on the
nature of the ligand. The capacity of d orbital splitting can be arranged in a spectrochemical series.
The series is only valid when the central metal ion of the complex has a normal oxidation state 31 .

CN->NO2->Phen>Bpy>SO32-≈En>NH3≈Py>NCS->>H2O≈Ox2->ONO-≈OH->OC(NH2)2>F->>SCN->Cl>Br->IThe octahedral configuration can be chosen as an example for understanding the
molecular orbital mixing and its effect in the splitting. The molecular orbital theory assumes that
the difference in splitting of the d orbitals in transition metal complexes with changing ligands
is due to the differences in the σ and π character of the ligands. The effect of the σ character is
not significant when compared with the influence of the π character. Figure 1 shows that the
molecular orbitals of the complex are lowered in energy when ligand that have π bonding orbitals
are introduced, a transition within the band arising from such splitting is only possible with Cu(II),
that is when the d metal orbital is not completely filled, although such transition is in principle
symmetry forbidden. Nevertheless, the mixing of the metal orbitals and the ligand can lead to a
symmetry change in the upper d orbital and the transition can become partially allowed.
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Molecular Orbitals

Molecular Orbitals
A

B

Metal Orbitals
Ligand Orbitals
Metal Orbitals
Ligand Orbitals
Figure 1: Octahedral complex molecular orbital diagram of A. ligand with π and σ orbitals and B. ligand with
only π orbitals.

To understand the molecular orbital diagram in Figure 1 proposed by Montalti et al. 31 it
is key to know that some orbitals are more localized on the metal and some are more localized in
the ligand. The eg and t2g orbitals are mainly localized on the metal and are stabilized by the ligand.
On the other side, the σ bonding molecular orbitals have more ligand character, this is the electron
density is concentrated on the ligand. For σ antibonding molecular orbitals the opposite is true
31

. Also, if the ligand possess π orbitals, the stability or shift to higher or lower energies of the t2g

MO depends on the difference between the ligand π level and the t2g level of the metal. The t2g
molecular orbital will have a higher stable energy the higher the π orbital of the ligand, and thus
the Δ will be greater when compared with ligands without π orbitals. The opposite will happen in
the case the π orbital of the ligand is lower in energy than the t2g orbital of the metal. Obviously,
in the case the ligand has high and low energy π orbitals (e.g. CN-, CO, Cl-) an equilibrium between
these two aforementioned tendencies will be found. In case there are no π orbitals in the ligand
(e.g. NH3), the t2g remains unshifted as a pure metal orbital 31 .
1.2.2

Ligand to Ligand bands (LLCT)
Also called ligand centered transitions, are transition between two ligand molecular

orbitals, the molecular orbitals belong either of the same ligand or another ligand type

33

. The

inter-ligand transitions, do not change the charge distribution or bonding between the metal and
the ligand directly 31 and the metal causes a relatively small (less than 1000 cm-1) perturbation of
the transition energy 32 . Such transitions can be thought to lead to a charge redistribution between
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the ligands in homoleptic copper complexes, or to oxidation and reduction of the different ligands
in heteroleptic complexes. The transition would change the dipole moment, acidity, reduction or
oxidation potential and the equilibrium geometry of the ligand, thereby having an influence on
the metal-ligand dissociation constant. When heteroleptic ligand charge transfer is desired, the
central atom can be used to induce and bridge the charge transfer, and it would be better called
an inter-ligand rather than an intra-ligand charge transfer. Such bridged charge transfer between
ligands has been observed when Zn(II) and Cd(II) are coordinated to an N-heterocyclic bidentate
ligand such as phenanthroline and either a bidentate aromatic dithiolate and two monodentate
benzenethiolate ligands 32 .

1.2.3

Ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT)
Are electron transfers initiated in a molecular orbital mainly located in the ligand and

finished in a molecular orbital mainly located in the metal. Such bands are observable preferentially
when the complex has reducing ligands, those located at the right end of the spectrochemical
series mentioned above, such as I-,Br- and Ox2-. Such transitions are expected when oxidable
ligands are bound with reducible metals. In the halide group, ligand to metal charge transfer will
increase in energy following the sequence I-<Br-<Cl-<F- when the ionization potential or the ease
of oxidation is considered 34 . For a d9 configuration, the transfer occurs to the partially filled d subshell or to higher s or p orbitals. Filling of the d orbital shell due to an electron transfer or electron
relaxation from an excited stated due to a previous electron transfer would lead to destabilization
of the complex.

1.2.4

Metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCT)
Are generally weak transfers that initiate in a metal and finish in a ligand orbital. Ligands

with low lying empty orbitals of appropriate symmetry bound to metals, which are easily oxidized,
will give rise to these type of transitions although less common than in the case of LMCT. Within
the ligands that are unsaturated and show this kind of transitions are the acetylacetones, and
particularly aromatic ligands such as pyridine or oxidizing ligands as pyridine oxides through π
anti-bonding levels 34 .
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Charge Transfer to Solvent
Are bands originated where the charge is transferred from either the metal or the ligand

in the organometallic complex in the first coordination sphere to the solvent which is commonly
located in the outer sphere of coordination. Intense absorptions in the spectra of Cu(I) complexes
present the character of charge transfer to solvent transitions, CTTS. Such absorptions are observed
in the ultraviolet spectra of complexes with halide and pseudo halide ligands. The energy of the
charge transfer to solvent transitions is predicted by several models and derivations from the
Mulliken charge transfer theory 35 .

1.3 Mechanistic principles of photochemical
reactions
There are two laws that govern the energetics of chemical reactions that react to light 36
. The Grotthuss-Daper law, first formulated by the chemist Johann Dietrich Theodor von Grotthuss
in 1817 and, later formulated independently by scientist and philosopher John William Draper on
1842, states that absorption of light by a compound is necessary for a photochemical reaction to
take place. Absorption of light leads to an excited state of a molecule. The law could be restated
as: an excited state caused by light absorption has to precede before any photochemical reaction
can proceed.
The second law of photochemistry, called the Stark-Einstein law, first proposed by
Johannes Stark in 1908 and later derived by Albert Einstein during his elaboration of the quantum
light theory in 1913, states that for every photon that is absorbed by a compound one primary
chemical or physical reaction is triggered. The law is restricted to light sources with moderate
intensities, because lasers and flash light sources are known to cause biphotonic processes.
Figure 2 shows some of the possible interactions between an excited donor or acceptor
in the excited state when they come in close contact. The possibility of an electron transfer
between two molecules is favored in the excited state compared with the ground stated. The
electron transfer lead to an oxidized and a reduced specie , while a dipole-dipole interaction and
an electron exchange lead to and energy transfer between excited states between molecules.
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Electron Exchange

Dipole-Dipole

Figure 2: Electron transfer and energy transfer through electron exchange and dipole-dipole interac on
between donor and acceptor molecules in excited states.

Photochemical reactions can be also grouped into outer sphere mechanism and inner
sphere mechanism, photo-redox intra-molecular rearrangements and photo-redox elimination and
addition reactions

36

, these groups are concurrent. The outer sphere mechanisms specifically for

organometallic complexes are those involving a reaction with a compound out of the coordination
sphere, these types of reaction regularly involve the change of the oxidation state of one of the
entities of the complex, mostly the central atom due to its cationic nature.
A photochemical reaction through the inner sphere mechanism involves the entities
contained in a coordination sphere. Generally only the first coordination sphere is considered.
In organometallic chemistry the inner sphere mechanism is related with a charge transfer or
redistribution of charge between the central metallic atom and the organic ligand, inter-ligand
charge transfers can be also regarded as an inner sphere mechanism.
A reaction may be considered a photo-redox intra-molecular rearrangement when the
absorption of light leads to a conformational isomer of the molecule, the configuration change is
caused by an increase or decrease in the oxidation state of the entities of the complex and in some
cases may lead to a change in the coordination number but without detachment or elimination of
the ligand.
Photo-redox elimination and addition reactions involve the change in the oxidation state
of the central atom and change in the coordination number. There is no unequivocal relation
between the oxidation and coordination number, although there is a tendency that the higher the
oxidation the higher the coordination number 36 .
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1.4 Bonding of copper complexes
Experimental information has shown that the interaction of the copper cations with
the organic ligand is not only electrostatic but it also has a covalent character

37

. The covalent

character of the bond is based on the dative interaction of the ligand with the 4s orbital of copper
and the back bonding interaction of the d energy level of the metal with orbitals in the ligand with
similar symmetry 38 .
Other marked tendency of copper cations is their tendency to oxidize organic ligands
they are bound to, thus reducing copper to a lower oxidation state and changing its electronic
structure. Such behavior has been observed in Cu(II) and Cu(III) complexes 38 39 . The ligands are left
electron depleted and therefore prone to deprotonation, being the deprotonation of the bases
the first step of the mechanism of proton transfer between bases bound to copper and explaining
why in gas phase analysis and experiments deprotonated single charged complexes [CuL -H]+ are
more common than the double charged species [CuL]2+ 38 .

1.5 Electronic properties and binding energies
of solvated Cu(I) and Cu(II) ions
The electronic state of copper determines much of the behavior that is observed in
complexes, regarding the configuration of the complex and possible excitation transitions or the
oxidation reduction reactions with the ligands; but the behavior is modulated by the organic ligand.
In terms of electronic transition and using the ligand field theory as approximation, no electronic
transitions are expected for Cu(I) complexes as a ligand band, while transitions are expected for
the Cu(II) because it has an unfilled d shell.
Other property of the final complex arising from the electronic configuration of the central
atom is the multiplicity of the complex. The majority of organic molecules have a singlet electronic
configuration, which means that the total net spin of the molecule is 0 and the multiplicity is 1,
being molecular oxygen an exception worth mentioning, for which the ground state is a triplet.
Cu(II) has an odd number of electrons, the net spin of the molecule is ½ and the multiplicity is two,
hence it is a doublet. The unpaired electron in Cu(II) conditions that the complexes found with
organic ligands containing hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen will have an odd configuration
of electrons, or in theoretical chemistry argot, will be an open shell complexes. Equivalent Cu(I)
complexes would have an even configuration of electrons and Cu0 complexes would be open shell
complexes, but coordination complexes with Cu0 are very unusual 40 .
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Table 1: Proper es of copper related with bond forma on.
Copper oxida on
Cu0

Electronic state
[Ar]3d104s1

Cu(I)

[Ar]3d10

Cu(II)

[Ar]3d9

Ground term
1
S1/2

Ioniza on energy (eV)
7.73

1

S0

20.29

D5/2

36.84

2

Table 1 shows that Cu(II) has a high second ionization potential, this observation is
important because it is directly related with observation in mass spectroscopy analysis, where
transition metals with high ionization potentials lead to detection of the deprotonated complex
with the metal (ML-H)(1+) rather than a double charged complex ML(2+)

41

. The high ionization

potential can be thought as a preface of the high electronegativity showed when the copper
cation is bonded, the ionization potential is related with the binding energy of the complex, for
example in the cases of thiouracil complexes the binding energies were found to vary with the
second ionization potential of the central atom and the first ionization potential of the ligand 42 .
The ease of reduction of copper is related with the reduction potential. The reported
reduction potentials, enthalpies of reaction and second temperature coefficients (dE0/dT) 43 44 45 of
copper in its most common oxidation states are:

Cu(2+)(aq) + e(-)

Cu(1+)(aq)

E0= +0.153 V ; ΔH=-6.91 kJ/mol ; 0.776 mV/K

Ch. (1)

Cu(1+)(aq) + e(-)

Cu(0)(s)

E0= +0.521 V ; ΔH=-71.72 kJ/mol ; -0.754 mV/K

Ch. (2)

E0= +0.368 V ; ΔH=-78.63 kJ/mol

Ch. (3)

E0= +0.342 V ; ΔH=-64.81 kJ/mol ; -0.011 mV/K

Ch. (4)

2 Cu(1+)(aq)
Cu(2+)(aq) + 2 e(-)

Cu(2+)(aq) + Cu(0)(s)
Cu(0)(s)

It is known that the disproportionation constant of kdis = CCu(II)/C2Cu(I) is 106 L/mol, and point
the large tendency of Cu(I) to disproportionate in acidic and neutral aqueous solutions contrary
to Cu(II) which cannot disproportionate to Cu(III) and Cu(I) in same conditions

44

. The reduction

reactions show there is a positive reduction potential to reduce the copper ions towards metallic
copper, the Gibbs energy of the reaction will be negative meaning that all reduction processes are
spontaneous.
As indicated by the redox potential, the main difference between the copper cations
is their electrophilicity, as reported by

38

Cu(II) tends to bind with more lone pairs than Cu(I),

reported experiments with thiouracil derivatives and copper ions

42

, show the tendency of Cu(I)

to coordinate with the lone pairs located either in oxygen or sulfur while Cu(II) coordinates
preferentially with the two electron pairs from two oxygens, the preference towards oxygen rather
than sulfur can be explained by the fact that in the coordination oxygen and Cu(II) act as a hard
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base-acid.
Rappaport et al. points out other aspects regarding the different reactivity of the cations,
and that it is the ability of Cu(I) to react with hydrogen and play the role of a carrier or intermediate
between a molecule donating an hydrogen and a molecule accepting it 38 . Studies with 2-propanolCu+, ethylenediamine-Cu+ and alkene-Cu+, explained the systematic loss of H2 by introducing Cu(I)
as a carrier in the reaction mechanism, thus suggesting that the Cu(I) is not only an intermediate
of the reactions but also participates actively in further steps of the reaction with molecules that
can donate hydrogen, which can be expected for alcohols.

1.6 Coordination in complexes with one ligand
When coordinating with one ligand the copper ions will try to adopt a coordination
geometry in which the coordination environment reduces the Pauli repulsion. For Cu(I) this is
done when the coordination is linear and is associated with a sd hybridization

46 47

. An angular

arrangement must involve the 4p and 3dxz orbitals, and it is discouraged because the higher energy
of the 4p orbital hybridization is less effective and a the decrease in repulsion is smaller

48 38

.

Glycine coordination with copper can illustrate the preferences of coordination and interaction
depending on the oxidation state of copper. The preference of Cu(I) for bisligated structures is
evident in the theoretical experiments performed with glycine, diglycine and tryglycine 49 50 where
the coordination number never exceeded n=2, although multiple coordination sites with oxygen
and nitrogen and different bite angles are available for coordination. When Cu(I) coordinates with
glycine the twofold coordination is formed through the amino group and the carbonyl

51

, this

behavior has been confirmed and also observed in other amino acid complexes 52 53 .
Differently from Cu(I), when Cu(II) interacts with glycine it interacts rather with its
zwitterionic form through the oxygens 51 , the same was observed in alanine where Cu(I) interacts
with nitrogen and oxygen while Cu(II) interacts only with oxygen atoms 54 . When urea and thiourea
are coordinated with Cu(II) the change was rather in the angle and the length of the bonds with
oxygen and nitrogen

55

. As a side effect of the coordination of Cu(II) with the carboxylic group

in amino acids, the proton transfer to the amino group is favored; the proton transfer toward
the amino effect has been proven by the destabilization of the zwitterionic structure though
substitution of H for Cl in the amino group 56 .
The association of Cu(II) with oxygen is systematically favored because oxygen acts as a
point of accumulation of negative charge, behaving as a hard base which is more reactive towards
a hard acid as Cu(II)

42

. The large second ionization potential of copper, causes Cu(II) the behave

with most organic bases rather in the form Cu(I)-Ligand+• than in the form Cu(II)-Ligand, which
means that it tends to displace the charge towards itself leaving the ligand electron deficient
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. The charge transfer from the base towards the metal ion seems to be strongly favored in

monodentate complexes, whereas for bidentate structures the spin density is more delocalized 38 .

1.7 Coordination in complexes with more than
one ligand
When dealing with the coordination of copper ions with several ligands it is observed that
Cu(I) prefers a bis-ligated linear arrangement while Cu(II) prefers a tetra-coordinated tetrahedral
or planar configuration. The bond length of the complexes is dependent on the Pauli repulsion
between the electron of the central atom and the ligand, in the case of pyridine the bond length of
the neutral complex Cu(Pyr)2 has a longer Cu-N length due to the electron repulsion between the
nitrogen lone pair and the 4s electron when compared with the charged complex Cu(Pyr)2+. The
six coordinated configuration is discouraged in Cu(II) complexes by a Jahn-Teller distortion, which
is found for example in pyridine complexes where four of the Cu-N bonds are 195 pm in length,
and the remaining two are 375 pm 38 . Similar results of Jahn-Teller distortion have been observed
in aqueous copper

57 58 59

and acetone

60

complexes. The preferred formation of tetrahedral over

octahedral complexes is exemplified by the [Cu(acetone)n]2+ complex where maximum abundance
in the gas phase is found when n=4 61 . The coordination of Cu(II) has been investigated with alcohols,
methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, 2-propanol, also with ketones, acetone, butanone, 2-pentanone,
2,4-pentanedione and other organic bases such as pyridine, pyrazine, tetrahydrofuran, dioxane,
benzene, benzonitrile and ethylendiamine 60 .
Wright and colleagues found that the most stable coordination for many of the complexes
of Cu(II) was found with a tetrahedral arrangement. More interestingly they found that a charge
transfer would be more probable in small coordination environments where the coordination
number was lower than 4, and that the possibility of a charge transfer declined very fast beyond
a coordination number of six. The charge transfers for a coordination number of four was found
with the loss of one ligand and the charge transfer was an LMCT. In the case of the triplet excited
copper pyridine complex, the LMCT was found to be the dominant decay mechanism. One general
outcome of the study is the suggestion that the probability of finding a charge transfer is related
with the coordination environment.
For Cu(I) the intensity distributions recorded for the interactions with acetone, pyridine,
tetrahydrofuran and acetonitrile are clearly dominated by an intense [CuL2]+ unit, followed by a
rapid decline in the intensity measured for complexes of larger size 38 . Additional evidence of the
linear coordination of Cu(I) can be found with Cu(dimethyl ether)+,Cu(glycine)+, CO, H2O and NH3
, Cu(imidazole)+.
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For Cu(II) the preferred tetra coordination is evidenced in Cu(glycine)2+
guanine)2+

63

62

, Cu(diaqua-

. Interestingly both of the complexes have a tendency to coordinate with a water

molecule in the equatorial position, but the coordination bond of the water molecule is affected
by a positive Jahn-Teller distortion. Interestingly, the capability of tetrahedral coordination by
copper with phenanthroline based ligands has been used to synthesize novel catenanes for the
design of molecular machinery; this research has been subjected to the latest nobel prize 64 .
Alcohols were found to build also a coordination sphere around copper. For 1- and
2-propanol the maximum coordination intensity is reached when 4 molecules are coordinated.
For ethanol and methanol, up to 8 ligands can be coordinated in the first and the second
coordination sphere of copper, the formation of hydrogen bridges favors the formation of the
second coordination sphere. Ammonia

65 66 67

and water

65

were also found to coordinate with

copper central atom with coordination number n=6 , but also were capable of forming a second
coordination sphere via hydrogen bonds 60 .
The reduction from Cu(II) to Cu(I) has also been found to change the coordination number
and geometry. In copper methionine complexes it was found that the preferred coordination of
Cu(II) with the methionine ligand was a tetra coordinate complex while the Cu(I) ion preferred
a tri coordinated complex, where the complex is hydrated and bend

68

, the triple coordination

is possible in most of the studied structures due to the high flexibility of the ligand which can
coordinate Cu(I) though S, N and O atoms and behave therefore more as a chelate. Studies with
histidine complexes (3-(1H-imidazol-5-yl)-N-[2-(1H-imidazol-5-yl)ethyl] propanamide with Cu(II)
and Cu(I), showed that while Cu(II) forms a tetra-coordinated deformed square planar complex,
for Cu(I) the most energy favorable complex is found when the coordination number is decreased
to two 69 70 .

1.8 State of the art of copper complexes
When taking into account the oxidation state of the central atom without considerations
of the detachment of the ligand or the reaction of the organic substrate or ligand, the reactions
of copper complexes can be grouped in: a) photoreduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I), or Cu(I) to Cu0 or
disproportionation from Cu(I) to Cu(II) and Cu0, b) photo-oxidation Cu(II) to Cu(III) and c) oxidation
reduction Cu(II)-Cu(I)-Cu(II) with reversible photoreduction to Cu(I)
72

71

or Fenton type reaction

30

where the complex acts as a redox catalyst. The reaction products of copper complexes involve

in many cases the formation of radicals of copper complexes or ligand radicals which participate
in further stages of the reaction

35

, generation of CO2 and generation of Cu(I) or Cu(II), mostly

observed in small copper complexes. In terms of the physical mechanism of reaction, the complex
can photo-sensitize or photo-assist the reactions 71 .
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The change in the oxidation state of copper in organometallic complexes triggers
isomerization, oxidations, substitutions and double bond migration reactions in a variety of
organic moieties 71 . Focusing on oxidation reactions, the copper complex can participate directly
as reducing partner or act as a catalyst in the oxidation of the organic moieties. Oxidation of
alcohols to aldehyde has been observed with Cu(acac)2, aryl ketones and as chain reaction in the
photoreduction of CoCI(NH3)5]2+, Co(edta)-, Co(acac)373 and photoreduction of paraquat

74

with

[CuL(PPh3)2]+ for L={2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline}, alkyl alcohol oxidation by copper halogene
complexes, oxidation and oxygenation of phenols in the presence of CuL complexes L={Cl, Br, I,
NO3, bpy, phen} 71 , Cu-morpholine 75 , copper-ammonia 76 , CuCl2 77 , CuCl in pyridine 78 , Cu(NO3)2 77 ,
[Cu(NCO)(Pyr)2]2H2O 79 and CuSO4 80 , decarboxylation of 2-hydroxy acids to α-keto acid (lactic acid)
with CO2 elimination in the presence of CuSO4 through a Fenton reaction mechanism

81

, ligand

oxidation with production of CO2 though a Fenton reaction mechanism for Cu(L)L={malonato,
acetato, oxalato} 82 83 71 .

CuL2(aq)
[CuLL•]*(aq)
CuL(aq)
2CuL

[CuLL•]*(aq)

Ch. (5)

CuL(aq) + L•

Ch. (6)

Cu0(s) + L•

Ch. (7)

CuL2(aq) + Cu0(s)

Ch. (8)

A primarily photo-sensitization scheme is represented by Ch. (5)-Ch. (8) as a general
example of photo-reaction of copper complexes. The scheme considers the open shell molecules
as analogue to their radicals. Initially the open shell complex absorbs the light and leads it to an
excited state complex Ch. (5), the excited complex can undergo radical decomposition

84

leaving

the complex in a closed shell reduced form and creating a ligand radical Ch. (6), because of the
change in the electronic configuration that leads copper to a closed shell configuration in its +1
oxidation state, the complex is unstable, leading to further decomposition into metallic copper and
the ligand Ch. (7). The reduction to metallic copper can undergo also by direct disproportionation
reaction from the intermediate copper complex Ch. (8).
A wide literature search was made on reviews of copper complexes that could be helpful
to achieve the photoreduction of copper

35 85 71 36 86

. Copper halide, pyridine and β-diketonate

complexes were found to be the most promising because a direct reduction to metallic copper could
be observed in the reaction mechanism. Carboxylate complexes were disregarded because the
photoprocess mainly involves the formation of copper ions and decarboxylation, as in the copper
acetate complex photoreaction 87 . Another example is the copper malonate, photochemistry, which
involves a decarboxylation of the ligand and reduction to Cu(I) but without further detachment
30
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and reduction to metallic copper 82 83 . The use of homoleptic copper carboxylates was disregarded
also by the fact that, as explained in previous sections, oxygen has the tendency to stabilize Cu(II),
in fact Cu(I) carboxylates are stabilized when a tertiary ligand as phosphine or amine is introduced
88 89 90

. Just recently a study found that a Cu(I) heteroleptic carboxylate complex could be reduced

to metallic copper upon prolonged irradiation times of several hours 91 .
No tendency towards reduction to metallic copper has been observed neither in copper
phenanthroline nor in copper ethylendiamine complexes

35

. In copper phenanthroline, the

transition of the electron to the low ligand levels of the phenanthroline ligand oxidizes Cu(I) to
Cu(II)

92

. Transitions observed in the spectra of phenantholine complexes has been assigned to

long lived metal-ligand charge transfer or mixed MLCT states according to DFT calculations

93 94

and not LMCT. Phenanthroline complexes show a cyclic redox reaction involving the central atom
+1 and +2 oxidation states and the ligands with a subsequent change in the symmetry of the
molecule from tetrahedral to planar. In the cycling reactions the detachment of the copper central
atom from the coordination cage has not been reported, the high stability is explained due to
the cage effect of the organic moiety. In the case of ethylendiamine, the ultraviolet irradiation of
Cu(en)22+ produces CO2 and NH3. These products probably originate in secondary redox reactions
of a primary Cu (I) ligand-radical.

1.9 Halide complexes
[Cu2+Clx]-(2-x)(aq)

[Cu2+Cl(x-1)]-(2-x)(aq) +Cl•(aq)

Ch. (9)

Cl•(aq) + Cl(-)(aq)

[•Cl2](-)(aq)

Ch. (10)

[•Cl2](-)(aq) + Scavenger
CuCl2 (aq) + Cu0(aq)

Chlorina on + Oxida on

Ch. (11)

2 CuCl(aq)

Ch. (12)

The copper chloride system can be used to exemplify commonly observed reactions in
copper halide systems. In the set of equations Ch. (9) - Ch. (12)

71 35

the copper complex is not

reduced to metallic copper, the halogen stays bound to the copper forming a product of lower
oxidation state. Common products or intermediates of the irradiation of copper halides are Cu(II)
87

, Cu(I), polyhalo copper complexes with and without production of H2 95 96 97 98 85 99 , aldehydes or

ketones as products of alcohol oxidations 87 and solvated electrons 96 97 98

85

. Cu(II) halide complexes

are usually reduced reversibly to cuprous halides Ch. (9), the reversibility might be explained by
the presence of an oxidizer in solution such as oxygen. The complexes react further with other
organic moieties in the system configuring a Fenton type mechanism involving the oxidized and
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reduced forms of the complex. Halogen radicals are formed in the process and have been detected
experimentally 71 . Further transformations in the system have been also attributed to reactions of
the organic substrate with halogen radicals, chlorine or bromine

100

. Primary alcohols, methanol

and ethanol are oxidized to aldehydes, t-butyl alcohol, n-butyronitrile and tetrahydrofuran are
transformed to haloderivatives, both routes expressed in Ch. (11) as oxidation or chlorination of
the scavenger. The molar absorbances of the halide ions increase with the following tendency Cl>Br->I- that can be attributed, mostly to the change in the polarizabilities of the ions 85 .
The chlororadical anion [•Cl2]- has been detected in transient absorption experiments of
Cu(II)chloride 71 . It is formed by the reaction of the chloride radical with free chlorine in solution
Ch. (10) and is a powerful oxidizer E0=2.3 eV 101 . The scavenger participating in the reaction with
the [•Cl2]- radical might be Cu(I) with a quenching constant k1=2.7x108 dm3/mol s or Cu(II)
k2=1.7x108 L/mol s and is definitely not quenched by Li+,Cl-, O2 or the solvent. The oxidation of the
copper chlorine complex depends on the ability of Cu(II) to be reduced, more interestingly, the
results show that the driving force for oxidation as well as the quantum yield of Cu(I) production
decrease when the number of chlorine ligands is increased, and that the efficiency of the reaction
is highly influenced by the concentration of oxygen in the media, as shown in Figure 3 where the
absorbance of the Cu(I) ion is decreased because of different degrees of exposure of the solution
to oxygen

71

. The reduction of the complex to metallic copper is possible by disproportionation

reaction of the ions or the halides with and without irradiation 102 .
A

B

Figure 3: Influence of oxygen in the photoreduc on of Cu(II) to Cu(I) for Cu2+Cl- in methanol-acetonitrile
(10%v/v) irradiated at 313 nm and measured at A. 305 nm and B. 452 nm. [Cu2+:[Cl-]]=1:8, [Cu2+]=1x10-3 M.
bubbled 15 min with Ar,

60 min closed

90 min open to air.

The photo-redox behavior in terms of light absorption, reported in Figure 3 for chlorocupric
complexes

71

, is in agreement with assignments of the high intensity bands to LMCT transitions.

Irradiation of copper chlorine complexes in butanol showed an isosbestic point at 240 nm which
is due to the concentration decrease of Cu(II) and the increase of Cu(I) 71 . For Cu(I) Cl complex the
yield of Cu0 is rather small and the kinetic of reaction slow and the reduction to metallic copper
was found to be competitive with the formation of H 2 when it was observed 85 99 103

104

.
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1.10 Diketonate complexes
Among the β-diketonates, acetylacetone has been widely studied because it can form a
complex with almost all transition metals 105 106 107 108 109 110 . Copper acetlyacetonate, Cu(acac)2, is one
of the most intensely studied copper diketonate complexes along with its fluorinated derivative
copper hexafluoroacetylacetonate, Cu(hfacac)2,

111 112 113

, and has been successfully used to

deposit metallic copper. The complexation of acac and Cu is spontaneous, such behavior has been
attributed to the acid-complex ability of the chelate and it is explained by its keto-enol equilibrium
28

114 115

. First studies with Cu(acac)2 showed that it can be reduced to Cu0

116

and suggested

that the reaction can be accelerated in the presence of a sensitizer; later studies confirmed the
reduction acceleration in the presence of an aromatic ketone in hydrogen donating solvents 15 112
. Studies performed by Marciniak and colleagues, informed that Cu(acac)2 did not form a ground
state complex in alcohols, therefore suggesting that the complex had photochemical activity on its
own and that it was fully coordinated 112 .

Hacac*1(sn)

Ch. (13)

Hacac*1(sn)

Hacac(sn)
ISC

Ch. (14)

Hacac*3(sn)

Hacac*3(sn) + Cu(acac)2(sn) + C2H5O(-)(sn)
Hacac*3(sn) + Cu(I)complex(sn)
Hacac(+)•(sn) + acac(-)(sn)

Cu0(s) + C2H5O(-)(sn) + Hacac(+)•(sn)
Hacac(sn) + acac•(sn)

Hacac(+)•(sn) + C2H5O(-)(sn)
acac•(sn) + C2H5OH(l)
2 Cu(acac)(sn)

Cu(C2H5O)(sn) + 2 acac(-)(sn) + Hacac(+)•(sn)

C2H5OH(sn)+ acac•(sn)
CH3CHOH(sn) + Hacac(sn)

Cu(acac)2(sn) + Cu0(s)

Ch. (15)
Ch. (16)
Ch. (17)
Ch. (18)
Ch. (19)
Ch. (20)

Intense investigations of these kind of complexes have been done to elucidate the
mechanism of the reactions 28 15 117 118 , nevertheless the mechanism of reaction and sensitization is
not yet completely clear. The studies have gradually enlightened the steps that must be involved
in the reaction mechanism based on experimental observations, a proposed mechanism by 118 is
shown in set of equations Ch. (13) - Ch. (20). Reaction Ch. (13) and Ch. (14) represent the light
absorption by the hydrogenated acetylacetone (Hacac) and its inter system crossing triplet state
formation. The reaction mechanism proposed in literature are sensitized either by the ligand itself
118

or by an added substance

15

, in both cases the sensitizer is a ketone. The studies also agreed

that the sensitized photoreaction lead to higher reaction rates. 35 based on previous studies by 117
. Lintvedt et al. focused on the role of the sensitizer and illustrated a possible interaction between
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the excited state sensitizer and the copper complex 117 , which is represented in the reaction Ch. (15)
and points to the key interaction of a triplet state excited ketone with the complex to yield a Cu(I)
complex, in this case represented by a Cu(I)ethoxy complex. In the review by Ferraudi and college
the solvent reaction was kept obscured and played implicitly the role of serving as a dielectric
medium where the exciplex and ion couple formation was possible 35 . Prolonged irradiation, longer
than 2 hours in most cases, of Cu(acac)2 complex yielded an unstable black precipitate 116 28 , which
reacted with triphenyl phosphine to give acetylacetonato bis(triphenylphosphine)Cu(I), the black
precipitate was observed previous to the reduction to copper metal and the lag phase observed
between the first appearance of the black precipitate and the metal, was suggested as indicative
that the reduction to copper metal proceeded through a disproportionation reaction, represented
in equation Ch. (20). The disproportionation reaction can involve any Cu(I) complex, the use of
Cu(acac) in the equation instead of the Cu(I) complex formed with the deprotonated solvent in Ch.
(15) is a reminder that the solvent can be exchanged by any free ligand in solution 119 . Along with
the appearance of Cu0, the protonated ligand Hacac was also observed in solution 116 thus proving
that a hydrogen abstraction reaction was participating in the reaction mechanism. β-Diketonate
copper complexes sensitized with benzophenone were then studied in protic solvents

112

, and

showed the active role played by the solvent by serving as hydrogen donor to regenerate the
sensitizer and by possibly forming an intermediate complex with copper. The charge neutralization
of the radical cation product of copper reduction reaction is done either by a deprotonated solvent
or ligand in Ch. (17) and Ch. (18). The regeneration of the radical sensitizer is finally done by the
solvent in Ch. (19) by hydrogen abstraction. The yield of the reaction was observed to increase
with the hydrogen donating ability of the solvent and was always higher for Cu(hfacac)2 than for
Cu(acac)2 112 . Copper β-diketonates complexes Cu(acac)2 and Cu(hfacac)2 have been identified and
measured as quenchers of the triplet state of benzophenone, the quantum yields were determined
in methanol, ethanol and 2-propanol 31 , no sensitization was observed when the sensitizers were
aromatic hydrocarbons or fluorene 35 .
The reduction potential of several β-diketonate complexes, among them Cu(acac)2
and Cu(hfacac)2 were measured by Denison and Lintvedt et al.

120 117

. Reported polarography

measurements shows a higher reduction potential for Cu(hfacac)2 (+0.038) than for Cu(acac)2
in 75% aqueous dioxane and showed that the reduction potential of the complex is linearly
dependent with the yield of the reactions. Recent measurements reported by Denison et al. found
that the reduction potential for Cu(acac)2 to Cu0 has a greater range of variability than in the case
of Cu(hfacac)2, the reduction potential of Cu(hfacac)2 was found to be higher than that of Cu(acac)2
when the concentration of the complex was 0.2M and in the pH range of 3.5 – 5.5 approximately,
their report suggests that if the before mentioned conditions are not met for Cu(hfacac)2
then copper oxide will be the product of the reaction and not metallic copper. Because of the
intermediate formation of the oxide, the hfacac ligand was labeled as a poor electron donor for
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copper and the reason was attributed to the presence of electron withdrawing fluorine. However,
no relation has been found between the energy of the electron transition, associated with a charge
transfer, and the ligand reduction potential

35

. Moreover, in a photochemical reaction, the true

reduction potential of the excited specie is rather different to that of its ground state; the zero
spectroscopically energy and the excitation energy that increase its reducing or oxidizing ability
must be taken into account.

1.11 Pyridine complexes
Copper pyridine complexes have been explored to detect the presence of copper ions by
colorimetry

121

and more interestingly due to their catalytic oxidative activity in various organic

substrates 78 122 123 124 .
During the oxidative polymerization of 2,6-xylenol with copper nitrogen complexes
as catalysts,

122

observed that the amine copper complex was active when oxygen was present

in solution while the copper pyridine complex was active even in the absence of oxygen, the
activity of copper pyridine was attributed to the possibility of pyridine of accepting a π-electron,
oxygen was said to function as a final electron acceptor configuring the constellation of a Fenton
reaction. Most importantly, the source of the electrons to trigger the reduction was pointed to be
a 2,6-xylenol radical, showing the possibility of electron transfer of copper pyridine complex with
phenol radicals.
The photo reducing properties of copper pyridine complexes have been subjected to
investigation without an oxidation partner. Recently photo dissociation experiments where
performed in [Cu(Pyr)n]+ (n=1-5) complexes, and the fragmentation of the monomer Cu(Pyr)+ was
studied by irradiation with UV light in the range 220-284 nm

125

. During irradiation, pyridine+

was detected as a product and very defined peak in the mass spectrogram, when the expected
product was Cu(I) because the ionization of Cu (7.72 eV) is lower than that of pyridine (9.25 eV).
The presence of Pyr+ is a strong evidence that there is a ligand to metal charge transfer configuring
a photo induced dissociative intra-molecular charge transfer. Collision induced dissociation (CDI)
experiments, where an Xe ion beam triggered the dissociation reaction in Cu(Pyr) +

126

, resulted

in the endothermic loss of a neutral pyridine molecule. Zero electron kinetic energy (ZEKE)
measurements performed in neutral CuPyr complexes 127 delivered an ionization energy of 5.418
eV, 2.308 eV lower than the ionization potential of Cu0, which indicates a considerable stabilization
of the complex upon ionization with respect to Cu0. Comparatively, studies performed in ammonia
copper complexes, no ligand to metal charge transfer was observed in the photo dissociation

128

nor in the CID experiments 129 , just the dissociation of NH3. Comparison of the binding energy and
the ionization energy of neutral CuL and charged CuL+ copper ammonia (56.6 kcal/mol 5.761 eV)
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and Cu-pyridine (65.5 kcal/mol, 5.418 eV), shows that the Cu-NH3 bond is stronger than the CuPyr
bond and that upon ionization of CuPyr is more stable than that of CuNH 3.
In irradiation experiments at 280 nm with [Cu(Pyr)n]2+ (n=4-7) complexes, carried out
to investigate if either the dissociation of the complex or inter-ligand band transitions was the
preferred process, it was observed that the preferred process was the loss of neutral pyridine
without evidence of dissociative charge transfer

130 131

. Similar results were obtained when the

complex was irradiated with higher wavelengths 450-1000 nm

132

. The most stable coordination

number was found to be n=4. But when a smaller complex [Cu(Pyr)3]2+ was irradiated with UV
light, a small signal of Pyr+ was observed along with stable [Cu(Pyr)2]+ complex showing evidence
of ligand to metal charge transfer. The investigation performed in CuPyrn+ and CuPyrn2+ complexes
where done in the gas phase nevertheless, the joined results and calculations of Cu 61 , Ag 134 and
Au 135 complexes in the gas phase follow the same trend as in the condensed phase, showing that
copper complexes are resistant to hydrolyzation and have higher reduction potentials than Ag
and Au complexes 136 130 . Wu et al. 2006 performed infrared multiphoton dissociation experiments
(IRMPD) experiments on [Cu(Pyr)4]2+ complexes and found that the most stable configuration was
D4h, moreover DFT calculations predict that the D4h symmetry is at least 0.35 eV lower in energy
than the D2h and D2d symmetries 137 . They also found that the complex releases a neutral pyridine
ligand upon sequential absorption of IR photons leaving [Cu(Pyr)3]2+ as a product that could not be
further dissociated with the CO2 (910 – 1090 cm−1) at 560 mW.
The similar charge transfer phenomena was observed with CuPyr2Cl+ complexes 138 where
the loss of a Cl• leaves the same reduced complex Cu(Pyr)2+. Similar results were observed when
to the pyridine ring a methyl was added in para position to give 4-picoline; where [Cu(picoline)3]2+
photo dissociated into (4-picoline)+ and [Cu(picoline)3]+
various CuPyr2Cl2 complexes

139

38

. Polarographic studies performed in

, showed that electron withdrawing substituents lower the stability

of the Cu-N bond thus increasing the reduction potential of the complex and that reduction
potentials were higher in alcohol solutions than in aqueous solutions.

[Cu(Pyr)n](2+)(g)

[Cu(Pyr)(n-b)](2+)(g) + b Pyr(g)

Ch. (21)

[Cu(Pyr)n](2+)(g)

[Cu(Pyr)(n-f)](+)(g) + Pyr(+)(g) + f-1 Pyr(g)

Ch. (22)

CuPyr(+)(g)

Cu0(s)+ Pyr(+)(g)

Pyr2Cu(+)(g)
CuPyr(+)(g) + H2O(g)

CuPyr(+)(g) + Pyr(g)
PyrCu(H2O)(+)(g)

Ch. (23)
Ch. (24)
Ch. (25)

Pyr2CuCl(+)(g)

CuPyr2(+)(g) + Cl•(g)

Ch. (26)

Pyr2CuCl(+)(g)

PyrCuCl(+)(g) + Pyr(g)

Ch. (27)
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The presented set of equations Ch. (21) - Ch. (27) constitute the results obtained by
125 138

130

respectively, summarizing the behavior of copper pyridine complexes. Photodissociation

of copper pyridine complexes where the number of coordinated pyridine is n≥4 lead to loss of
neutral pyridine molecules Ch. (21), if n=3 a slightly charge transfer from pyridine to the remaining
copper pyridine complex is observed Ch. (22), if the coordination with pyridine is reduced to n=1
with Cu(I) as observed by 125 , the photodissociation produces a Pyr+ thus leaving copper reduced
Ch. (23). The set Ch. (24)-Ch. (27) proposed by

138

, shows that collisional activation of CuPyr2+,

where Cu has oxidation state +1, results in the loss of neutral pyridine Ch. (24). If copper pyridine
is coordinated with Cl in form of Pyr2CuCl+, the reaction triggers the lost of Cl• with reduction of
the complex to Pyr2Cu+, as shown in Ch. (26) , in the same complex the lost of a pyridine instead of Cl
does not lead to reduc on of the complex Ch. (27). Ch. (25) shows the possible hydrolyza on reac on
of CuPyr+ under their experimental condi ons.

1.12 Ring cleavage of copper complexes
Multiple copper catechol complexes have been studied to understand the mechanism of
reaction of copper containing enzymes, such as tyrosinase and catechol oxidase, responsible of
the oxidation of catechols to benzoquinones 140 141 142 143 144 .

Ch. (28)

Ch. (29)

Ch. (30)

Ch. (31)

The oxidation of phenol in the equation set Ch. (28) - Ch. (31) , transitioning benzendiol,
semiquinone, quinone and finally alkyl dicarboxylic acid, shows the electrons that must be
transferred during the process, and that could be potentially used for reduction of other substances.
Because of its reduction capabilities bezendiols, such as hydroquinone and benzoquinone are
common additives in the preparation of developer solutions in the photographic industry 145 .
The ring cleavage reaction of catechol to muconic acid has been observed with other
transition metals, but copper is a prominent case 38 . Tsuji et al. observed the oxidation of catechol
by CuCl in pyridine solutions, to produce traces of cis,cis muconic acid, the reaction conversion
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yield could be improved by the addition of methanol to produce only muconate metyl ester with no
muconic acid 146 , the reaction proceeded with oxygen intake. Tsuji et al. investigated the reaction
with labeled oxygen, showing that oxygen was incorporated in the acid carbonyl rather than in the
ester carbonyl 147 . The oxidation of phenols to produce muconic acid, proceeded through catechol
formation Ch. (28), with higher yields obtained using CuCl instead of CuBr 146 . Rogic et al. showed
that the oxidation and cleavage reaction could be performed under anaerobic conditions, also
that the reaction could be done with catechol or quinones and most importantly that the role of
oxygen in the reaction was to oxidize the copper complex to its Cu(II) form 148 .
Brown et al. performed experiments on the oxidation of catechol and the cleavage of
aromatic rings with heteroleptic copper complexes containing oxygen and nitrogen atoms, their
results show the presence of a Cu-catechol species during the oxidation process, pointing that the
N-containing counter ligand largely influences the reaction rate and that the reaction rate of the
ring cleavage is rather low 149 .

Cu+

Cu2+

Ch. (32)

The tautomerism between catechol and quinone Ch. (29) - Ch. (30) is translated to the
complex equilibrium as a change of oxidation of the copper central atom

150 151

in Ch. (32). The

similarity between the energy levels of the quinone ligand and copper is particularly strong and the
change in the oxidation state of the central atom, configures an intra-molecular electron transfer
152

. Any copper catechol complex has to be viewed as an equilibrium of benzoquinone, catecholate

and semiquinone triggered by delocalization of charge, each with a distinctive structural feature.
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2 Aims of the work
2.1 Aims and objectives
The project is intended to improve the deposition of metallic copper by photolithography,
given the few and inefficient complexes available for that end. During fabrication of chips and
electronic components, the creation of metallic interconnects for power distribution and signal
transmission comprises a bottleneck. Most of the commercial formulation for deposition copper
structures comprises the use of pastes, which limit the resolution of the deposited structures to
micrometers, the available studies and patents for deposition of metallic copper by photochemistry
need of prolonged irradiation times and low reproducibility.
The aim of the project is to efficiently achieve a film of metallic copper on a desired
substrate, glass or polymer by photoreduction. To achieve the aim it is necessary to prepare a
coordination copper compound which is sensitive to photoreduction by UV light. The copper
compound must be easy and safe to handle, if possible easy to prepare, to react specifically in
the UV region (100-400 nm) and not to react in the visible region of electromagnetic spectra, if
possible. The copper complex should have a high quantum yield for deposition of metallic copper
and should deposit copper faster than available copper complexes. The deposited material should
have a conductivity as near as possible to the bulk conduction of copper.

2.2 Chemical strategy
Different strategies can be used to achieve the reduction or copper from a copper
complex. The reduction process can be triggered by the absorption of energy from light by a copper
complex, the photoreaction can be mediated by another substance than the copper complex, or
the reduction reaction can be aided by light irradiation. The mentioned strategies, which will be
individually explained, can be stated in chemical equations as follows

Cu(+)/Cu(2+)Ln(l)
Cu(+)/Cu(2+)Ln(l) + R(l)
Cu(2+)Ln(l)

Ch. (33)

Cu0(s) + n L(+)(l)

Ch. (34)

Cu0(s) + n L(+)(l) + R(l)

Cu(+)Ln-m(s) + m L(+)(l)

Cu(+)L´(s) + R(l/g)

Cu0(s) + P(l/g)

Ch. (35)
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Ch. (33) represents the most complex strategy, a pure inner sphere mechanism in which
the following processes must happen in order to achieve reduction. The first process is direct
absorption of light by the ligand, followed by a ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT), the charge
transfer leading to destabilization of the complex by reduction of the central atom and change in
the coordination sphere of copper. In case the complex has Cu(II), two LMCT transitions must be
available to accomplish the reduction to Cu0. The ligand should have a decreasing affinity with
reduced forms of copper, to hinder the complexation counter reaction.
The second strategy Ch. (34) comprises the use of a sensitizer (R), with this strategy
either the sensitizer or the complex ligand can be excited after UV irradiation. The sensitizer or
the ligand are expected to reach an excited state or to serve as an electron source or channel; with
this strategy the steps of excitation and electron transfer are expected to be caused by different
molecules. The ligand might serve as an electron source while the second substance might act
as a sensitizer. The complex must act as the final electron acceptor, and within the complex the
electron is expected to be held in an orbital with more metal character, thus reducing copper.
Finally the last strategy Ch. (35) comprises the use of a photoreaction and a redox
reaction. In the first step of the reaction deposition of a Cu(I) complex is expected to happen
after irradiation with UV light, for this to happen the chemical potential of the Cu(II) and Cu(I)
complexes have to be very different. After deposition of the reduced copper complex a redox
reaction will take place by addition of a reducing agent. This strategy covers up the deposition of
copper oxides with further reduction in a reducing atmosphere.

2.3 Workflow
In detail the following studies should be carried out in the search of a suitable complex
for photoreduction:
•

Synthesis of various copper complexes for photoreduction reactions

•

Screening of the complexes with irradiation experiments to test them for
photoreducing activity

•

Characterizing the properties of complexes and sensitizers relevant for measuring
the efficiency of copper deposition. Characterizing the cupreous deposited material

•

Systematic studying photoreduction reactions using different solvents, sensitizers
and light sources, to gain insight about the optimal reaction conditions

•

Simulating the copper complexes using ab initio methods to study the electronic
transitions and charge transfer from the ligands
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•

Optimizing the deposition process by manipulating the conditions of reaction

•

Upscaling the system for bigger area depositions. Which means using larger volumes
of solutions, larger areas of irradiation and light sources with higher energy output

2.4 Design of the complexes
The main idea behind the design of the complexes was first to increase the availability of
electrons around the central atom and to find a ligand in which a ligand-to-metal charge transfer
(LMCT) could be facilitated. The electron density around the central atom was increased by
complexing atoms with electron pairs and aromatic molecules, considering them as a possible
sources of electrons or as electron bridges

117 153 154

. Nitrogen was preferred over oxygen as

coordinating atom because the lower stability constants of nitrogen complexes compared with
oxygen complexes, a tendency that is also observed in chelates 155 156 . The use of nitrogen ligand
was encouraged by reports

15

where reduction to Cu(I) was also detected when some nitrogen

ligands were used, for example in copper complexes with 1,10-phenantrhroline and 2,2´-dipyridine,
where the presence of Cu(I) was confirmed by reaction with triphenylphosphine, suggesting that
the mobilization of charge due to bonding could reduce the central metal atom, thus making a
lower oxidation state complex and therefore simplifying the reduction till metallic copper. The
use of monodentate nitrogen ligands was preferred because of their lower stability compared
with polydentate ligands due to the chelate effect and also in order to decrease the production
of organometallic derivatives 79 . Cage complexes were avoided based on the experimental results
of Blades et al.

157

which states that multidentate cage nitrogen ligands lead to stabilization of

multiple charge complexes. Blades also found that pyridine ligand specifically could promote the
reduction of the central atom in an organometallic complex 157 .
The use of catechol molecules as one of the ligands was decided based on the fact that it
is an electron rich molecule as an aromatic molecule and also because literature has shown that
some copper nitrogen complexes could cleave the aromatic ring and oxidize the compound

148

,

therefore rendering the electron contained in the aromatic ring available for copper to reduce. The
idea was to make the complex reduction auto-catalytic; a ligand could detach from the complex
and further participate in the reduction of copper as a reagent and source of electrons. The
synthesis of an heteroleptic copper complex can be supported on report suggesting that oxidation
reaction of organic moieties has been improved by the presence of N and O atoms 158 .
Copper acetylacetonate Cu(acac)2 and copper hexafluoroacetylacetonate Cu(hfacac)2
were used in this work as first attempts to achieve fast and efficient metallic copper photodeposition and later as comparison with synthesized complexes. Cu(acac) 2 and Cu(hfacac)2 are
usually used as precursors in CVD and ALD processes to achieve copper films 159 .
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3 Materials & Methods
3.1 Chemicals
Chemicals used for synthesis were bought from commercial suppliers Fluka, Roth, Merck,
Acros Organics, Fisher chemicals and Sigma Aldrich. 2-Propanol, and methanol were supplied by
the Central chemical storage from Saarland University. THF ≥ 99.9% Riedel de Häen. Protocatechuic
acid ≥ 97%, ethanol ≥ 98.9%, acetone > 99.8% were obtained from Roth. Diethyl ether > 99,5%,
pyridine ≤ 100% were obtained from Merck. Benzophenone ≥ 99%, 3(3,4) dihydroxyphenyl
Alanine ≈ 98%, 3 hydroxytyramine hypochloride ≥ 98.5% and 4-tert-butylcatechol ≥ 98% from
Fluka. Acetylacetone ≥ 99.3%, hexafluoroacetylacetone ≤ 100%, copper hexafluoroacetylacetone
hydrate (≤ 1% hydration), copper acetylacetonate 97%, copper powder 99%, copper(I) chloride ≥
99% and copper(II) chloride 97% were obtained from Sigma Aldrich.
Copper(I) chloride was purified by washing with cold acetic acid and ethanol absolute in
an Ar inert atmosphere. Solvents were not dried and were degassed with the freeze thaw pump
procedure. TiO2 particles for TiO2 layers over PET were synthesized in the institute by a lyothermal
method using titanium(IV) propoxide, and were provided prepared.

3.2 Synthesis of complexes
The route used for the synthesis of the precursor complex CuPyr2Cl2 was followed as
reported in the literature

160 161

. It was performed in an inert atmosphere. The reaction of Cu(I)

or Cu(II) chloride with pyridine in Ar atmosphere always gave a blue precipitate and excess of
pyridine. No changes in coloration of the liquid excess of pyridine were observed.

The synthesis of the complexes was carried out adding first the ligands with a lower
formation constant and saturating the coordination sphere of the central atom to obtain a
homoleptic precursor complex as exemplified in synthesis of similar heteroleptic copper complexes
162

. The primary ligand used for the catechol complexes was pyridine. Later the secondary ligand

was added to the solution in the desired stoichiometry to displace the monodentate ligand and
form a heteroleptic complex. The synthesis of the complex takes into advantage that the equilibrium
constants of the ligands in terms of the bonding atom are different, the bonding equilibrium
constant with oxygen tends to be higher than that of nitrogen. Due to the chelate effect the
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catechol type ligands will have a higher preference and displace the monodentate nitrogen ligands.
Copper complexes, in solution are labile toward ligand substitution, and the formation of new
species is driven thermodynamically rather than kinetically

86

. Mixed ligand copper complexes

containing N and O donor atoms are more stable than homoleptic complexes containing oxygen as
donor atoms 163 164 165 which favors the formation of an heteroleptic complex as product.
pyridine
20 mL
CuCl2
5mmol

methanol

4TBC*

20 mL

5 mmol

Filtra on&Wash
Et2O/MetOH

Resuspension

S rring

Evapora on

Solu on

S rring

diethylether
20mL
Cu(4TBC)2
& Sub-products

CuPyr4TBC*

Precipita on
THF

Precipitate

Figure 4: Schema describing the synthesis of heterolep c copper complexes, synthesis is shown with 4TBC* as
example of secondary ligand.

Ch. (36)

Ch. (37)

X1 = {t-But ( 4-tert-butylcatechol),
(dopamine),
(3-hydroxytyrosine),
(3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid)}.
Equations Ch. (36) shows the synthesis of the precursor complex CuPyr2Cl2 which has a
characteristic blue color. Tertiary complexes were prepared from precursor complex following the
schema in Figure 4 with 4TBC, dopamine, 3-hydroxytyrosine and protocatechuic acid Ch. (37).
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Synthesis of CuPyr2Cl2
The synthesis was carried out according to a literature procedure 161 . 502 mg (3.7mmol)

of CuCl2 were solved in 20 mL of degassed pyridine under Ar atmosphere and stirred for 20 min.
15 mL of diethyl ether were added slowly and a blue solid precipitated. The solution was filtrated
and washed with degassed diethyl ether and ethanol. Yield 99% blue powder.
IR (ATR)[cm-1] = (h, 1601, Py), (h, 1489, Py), (h, 1448, Py), (m, 1152, CH), (h, 1081,
CH), (m, 1040, CH), (h, 760, Py), (h, 642, Py).

3.2.2

Synthesis of CuPyr4TBC
The synthesis was done taking as reference literature procedures

166 167

. Under Ar

atmosphere 685 mg (2.3 mmol) of CuPyr2Cl2 were suspended in approximately 15 mL of degassed
methanol and stirred for 20 min after which 446 mg (2.6 mmol) of 4TBC were added. A dark green
solution and a blue precipitate was observed in the reaction flask. The reaction was left to react
for 45 min, after which THF was added, a pale blue solid and a dark solution were obtained. The
excess of solvent from the dark solution was rotoevaporated at 60 rpm, 40°C, 261-110 mbar. The
pale green-blue solid was washed with degassed THF and kept in a flask filled with Ar. ATR infrared
spectra is shown in characterization section. Yield 64%.
IR (ATR)[cm-1] = (h, 1601, Ph/Py), (h, 1489, Ph/Py), (h, 1438, Ph/Py), (s, 1366, Ph), (m
1218, CO Ph), (s, 1153, CH), (h, 1081, CH), (h, 1043, CH), (h, 759, Py), (h, 644, Py).

3.2.3

Synthesis of CuPyrPCA
The synthesis was done following a protocol adapted from literature

166 167

. Under Ar

atmosphere 510 mg (3.8 mmol) of CuCl2 were added to excess of pyridine and agitated for 30 min.
Degassed diethyl ether was added and the formed blue precipitate was washed with more diethyl
ether. The recovered solid was suspended in 20 mL of degassed ethanol after which 1543 mg (10
mmol) of PCA were slowly added. The solution was stirred for 20 min after which a yellow solution
and a blue precipitate were formed. The yellow solution was filtrated and the solids were washed
with degassed THF and stored in a Ar filled flask. Yield 40%.
IR (ATR)[cm-1] = (m, 1365, OH), (h, 759, Pyr), (h, 686, OH), (m, 644, Pyr). No C=O
vibrations.

3.2.4

Synthesis of CuPyr(DOPA)
The synthesis was done taking as reference literature procedures

166 167

. 500 mg (3.7

mmol) of CuCl were suspended in 17 mL of pyridine, the excess of solvent was evaporated. The
remaining green substance was dissolved with 30 mL of methanol and stirred for 20 min. 1919 mg
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(10 mmol) of 3-hydroxytyramine hypochloride. The reaction was left overnight. A brown solution
was obtained, which was rotoevaporated 36 rpm, 55°C, 80 mbar, yielding a brown sticky substance.
Yield 57%.
IR (ATR)[cm-1] = (s, 3365, NH2), (s, 1604, NH2), (h, 1472, Ph), (m, 1261, CO), (s, 1190,
NH2), (h, 1174, CO), (m, 813, Ph), (h, 760, Pyr), (m, 644, Pyr).
3.2.5

Synthesis of CuPyr(DL-DOPA)
The synthesis was performed using literature procedures as reference

166 167

. 500 mg (5

mmol)of CuCl were added to an excess of pyridine under Ar atmosphere, the solution was stirred
for 20 min. The excess of solvent was distilled and the remaining green substance was dissolved
with 30 mL of degassed methanol. 1994 mg (9.4 mmol) of DL-Alanine were loaded in the flask.
The green solution turned to a dark purple solution. The solution was rotoevaporated and a dark
purple powder was recovered. Yield 39%.
IR (ATR)[cm-1] = (s, 1350, OH),(s, 1200, / NH2), (h, 1604, NH2), (h, 687, OH), (m, 759,
Pyr), (s, 643, Pyr), (h, 1247, CH2), (h, 1448, CH2). No C=O vibrations.

3.3 Materials
3.3.1

Inert gas equipment
For the inert gas operations and synthesis of complexes, a glass vacuum inert gas manifold

equipped with a dual stage rotary vane pump model DS 302 1 Ph from the company Varian was
used. Ar 5.0 from the company AirLiquide), or N2 from a liquid nitrogen storage tank were used as
inert gas, most of the experiments were carried out using Ar 5.0. Baysilone® medium viscosity was
used as joint lubricant. Silicone septa and silicone tubing bought from the company Carl Roth and
Gastight® syringes from the company Hamilton were used for material transfer operations.

3.3.2

Glass materials and quartz cuvettes
For UV photodeposition experiments in small scale 3.5 mL two windows and four

windows fused silica cuvettes with 10 mm optical path from the company Hellma Analytics were
used for small volume experiments. The cuvettes are specified for anaerobic applications and
come with a Silicone Septa and 14 GL cap. The transmittance of the cuvettes was measured when
received with the Cary 5000 UV-Vis spectrometer, the measured transmittances comply with the
specifications of the company. Transmittance was always measured prior to experimentation and
after the cleaning procedure to check the cleanliness and the suitability of the cleaning.
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Figure 5: Transmi ance of used glass and fused quartz materials.
3.3.3

Photoreactor
For photodeposition experiments in large scale, in terms of larger volumes and areas, a

1000 Watt Hg lamp and a self-designed photoreactor were used. The photoreactor was constructed
in the workshop of the Leibniz Institute for New Materials. One window of the photoreactor is
made of quartz and the other window of Soda-lime glass, the interior of the photoreactor is made
of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), the sealing elements are perfluoroelastomer FFKM 60° shore
O-Rings from the company Alfred Strauch and the sealing caps are Duran® 14 GL from the company
Duran Group. The Photoreactor has an inner volume of 66 cm3 and one irradiation window has
an area of 55 cm2 The transmittances of the window materials are shown in Figure 5. A technical
drawing of the photoreactor design can be found in the „Annex A“.

3.3.4

UV-LED´s
UV-LED´s, brought from the company Thor Labs, with different emission wavelength

in the UV range were used for irradiation of complexes solutions. The emission spectra of the
UV-LED´s is reported in Figure 9 in the characterization chapter. The line at 367nm in Figure 9
corresponds to a UV-LED Nichia NCSU033A(T) from the Nichia Corporation. The optical power of
the LED´s was measured with a tunable UV Radiometer Fieldmaster (Detector: LM-2 UV) from the
company Coherent at different focal lengths behind a 25mm concave quartz condenser lens. The
results of the optical power depending on different spot diameters are summarized in Table 3 in
the characterization chapter.
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Mercury lamps
An HBO200 200 Watt Hg lamp from the company Osram was used for irradiations in the

quartz cuvettes. Up scaled experiments were carried out in a photoreactor with a Solar Simulator
1000 Watt Hg lamp from the company LotOriel.
Measurements of the lamp spectra and relative optical power were measured with a
spectrophotometer Spectro 100 (sensor: 589-549, optical fiber: OFG-424) from the company
Instrument Systems. The relative optical power of the lamps was corrected to absolute optical
power by integrating their spectra, having as reference the peak of the lamps at 365 nm with
a calibrated radiometer Model IL1400-A (Detector XRL140-B), with measure range 320-400 nm,
from the company International Light Technologies.
For the calculation of the peak energies, the spectra was measured with the calibrated
radiometer, the area of each peak was integrated and an integration constant was calculated for
each lamp, the integration constants were 0.465 and 0.241 mW/cm2 for the LotOriel and the
Osram Hg lamps respectively. The spectra of the lamps and their optical power is found in the
characterization chapter Figure 7, Figure 8 and Table 2.

3.4 Methods
3.4.1

Optical microscopy
Optical microscopy images were taken in bright field and dark field, back and front light,

with an Optical Microscope Nikon H600L. The comparison of the bright and the dark field delivers
information about the presence of oxide in the deposited material. The comparison between back
and front light offers information about the optical density of the film. The verification of the
metal deposition was made mainly with this optical microscope.

3.4.2

EDX
EDX measurements were carried out with an instrument from the company EDAX equipped

with an Octane Super SSD (Silicon Drift Detector). EDX was used to assess if the deposition was
metallic copper and to measure the purity of the deposited material.

3.4.3

Infrared spectroscopy
A Bruker Tensor 25 MIR from the company Bruker was used to investigate the structure

of the copper complexes. The instrument is equipped with a Silicon Carbide detector DLa TGS with
a 400 - 5500 cm-1 measure range, 16 scans, 20 KHz scanner velocity and 4cm-1 resolution. The ATR
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technique was used to measure the spectra. The software OPUS, Origin and Wolfram Mathematica
were used for analyzing the IR spectra.

3.4.4

Mass and atomic spectroscopy
Mass spectroscopy was measured on an Agilent 1260 Infinity from the company Agilent

Technologies. The injection volume was 25 μL and methanol-water 50% vol. was used as mobile
phase at 0.5 ml/min and pressure of 30 bar. The detection was made in positive mode (200-1500
Da/ TIC Mode) and negative mode (135 - 2500 Da/ TIC Mode) operating at the following gas
conditions, temperature 350°C, Gas nebulizer 60 psig and 9 L/min gas flow. The capillary voltage
was 3000 V and fragmentation was done at 70 eV.
Atomic spectroscopy was used to measure with higher accuracy the solubility of some
complexes. Atomic spectroscopy was done with an ICP-OES Ultima 2 from the company Horiba
Jobin Yvon equipped with a conical nebulizer and performed at 2.02 bar pressure and 0.73 L/min
Argon flow. Experimental lower detection limit (LOD): 1.60 μg/l, limit of quantification (LOQ): 4.8
μg/l. The detection signal of copper was set at 324.754 nm.

3.4.5

UV-Vis spectroscopy
Two spectrometers were used for measuring and following the irradiation experiments

on copper complexes. A commercial spectrometer Cary 5000 from the Company Varian was used
to measure the reactions in 10 mm optical path quartz cuvettes every 15 minutes for maximum
120 minutes.

G1

C

As1
S

B

As2

L

Ac

M
Figure 6: Self constructed spectrometer. Incandescent bulb (G1),
condenser lens (C), quartz aspheric lenses (As#), quartz beam spli er (B),
UV-LED (L),quartz achroma c lens (Ac), monochromator (M) , sensor/
camera (S).
The reaction kinetics were also followed with a self-made spectroscope constructed with
quartz lenses and optical instruments bought from Thor Labs. The camera used to record the
spectra is a BlackFly2® from the company Point Grey. For the reaction kinetic follow up, UV-LED´s
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(Figure 9) were used as a light source to trigger the reaction and common white light to examine
the spectra of the deposited material with the configuration shown in Figure 6. Reactions were
measured every 2-5 minutes for maximum 120 minutes.
Molar absorption coefficients were determined from solutions of known concentration
well below the saturation limit and also in the linear regions of the Lambert-Beer law, as suggested
in the literature 168 . At least four concentrations were measured to determine the molar absorption
coefficient of substances. The linearity of the Lambert-Beer law was confirmed by fitting a linear
function. The intervals of confidence and statistical significance of the measurements were
determined using α = 0.05.
UV-Vis spectra were also used to determine the solubility of the complexes. The saturation
concentration was calculated from quadruplicated UV-Vis spectra measurements in sets of eight
dilutions made from saturated solutions of the complexes. Dilution of the saturated solutions
was necessary to assure that the absorbance was lower than 1.0 and the measurement was in
the linear region of the Lambert-Beer law

168

. The solubility of the complexes was determined

in methanol (99.9%), ethanol (>99.8%), 2-propanol (99.9%) and methanol 98% for Cu(acac)2 and
Cu(hfacac)2 and for CuPyr4TBC complex solubility was determined also in DMSO (>98%) and
acetonitrile reagent grade.

3.5 Computational methods
Ab initio simulations were performed to obtain the electronic structure of complexes
and spectroscopic properties. The input coordinates of the complexes were extracted from
the crystallographic files (.cif) of the Cambridge Crystal Database (CSD)
Mercury

170

169

using the software

. The geometry search of the complexes was performed in the ab initio simulation

packages GAMESS-US and Gaussian09

171 172 173

. Ab initio simulations were performed at the

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory with density functional theory (DFT) for geometry optimization
and frequency analysis. For the generation of excitation energies the TD-DFT approach was used
at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. Calculations were also performed at the B3LYP/cc-TVZ
level of theory with DFT to check for the basis set dependency of the calculations 174 and BHHLYP
functional was also used to check the sensitivity of the result with the correlation factor. Charge
decomposition analysis (CDA), extended charge decomposition analysis (ECDA), molecular orbital
diagrams of the results were obtained using the software package Multiwfn 175 . Mulliken molecular
orbital contribution analysis and simulated UV-Vis spectra graphics were done using Chemissian
software. Chemcraft, Avogadro and wxMacMolplt were used as visualization packages and input
file generators 176 177 . The Wolfram Mathematica language included in the Wolfram Mathematica
software was used for the detailed analysis of raw data.
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3.6 Procedures
3.6.1

Cleaning procedure of quartz and glass material
Consistent cleaning procedure was done on quartz cuvettes. Mucasol® from the company

Merz was used in a concentration of 2% vol. using deionized water in at least five washing cycles.
Rinsing was made with deionized water and final cleaning and drying was done with ethanol
or acetone and compressed air. The cleaning procedure was tested regularly measuring the
transmission of the cuvettes after cleaning and comparing it with the transmission spectra of the
cuvettes when bought. The cleaning procedure was consistent during all experimentation.

3.6.2

Degassing procedure
Solvents used for synthesis or preparation of solutions for irradiations were degassed,

not dried, with the Freeze-Pump-Thaw technique, where a solvent is placed in a Schlenk flask with
sufficient glass wall thickness and subjected to cycles of freezing with liquid nitrogen, thawing the
frozen solvent in 25°C water baths and removing all gas inside with a vacuum pump.
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4 Characterization
This chapter is dedicated towards the characterization of the materials, reagents and
products of reaction. The characterization of the materials used for experimentation is crucial
for the interpretation of results, and therefore early conclusions from the measurements will be
discussed in order to construct the arguments that support the mechanism of reaction in later
chapters. The chapter begins with the characterization of the light sources used and the results
of calculating their optical power followed by characterization of materials for irradiation such as
solvents and sensitizer. Followed by characterization of the reagents by spectroscopy methods,
UV-Vis, IR and MS.

4.1 Spectra and optical power of the light
sources
4.1.1

Spectra and optical power of Hg light sources
For small scale irradiations in quartz cuvettes an HBO 200 W Hg OSRAM lamp was used,

the spectra of the lamp is shown in Figure 7. Comparing the spectrum given by the supplier in
Figure 7 A and the measured spectra in Figure 7 B and C it is evident that the lamp has aged, the
peak in the UV-C region at about 254 nm reported in the spectrum of the vendor is totally absent
in the measured spectra. The absence of the peak is attributed to the aging of the lamp. Instability
of the lamp was also recorded on the emission spectra and was evident experimentally as the light
was constantly flickering.
A

C

B

Figure 7: Spectra of the HBO 200W Hg Osram lamp. A. reported spectrum from supplier 178, B. measured
spectrum C. measured spectrum in the UV range.
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For large scale irradiations in the self-made photoreactor a Solar simulator 1000W Hg
LotOriel lamp was used, the spectra of the lamp is presented in Figure 8. The lamp has high
emission in the UV-B region, with high intensity peaks at 365, 313 and 334 nm, and low emission
in the UV-C region, seen as low intensity peaks at 266 and 250 nm. The experimentation with this
lamp was always done with large volume solutions in a self constructed photoreactor,
experimentation with cuvettes was avoided because of the damage induced in the cuvettes due to
its small wall thickness and generated pressure due to the heat produced during irradiation.
A

B

Figure 8: A. Measured spectra of the Solar Simulator 1000W Hg LotOriel lamp. B. measured spectra in the UV
range.

The energies of the peaks observed in the UV region were calculated as explained
previously in the materials chapter „Mercury lamps“ of this work and are presented in Table 2.
From this calculation it is evident that the available 200 W HBO Osram lamp can be regarded as a
low power irradiation source in the UV region, given the low optical power in that region. It is also
clear that the higher energy outputs of both mercury lamps, Osram and LotOriel, lie in the UV-A
region.
Table 2: Energies of the peaks emi ed by the used Hg lamps.
Peak No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4

Peak [nm]
Base Max[nm]
Base Min [nm]
Solar Simulator 1000W Hg LotOriel
365.40
375.70
357.00
334.40
340.80
328.60
313.00
320.00
307.60
301.90
307.60
292.40
290.00
292.40
285.50
280.70
285.50
274.50
266.70
270.50
263.10
HBO 200W Hg Osram
372.00
379.20
372.70
366.00
372.70
366.00
335.50
339.30
332.50
313.00
316.30
312.50

Energy [mW/cm2]
3.20
0.51
1.55
1.85
0.33
0.55
0.19
0.20
0.66
0.15
0.08
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Spectra and optical power of UV-LEDs
UV-LEDs were used for small scale experiments with quartz cuvettes. The spectra of UV-

LEDs are shown in Figure 9. Their spectra and optical energies were measured after focusing to
address the energy that could be delivered for the photoreaction. The results of the optical
energies with different focusing lengths, represented as the diameter of the light spot, are
presented in Table 3. The narrow band emission of the UV-LEDs, in average 11 nm wide at 50%
emission, offered the opportunity to check the kinetics of the reaction depending on the irradiation
wavelength, and correlate them with the absorption spectra of the sensitizer and the complex
used during experimentation.

Figure 9: UV LED´s spectra and their nominal op cal output power reported by the
supplier (mW).

Table 3: Op cal power of the used UV-LED´s at diﬀerent focusing spot diameters.
Wavelength[nm]
Spot diameter [mm]
4
3
2
1
a

325

315

66.9
75.7
85.5
94.7

177
216
234
262

300
285
275
2
Op cal Power [μW/cm ]
153
105
159
183
175
281
210
253
305
293
267
330

260

245a

98.6
169
189
202

64.1
120
122
45.6

Measurement was done with minimum detec on wavelength set in the instrument of 250 nm.

The power reported by the vendor and the measured power differ substantially, most
probable because of the energy lost due to scattering and absorption by the focusing materials;
the measured power of irradiation of the LED´s renders them as low energy light emitting sources.
Summarizing the results of the light sources characterization and their relevance in
this work. Regarding the Hg lamps used, they can be deemed as low output energy sources.
Nevertheless, they can be used to explore and compare the photochemical response of complexes
with an appropriate irradiation time. The irradiation time was set to 120 min for all experiments
based on the fact that there is already literature that reports the deposition of metallic copper
after two hours of irradiation 28 . The lower the optical power of the lamp at a given wavelength the
slower the photochemical reaction, this is a direct consequence of the Grotthuss-Dapper law, the
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higher the influx of photons in the system the higher the excitation probability and the processes
that depend on it. For an industrial application the time needed for deposition should be as short
as possible, nevertheless, considering that the lamps have a low energy output in the UV region,
the photoreaction with these light sources is expected to proceed slowly. It is also important to
notice that the Hg lamps are medium and high pressure lamps, which means that the emission
at 253 nm is self-absorbed; for experimentation in the UV a low pressure lamp would be more
suitable.
Regarding the UV-LEDs, the major advantage of using these light sources is the wavelength
selectivity, which permits to determine the range of wavelength where the reaction is taking place.
The narrow wavelength emission of the UV LEDs avoids additional energy input in the reaction that
can be converted into heat, this is particularly evident when compared with the Hg lamps which
have considerable emission in the IR region. Although the UV-LEDs are low output energy sources
for this application, the reaction might be well accelerated with respect to the Hg lamps because
of the focusing of the light which sets a much lower volume of reaction and area of deposition.

4.2 Selection of solvents and sensitizers
4.2.1

Absorption spectra of solvents
The properties of the solvents, like solvent polarizability and dielectric constant influence

the complex equilibrium, the aggregation of excited pairs and quenching processes, and can also
deter the charge transfer after excitation by not favoring exciplex formation. The reciprocal dielectric
constant of the solvent can be regarded as a “screening” term. Polar conditions where the ion pair
is slightly retained to escape from the solvent cage are desirable. In the polar environment, the
radical ions become well separated and this blocks the electron return. Escape from the solvent
cage is a key feature of photoinduced transfer in solution 179 .
Analyzing in a more mechanistic manner; within an exciplex, the probability of electron
transfer is distance and orientation dependent 180 . If an electron transfer within the inner sphere
is assumed, the reagents are in closer contact with one another and therefore the effect of the
solvent would be deemed as less relevant. On the other hand if an outer sphere mechanism is
assumed the properties of the solvent become crucial for the electron transfer to happen.
Focusing on the experimental design and based on the aforementioned low energies of
the light sources, a solvent with no absorption in the wavelength of reaction has to be selected. In
Figure 10 the absorption spectra of common solvents are presented. Solvents containing the C=O
group , or resonant double bond structures could not be used because of their high absorption in
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a broad range of UV region, as seen for example in acetone, acetylacetone and pyridine.
The solvents that were considered suitable for the reaction were those with cut off
wavelengths lower than 250 nm to avoid a filtering effect. Among them we find chloroform,
n-hexane, diglyme, 2-propanol, ethanol, methanol, water and acetic acid. Initial laboratory test
showed that among these solvent candidates, the complexes CuPyr2Cl2 and the ones containing
derivatives of catechol as ligands were almost unsoluble in n-hexane and water. Diglyme was
dismissed because of its toxicity and its ability to act as a ligand, however it is worth noting that it
has been used successfully as a sensitizer in the photoreaction of Cu(acac)2 by 28 , but their result
could not be reproduced in this work. Acetic acid was dismissed because its chelating properties
by forming copper acetate. 2-Propanol, ethanol and methanol where chosen based on the low
absorption in most of the UV region, availability and to circumscribe the experiments to alcohol
solvents for comparison with literature

28 15

. The relative dielectric constant (ε) for methanol,

ethanol and 2-propanol are 32.7, 24.5 and 17.9 respectively 181 .

Figure 10: UV-Vis spectra of solvents tested for use with copper complexes.
4.2.2

Absorption spectra of sensitizers
Ideally, the absorbance peaks of the sensitizers should overlap with the emission spectra

of light sources, to maximize the probability of excitation. The aromaticity of the ketone influences
the intersystem crossing behavior and available triplet states. Therefore, the reaction was explored
with alkyl and aromatic ketones. Acetone and benzophenone were the sensitizers mostly used for
experimentation. Figure 11 shows the calculated molar absorption coefficients of alkyl and aryl
ketone sensitizers.
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A

B

C

Figure 11: Molar absorp on coeﬃcient of alkyl and aryl ketones A. acetone and B. butanone C. benzophenone
in 2-propanol.

Comparison between the triplet states of acetone and the benzophenone shows that
although both molecules possess lowest n,π* singlet and triplet states, the S1→T1 crossing in
benzophenone is of the 1(n,π*)→3(π,π*)→3(n,π*) type whereas acetone is of 1(n,π*)→3(n,π*) type.
The former is always much faster than the later. All ketones in principle have mixed n,π* and π,π*
states. Alkanones tend to possess relative “pure” n,π*, S1 and T1 states. Benzophenone possesses
near equally “mixed” n,π* and π,π* states, but the state is better represented as a π,π* state.
Naphthyl ketones may possess mixed n,π*↔π,π* singlet states but tend to possess pure π,π*
triplet states 182 .
Aryl ketones such as acetophenone, undergo rapid intersystem crossing of the n→π*
singlet excited state to an energetically close π→π* triplet state. The latter then quickly decays
to the lower energy n→π* triplet. This pathway is not available to most aliphatic ketones, so
their intersystem crossing rates from n→π* singlets to triplets are slow. Conjugation with the
π-electrons of a double bond or a benzene ring shifts n → π* absorptions to longer wavelength
and increases the strength of absorption when compared with acetone.
The intersystem crossing (ISC) probability of the ketones is very high, for acetone the
intersystem crossing yields and triplet energies are φnp= 0.9 and φp= 1.0 (332 kJ/mol) and for
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benzophenone they are φnp= 1.0 (289 kJ/mol) and φp= 1.0 (287 kJ/mol) in non-polar and polar
solvents respectively 31 . Excitation of acetone and benzophenone will lead to a triplet state given
its very high ISC. The primary process of light excitation does not involve the formation of radicals,
since the methyl and the phenyl radical are not stable. It has been experimentally observed in this
work that the presence of the sensitizer is key for the photoreaction to proceed at higher rates,
none of the complexes alone is able to produce a significant metallic deposition without the use
of a sensitizer under the standard experimentation conditions of irradiation times lower than 120
min.
The reduction potential of the sensitizer in the excited state in its donor (D) or acceptor
(A) state, E0(D+/D*)/E0(A*/A-), can be calculated using the reduction potential in the ground state
(E0(D+/D*)/E0(A*/A-)) and the spectroscopic energy of the transition (E00) as shown in the following
equations 179 .

E0(D+/D*) = E0(D+/D) - E00

Ch. (38)

E0(A*/A-) = E0(A/A-) + E00

Ch. (39)

Yet the absolute value of the energy is not deterministic in the feasibility of the electron
transfer, the relative ordering of the energies of unoccupied and occupied orbitals of the excited
molecule and the quencher. It can be surely stated that for the electron transfer to proceed, the
driving force of the transfer has to be positive, which means that the energy level from which the
electron is transfered has to be higher than the energy of the orbital accepting the electron. The
potentials for acetone and benzophenone to act as an oxidation 183 or reduction 181 partner in the
ground and excited state are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Oxida on and reduc on poten als of acetone and benzophenone in the ground and triplet excited
states.

Sensi zer
Acetone
Benzophenone

3

E00 [V]
3.44
2.98

E0(D+/D) [V]
-0.129
-0.129

E0(D+/D*) [V]
-3.57
-3.11

E0(A/A-) [V]
2.84
1.80

E0(A*/A-) [V]
6.28
4.78

Summarizing the section of the selection of solvent and sensitizers. Alcohol solvents
were selected for experimentation because they do not absorb in the UV region, the result can
be compared with literature reports. The main solvent selected for experimentation methanol,
ethanol and 2-propanol are polar and protic. Regarding the sensitizers, they are ketones with
high absorption in the UV region between 240 and 280 nm, have high triplet states which make
them reactive towards hydrogen abstraction reactions. The excited sensitizers, acetone and
benzophenone, are more prone to accepting ans electron than donating one.
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4.3 Selection of synthesized complexes for
photoreduction
All synthesized complexes and copper salts used for the synthesis were screened for
deposition of metallic copper under same conditions. The standard procedure was the preparation
of saturated alcohol solutions of complexes, sensitized with 1:3 v/v ratio of acetone to solvent and
irradiated with a 200W Hg lamp for 120 min after at least 30 minutes of warming-up and stabilizing
the lamp. Those complexes which showed most promising results in terms of deposition of films
with metallic appearance or deposition particles, that could be presumably copper particles, were
selected for characterization and further irradiation experiments. The copper films or particles
are the result of the photoreduction process triggered by the incoming light in the reaction vessel,
particles of copper can coalesce on the interface between the wall of the cuvette which acts as
a substrate and the irradiated liquid. All synthesized complexes were assumed to be heteroleptic
and contain pyridine and catechol derivatives as ligands. Only the coordination of the precursor
complex CuPyr2Cl2 is known to this point as it has been reported in the literature and the synthesis
reaction has been shown to yield only this complex with no further pyridine attached to it 161 . The
results are summarized in the Table 5.
Table 5: Screening of the photoreducing ac vity of copper complexes sensi zed with ketones by irradia on
with the 200W Hg lamp.

Complex
CuPyr4TBC
CuPyr2Cl2
CuCl
CuPyrPCA
CuPyrDOPA

Color
BlueGreen

Solvent
2-propOH

Photodeposi on results
Spot with metallic appearance and copper
color
Spot with metallic appearance and copper
color

Blue

2-propOH

White

2-propOH

Film with red brick color

2-propOH

Par cles with red brick color

2-propOH

Par cles with red brick color

Pale
blue
Deep
brown

CuCl2

Green

2-propOH

Film with gray color

CuPyr(DL-DOPA)

Deep
violet

2-propOH

Film with gray color

Pyr= pyridine, 4TBC = 4-tert-butylcatechol, PCA = (protocatechoic acid / 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid), DOPA =
(dopamine / 3-hydroxytyramine), DL-DOPA = 3-hydroxytyrosine.

The most promising results were shown by the complexes copper(II) di-pyridine di-chloride
(CuPyr2Cl2) and copper pyridine catecholate (CuPyr4TBC), which yield an homogeneous deposition
of a lustrous film with copper color. The aforementioned complexes and the commercial complexes
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copper di-acetylacetonate, Cu(acac)2, and copper di-hexafluoroacetylacetonate Cu(hfacac)2 were
selected for further experimentation and optimization of the photoreduction process.

4.4 Solubility
The solubility of the complexes was determined experimentally by UV-Vis spectroscopy
and atomic spectroscopy (ICP-OES). Experiments where the concentration of complex is not
explicitly shown were done in saturation conditions, the complex characterized are the ones that
showed photodeposition of spots with metallic copper appearance at irradiation times shorter
than 120min.
Table 6: Solubility of Cu(acac)2, Cu(hfacac)2 and CuPyr4TBC in diﬀerent solvents measured with UV-Vis.
Solvent

Solubility [M]
σ [M]

Sta s cs
R2

α

3.89x10-1
1.06x10-2
9.98x10-2

0.999
0.999
0.999

0.05
0.05
0.05

1.24x10-4
3.31x10-3
3.23x10-4

0.999
0.999
0.999

0.05
0.05
0.05

a

2-propanol (absolute)
methanol (absolute)
methanol (>98%)
2-propanol (absolute)
methanol (absolute)
methanol (>98%)

Cu(hfacac)2
6.25
1.15
1.15
Cu(acac)2 b
3.36x10-3
3.63x10-2
9.20x10-3
CuPyr4TBC c
2.21x10-4
2.65x10-3
1.08x10-3
7.33x10-4
7.32x10-2

5.60x10-5
0.982
0.05
-4
1.82x10
0.982
0.05
-5
8.72x10
0.982
0.05
-5
6.18x10
0.982
0.05
-3
1.37x10
0.982
0.05
a
b
c
2
: calculated at 326 nm, : calculated at 244 nm, : calculated at 263 nm, σ: standard devia on, R : coeﬃcient
2-propanol (absolute)
methanol (absolute)
methanol (>98%)
acetonitrile
DMSO

of determina on, α: sta s cal significance.

Table 7: Solubility of CuPyr2Cl2 and CuPyr4TBC in methanol measured with ICP-OES.
Solvent

Dilu on

methanol (>98%)
methanol (>98%)

1:100
1:50

methanol (>98%)

1:50

Measurement [mg/L]
CuPyr4TBC
1.661±0.021
3.317±0.020
CuPyr2Cl2
0.636±0.002

Concentra on [M]
2.61x10-3
2.61x10-3
5.00x10-4

The solubility values in Table 6 and Table 7 show a marked solubility difference between
the studied complexes. The commercial complexes have higher solubility than the synthesized
complexes in alcohol solvents, although the solubility of commercial complexes was not measured,
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such tendency can be extended also to the acetonitrile and DMSO solvents based on experimental
observations. The average solubility in methanol, ethanol and 2-propanol of Cu(hfacac)2 is four
orders of magnitude higher than the solubility of synthesized CuPyr4TBC. The solubility of Cu(acac) 2
is one order of magnitude higher than the solubility of CuPyr4TBC. The same tendency regarding
the solubility is found when making the comparison between the β-diketonate complexes and the
precursor complex CuPyr2Cl2 in methanol.
The rate of deposition is expected to increase as the concentration of the complex
in solution increases. As most of the experiment were carried out in saturated conditions, the
comparison between rates of reaction between complexes will indicate if the rate is higher because
of the higher complex concentration or because the efficiency of the reaction is higher or both.

4.5 UV-Vis spectra, electronic configuration
and electronic transitions
The simulations are performed as a mean to confirm the observations of the electronic
transition in the UV-Vis spectra and to give some insight about the type of electronic transition
in the complex, whether LMCT, MLCT or LLCT. By analyzing the charge density of the complex and
the ligands donor and acceptor ability compared with the central atom, the simulations constitute
also a form to quantitatively inform which ligand increases the electron density towards the metal
center. For simulating the UV-Vis spectra of metallic complexes first a structure with minimum
energy must be found, the minimum energy is confirmed by simulating the IR spectra and verify
that there are no imaginary frequencies; the obtained simulated IR spectra can also be compared
with experimental results and indicate the validity of the results.
Electronic configuration of the molecules were simulated ab-initio using the Software
General Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure System (GAMESS)

171 172

and Gaussian09

173

.

Experimental crystallographic data extracted from Cambridge Crystallographic Database (CCDC)
served as input for the calculations. Crystallographic information was found for commercial
complexes Cu(acac)2 184 185 and Cu(hfacac)2 186 . The geometries of the complexes were optimized at
a B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory with DFT. The complexes that were simulated were Cu(acac)2,
Cu(hfacac)2 and CuPyr2Cl2. The optimized geometries of the complexes are reported in „Annex B“.
Mulliken decomposition analysis was performed to determine if a given molecular orbital
had more metal or ligand character. The molecular orbitals are generated by combination of the
atomic orbitals of the atoms involved, the contribution of any atomic orbital to a molecular orbital
is given by a function involving the overlap integral and the coefficients used to construct the
atomic orbital from the basis function. If the metal orbital contributes more to the molecular
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orbital the orbital is metal centered, meaning there is more electron density from the metal in
that orbital.
For analyzing the result of the TD-DFT simulations, only the major contribution of
the transition will be considered, the percentage of the major contribution will be shown in
parenthesis. From this major contribution the orbital transitions with the highest intensities will
be considered. The complexes are set always in two fragments, the ligands and the metal central
atom. An orbital will be assumed to be a ligand centered orbital if the percentage of coefficient
contribution of the ligand fragment is higher than the percentage contribution of the central
atom fragment. The major percentage coefficient of contribution of the given fragment will be
annotated in parenthesis next to the number of the orbital. The spatial distribution of the orbitals
involved in the more intense transitions will be shown and used to signalize and confirm if the
orbital is ligand or metal centered.

4.5.1

UV-Vis absorption spectra of copper complexes

4.5.1.1 Absorption spectra of Cu(acac)2
Absorption spectra of acetylacetone are characterized by a peak at 273 nm (ε = 2032.12).
For Cu(acac)2 complex, three peaks at 201 nm (ε = 303.50), 244 nm (ε = 424.36), 294 nm (ε =
670.89) and a shoulder at 306 nm (ε = 504.20 m2/mol) can be detected,.
The 273 nm peak of acetylacetone corresponds to a σ→π* transition in the enol form
of the molecule; in a more polar protic solvent the π→π* transition of the ketone form would
become observable with less intensity at approximately 294 nm 187 .
In the spectrum of Cu(acac)2 the first absorption band at 280-310 nm has been assigned
to a π→π* transition. The second band 230-255 nm has been assigned to a charge-transfer
transition from ligand to metal, such assignment has been supported in several publications with
experimental observations

116 28 15

. The three maxima are the product of the strong tetrahedral

distortion from octahedral symmetry and it has been suggested that the shoulders of absorption,
located at 306 nm is due to vibrational fine structure. Copper acetylacetonate π→π* band splits
into two bands the b1u→b3g transition and b3g→au transition 188 .
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A

B

Figure 12: Molar absorp on coeﬃcient of A. Cu(II) acetylacetonate Cu(acac)2 and its ligand B. acetylacetonate
(acac) in 2-propanol. Experimental ( ) , TDDFT B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) simula on ( ).

The simulated spectrum shown in Figure 12 A is shifted to lower wavelengths to match
the experimental spectra. Comparison between the experimental and the simulated spectrum
reveals that two peaks are reproduced, although shifted. It is not clear if the higher wavelength
peak in the simulation corresponds to the peak at 294 nm or to the shoulder observed at 306 nm.
There is striking correspondence between the wavelength spacing between the simulated peaks
and the peaks located at 244 and 306 nm in the measured spectra and therefore it will be assumed
that the simulation reproduces the aforementioned peaks.

4.5.1.2

Energy transitions in Cu(acac)2 simulated spectra
The complex has a square planar geometry in crystal form 184 185 , the structure obtained

in the simulations differs from the structure in the crystal form, the main difference was a tilt in
the plane of each ligand with respect to one another. The tilt in the structure was accepted in
order to eliminate imaginary frequencies from the calculations and to obtain a local or global
minimum. The difference in the structures might be due to the fact that the simulation considers
a gas molecule while the reported structure 184 185 is in the crystal state.
Three energy transitions are observed in the simulations and are located at 210, 231 and
293 nm. The experimental values are located at 244, 294 and 306 nm. The difference between
the two biggest transitions in the simulated (293-231) and the experimental spectrum (306-244)
give the same result 62 nm; it is assumed that those transitions have been correctly reproduced
by the simulated spectrum although the transitions in the simulation are shifted 13 nm to lower
wavelengths. The peak located at 294 nm in the experimental measurement is not reproduced by
the simulations as observed in Figure 13 B. The small shoulder observed in the simulated spectra
at 210 nm has no parallel in the experimental spectra.
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The simulated transition predicted at 231 nm seems to be a charge transfer transition
involving a ligand and a metal centered orbital. The strongest amplitude of this transition (32%) is
observed from orbital 60, which is mainly a ligand orbital (77% acac), to orbital 68, which is a
metal orbital (61% Cu). It can be also seen in Figure 13 that the wavefunction representing the
orbital 68 is centered in the copper atom but involves also the oxygen ligand atoms, the
wavefunction in orbital 60 is more homogeneously distributed in the complex, thus suggesting
that indeed some charge was delocalized from the ligands and has been centered around the
metal.
A

68

B

69

60
59
Figure 13: A. Molecular orbital diagram of Cu(acac)2. = %Cu+2,

70

67
-2

= %[acac2] . B. Simulated UV-Vis spectra
and molecular orbitals involved in the transi ons with colors showing the phase.

The strongest amplitude of the transition observed at 293 nm (70%) involves a metal
centered orbital 59 (66% Cu) and another metal centered orbital 68 (61% Cu), suggesting it is a
ligand field transition, in the orbital picture in Figure 13 the charge is only concentrated around
the metal in the final orbital (68), while in the former orbital (59) the electron density was more
delocalized. Ligand field transitions are rather expected at longer wavelengths.
The strongest amplitude of the transition at 213 nm (47%) involves the ligand centered
orbital 60 (77% acac) and the ligand orbital 69 (99% acac), the final ligand orbital is doubly
degenerated, the transition could be also done to the orbital 70 (99% acac); both orbitals 69
and 70 have a clear concentration of charge around one of the ligands, which means that this
transitions leads to a charge polarization in one of the ligands and is a interligand charge transfer.
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4.5.1.3 Absorption spectra of Cu(hfacac)2
The absorption spectrum of hexafluoroacetylacetone is characterized by peaks at 202 nm
(ε = 70.59), 270 nm (ε = 141.55), 303 nm (ε = 52.68) and 316 nm (ε = 36.71). The absorption
spectrum of Cu(hfacac)2 is characterized by peaks at 227 nm (ε = 810.95), 308 nm (ε = 1387.73),
and 326 nm (ε = 787.376 m2/mol).
B

A

Figure 14: Molar absorp on coeﬃcient of A. Copper hexafluoroacetylacetonate Cu(hfacac)2 and its ligand B.
Hexafluoroacetylacetonate (hfacac) in 2-propanol. Experimental ( ) , TD-DFT B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) simula on ( ).
The 270 nm peak of hexafluoroacetylacetone corresponds to a π→π* transition

187

, the

peak observed at 202 nm and shoulder at 303 nm are attributed to the hydration after exposure
to the atmosphere.
For Cu(hfacac)2 the first band at 230 nm has been assigned to a π3→π5* transition. The
bands at 310 nm has been assigned to b2g→au component of a π3→π4* transition and the shoulder
at 326 nm to the b1a→b3g component

189

. There seems to be a disruption of the smoothness of

the 308 band at 293 nm, which is detectable using a second derivative. But the resolution is not
enough to affirm the presence of a peak at 293 nm, the presence of these two short successive
peaks would suggest tight upper levels in which the electronic transition can occur.

4.5.1.4

Energy transitions in Cu(hfacac)2 simulated spectra
Cu(hfacac)2 has a square planar geometry in the crystal state, which is typical of

β-diketonate complexes, upon crystallization a bipyramidal coordination is obtained by
coordination with two fluorine atoms of adjacent molecules 186 190 . The compound readily forms a
dihydrate upon exposition to atmospheric conditions.
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A

116

108

B

118

117

109

113

114

= %Cu+2, = %[(hfacac)2]-2. B. Simulated UV-Vis
spectra and molecular orbitals involved in the transi ons with colors showing the phase.

Figure 15: A. Molecular orbital diagram of Cu(hfacac)2.

The structure optimizations of the compound at the B3LYP/6-31(d,p) level of theory gave
also a twisted structure, in which one of the ligands is twisted with respect to the plane of the
other structure, although energy minima structures were found which resembles the crystal planar
structure, explored planar geometries had always imaginary frequencies which means that the
planar configurations were no local or global minima but saddle points. The issue was resolved as
well as for previously mentioned with Cu(acac)2 by accepting the twist in the optimized geometry.
The transitions observed in the simulated spectrum in Figure 15 are located at 217, 235
and 292 nm. The experimental values as indicated previously are located at 227, 308 and 326 nm.
The shoulder calculated at 217 nm is not observable in the experimental spectrum, the simulated
spectrum shows also transitions that are closer to the visible region and are too shifted for direct
comparison with the experimental peaks in the UV region.
The simulated peak observed at the 292 nm has an unique maximum amplitude (94%)
which is associated with a hole in the ligand centered orbital 113 (90% hfacac) and a particle
located at a metal centered orbital 116 (61% Cu). The source molecular orbital 113 has a wider
electron distribution than the final molecular orbital 116 which is centered in the central atom of
copper, suggesting that the transition could be associated with a LMCT.
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The 235 nm transitions has a maximum amplitude (45%) when the source is the molecular
orbital 109 (51% hfacac) to the clearly metal centered orbital 116 (61% Cu). The electron density
of the source orbital seems to be again spread thought the whole molecule while the end orbital
has a clear density concentrated around the central atom, as suggested by the pictures of the
wavefunction. This transition can also be assigned to a LMCT.

4.5.1.5 Absorption spectra of CuPyr2Cl2 and CuPyr4TBC
The absorption spectrum of the sensitized complex will be analyzed based on the
absorption spectra of the precursors and ligands. Copper di-pyridine di-chloride complex and the
4-tert-buty catechol are the precursors of the CuPyr4TBC complex.
The copper pyridine precursor complex contains the pyridine ligand and a stabilization
ion, Cl-. The absorption spectrum of pure pyridine was recorded also in the same solvents as the
precursor complex and the final complex. The pyridine absorption spectrum, Figure 16 C, has
characteristic peaks located at 203 nm (ε = 8228.0), 240 nm (ε = 5094.7), 245 nm (ε = 7224.5), 251
nm (ε = 9588.5), 257 nm (ε = 10195.3), 263 nm (ε = 6971.6 m2/mol).
A

B

C

D

Figure 16: Molar absorp on coeﬃcient of A. Copper pyridine 4 tert-butyl catecholate CuPyr4TBC B. Copper
di-pyridine di-chloride (CuPyr2Cl2) and shi ed simulated UV-Vis spectra. Experimental ( ), TDDFT B3LYP/631G(d,p) simula on ( ) C. Pyridine and D. 4 tert-butyl catechol (4TBC). All determina ons were done in
2-propanol except CuPyr2Cl2 which was done in deionized-filtrated water.
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The peaks at 251, 257 and 263 nm have been assigned to a π→π* transition 191 192 . The low
intensity bands at higher and lower wavelengths at 239, 245 nm and the shoulder 270 – 290 nm
have been assigned to a n→π* transitions. The assignment of the n→π* transition is supported on
the evidence that those transition vanish in the spectra of the pyridinium ion (Pyr-H+) when the
covalent bond is formed 192 . Pyridine has a triplet state from an intersystem crossing mechanism,
its triplet state is very short lived and decays though a radiationless mechanism
large tendency to be quenched by oxygen

194

193

and it has a

. Pyridine has a low symmetry group C2v compared

with its parental molecule Benzene which is D6h. Studies have demonstrated that the binding of
pyridine to copper is mainly done through the σ lone pair instead of the π back-bonding 195 196 .
The precursor complex CuPyr2Cl2 (Figure 16 B) contains the same peaks as pyridine but
the molar absorption coefficient is much lower 239 nm (ε = 188.0), 245 nm (ε = 270.2), 251 nm (ε
= 361.4), 256 nm (ε = 392.2), 262 nm (ε = 266.9 m2/mol).
The band observed between 225 and 270 nm for CuPyr2Cl2 resembles that of the
uncoordinated ligand, but the small shifts in the band energies suggest coordination as in similar
copper pyridine complexes 197 . The band also seems structured, as a collection of transitions lying
very near in energy with one another, such resemblance of the structured band of the complex
with the free ligand has also been observed in polypyridine complexes 32 . Low lying excited states
have been found for simulated pyridine copper cluster complexes, many of the which have been
identified as charge transfer excited states

198

. Although the pyridine is bound to copper and in

this should cause the disappearance of the n→π* transition as in the pyridinium ion, that does not
happen in this coordination compounds or equivalent metal dipyridine dichloride compounds 199 .
In the CuPyr2Cl2 complex the shoulder attributed to the n→π* in pyridine is wider, spanning from
270 to 325 nm, instead of 270 - 290 nm in pyridine.
The absorption spectrum of the ligand 4-tert-butylcatechol (Figure 16 D) has characteristic
peaks located at 217 nm (ε = 39.4), 231 nm (ε = 108.8), 281 nm (ε = 105.0), 287nm (ε = 89.2 m2/
mol). The peak located around 281 nm has been assigned to a π→π* transition, and is observed
to be insensitive to the secondary ligand 167 .
In the spectrum of the CuPyr4TBC complex (Figure 16 A), the pyridine ligand has the
highest molar absorptivity coefficient of the ligands and therefore dominates over the absorption
of other ligands. The absorption spectra of the CuPyr2Cl2 complex show characteristic absorption
bands in the region 239 nm to 262 nm these bands of pyridine shift slightly once it is bound to
copper. The pyridine peak located at 202 nm disappears presumably because it is shifted below
the detection range of the instrument. In the case of the 4TBC ligand the bands located at 217, 231
and 281 nm are hidden by the bands of pyridine, the only band from 4TBC that remains clearly
visible, is the band located at 287 nm. A band in the range of 430 to 550 nm which has been
attributed to a interligand charge transfer

200

is absent in this complex, it is assumed then that
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there is no LLCT in the CuPyr4TBC complex.
The peak at 287 nm is attributed to the 4-tert-butylcatecholate (4TBC) and the peaks
at 202, 240, 245, 251, 257and 263 nm be attributed to the pyridine ligand. The absorption from
214 to 266 nm have been attributed to π→π* transitions in the catechol ligand and a LMCT from
pyridine to catechol 201 . The presence of the ligands pyridine and 4TBC is proven directly from the
UV-Vis spectra of the CuPyr4TBC complex and the bond of the ligand and the central atom can be
proved with the IR spectra of the complex.

4.5.1.6

Energy transitions in CuPyr2Cl2 simulated spectra
The transitions observed in the simulated spectrum are located at 318, 288 and 260 nm

while in the experimental spectrum one distinguishable peak can be observed around 292 nm. The
simulated spectrum is shifted in order to resemble the experimental spectra and find a relation
between them.
The most intense transition in the simulated spectra at 318 with a maximum amplitude
(79%) involves the ligand centered orbital 69 (77% Pyr 6% Cl) and the metal centered 74 (63%), the
wavefunction function changes suggest a density transition from the Cl atoms to be towards the
Cu atom, yet the change of electron distribution can not be clearly seen.
A

74

75

76

B

78

63

62

79

72

64

69

= %Cu+2,
spectra and molecular orbitals involved in the transi ons.

Figure 17: A. Molecular orbital diagram of CuPyr2Cl2.

70

73

= %[(Pyridine, Cl)2]-2. B. Simulated UV-Vis
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The other transition that could be correlated with the experimental spectra is located at
260 nm and has a maximum amplitude (48%) involving the ligand centered molecular orbitals 70
(78% Pyr, 6%Cl) and 76 (92% Pyr, 2% Cl). The transitions corresponds to a interligand transition
involving the Cl ligand and the pyridine ligands where the density is shifted towards the pyridine
ligand as seen in the wavefunction image of the orbital.
The simulated spectra of CuPyr2Cl2 and Cu(acac)2 show that the calculated energies for the
transitions are higher than the experimental values. Increased energies of simulated transitions
compared with experimental is well known to happen when the Hartree-Fock method is used,
whereas the DFT method has the tendency to give transitions that are lower in energy than the
experimental ones. The correlation introduced in the B3LYP approach mixes both calculations in
order to correct the systematic error of both approaches. Nevertheless the correction done by the
correlation, the calculated energies are still high when compared with the experimental values.

4.6 Infrared spectra
The objective of this section is first to prove experimentally the coordination of the
organic ligands with copper for the CuPyr4TBC, Cu(acac)2 and Cu(hfacac)2 complexes. The
measured IR spectra of the complexes will be compared with literature reported spectra, when
available, to confirm the bands and peaks expected within these complexes. Once the measured
spectra has been confirmed, it can be compared with the DFT simulated spectra, first to check if
the DFT simulations reproduce the most important vibrations and approximate to the molecular
structure of the complexes. The peaks in the simulated IR spectra will be analyzed searching for
any imaginary frequencies, which would indicate that the geometry does not correspond to an
energy minimum geometry.
Most of the peaks present in the IR spectra of copper complexes come from the organic
ligands. Due to the heavy atom effect the frequencies of the metal atom and the ligand bonding
atom are found at higher wavenumber or lower frequencies. The shift of the peaks between the
coordinated and the uncoordinated ligand and the change of the vibrational modes due to the
change in the configuration and the bonding are indicative of the coordination. The following
section presents the experimental IR measurements compared with literature values, when
available, and the simulated IR spectra of the most relevant copper coordination compounds in
this work. Simulations were performed at the DFT B3LYPV5/6-31G(d,p) level of theory for the
ligands and at the DFT B3LYPV5/cc-TZV for the coordination compounds infrared analysis.
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Infrared spectra of Cu(acac)2
The IR spectra of the copper complexes are independent of the oxidation of the central

atom, for example in copper acetylacetonate

202

, the IR spectra of black particulate Cu(I)(acac)2

has the same IR spectrum as Cu(II)(acac)2 complex 15 .
The region 1777 - 1668 cm-1 corresponds to a carbon oxygen stretching band 203 , observed
peak has a lower

in Figure 18 A; due to the electron resonance in the coordination ring, the

peaks in the uncoordinated ligand within the band, the uncoordinated

frequency than the

vibration is found around 1720 cm-1 204 , it is present in the uncoordinated ligand IR spectra
but not in the coordination compound spectra (Figure 18 A & B). The absorption peaks at 1520
and 1590 cm-1 disclose the formation of a five-membered chelate ring containing copper and the
oxygen atoms, and correspond to

and

respectively 205 162 . The

and

peaks

-1

are found in the experimental spectrum in Figure 18 B at 1520 and 1574 cm .
The peaks located, for the uncoordinated ligand, at 1302, 1246 and 777 cm-1 in Figure
18 A, which correspond to the wagging

, twisting

and stretching

disappear once the ligand is coordinated. One hydrogen is lost from

vibrational modes of
leaving

and the ligand

negatively charged and ready to coordinate with the copper cation; the vibrational modes of the
are an in-plane

and an out-of-plane deformation at 1188 and 781 cm-1 respectively in Figure

18 B.
The peaks located at 611 and 453 cm-1 in Figure 18 B are mixed modes involving the
deformation of the coordination ring
copper oxygen stretching

(**) and the methyl stretching

(*) with the

, thus these peaks are a direct observation of the coordination

environment. The band located at 453 cm-1 is the purest
A

stretching mode.
B

Figure 18: Infrared spectra of A. acetylacetone and B. Cu(acac)2. Experimental( ), literature ( ) and
simula on ( ).
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IR spectra of Cu(hfacac)2
The IR spectrum of copper hexafluoroacetylacetonate has unique peaks, when compared

with the non-coordinated ligand, those located at 417, 359 and 324 cm-1 corresponding the first
two to the asymmetric and symmetric in-plane deformation of the ring
metal oxygen

and stretching of the

, and the last to the in-plane deformation of the metal oxygen

, similar

signals are found in its homologue complex Cu(acac)2. The torsion of the CH2 group is present in
the free ligand at 1269 cm-1 and, just as it happens in the case of acetylacetonate and its complex,
the CH2 disappears upon coordination and new associated vibrations with the CH group appear in
the spectra of the copper complex Figure 19 B. The carbon oxygen symmetric and asymmetric
stretching in the ligand in

are located at 1631 and 1690 cm-1 respectively, these are predicted

by the simulations but very much shifted to higher wavenumbers, the antisymmetric stretching
intensity of the simulation has been rescaled for better observation.
A

B

Figure 19: Infrared spectra of A. hexafluoroacetylacetone (hfacac) and B. copper hexafluoroacetylacetonate
hydrate (Cu(hfacac)2/H2O). Experimental( ), literature ( ) and simula on ( ).
The methyl transition is located at 3152 cm-1 in the complex, at 3134 cm-1 for the free
ligand, both values are similar to those reported in the literature of 3134 cm -1

206

Figure 19 A and B the bands of the CF3 group are the most intense in the spectra

. As seen in
207

. There is

completely concordance between measurements and literature peaks, simulations of the IR peaks
of the ligand and the complex show all the experimental bands although some slightly shifted. The
two most intense peaks in the simulated acetylacetone spectra were multiplied by one third and
used to renormalize the intensity of the smaller peaks for better observation, similar operation
was performed on the Cu(hfacac)2 simulated spectra.
4.6.3

IR spectra of CuPyr2Cl2 and CuPyr4TBC
The peaks corresponding to the stretching of copper and coordinated nitrogen

for a Cu(II) di-pyridine complex should be located in the band 180-290 cm-1 204 , this region could
not be measured with the available instruments to give direct indication of the coordination of
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pyridine with copper, results from the ab-initio simulations predict such stretching at 249 cm-1.
The copper-pyridine coordination can be proved indirectly by the shifts in the peaks of
the bound and the unbound ligand. For pyridine the peaks at 604 cm -1 and 405 cm-1 which
correspond to the in-plane and the out-of-plane ring deformation are shifted to higher frequencies
upon complexation 204 208 209 , the mentioned peak are shown in the IR of free pyridine in Figure 20
A.
A

B

Figure 20: Infrared spectra of A. pyridine and B. CuPyr2Cl2. Experimental( ), literature ( ) and simula on ( ).
The IR spectra of the precursor complex CuPyr2Cl2 in Figure 20 B shows the Cu-Pyr peak
displaced at 642 cm-1 which is in full agreement with what is reported in the literature. The in-plane
ring deformation is predicted by the ab-initio calculations to be located at 613 cm-1 for the free
pyridine and to 649 cm-1 for the coordinated pyridine. The peak occurring at 747cm-1 is typical of
uncoordinated pyridine and is diagnostic of the presence of free pyridine in the complex, the peak
is shifted to around 760 cm-1 when all pyridine is coordinated, the absence of free pyridine has
been observed in similar complexes like CuPyr4(NCS)2 757 cm-1, CuPyr4(I3)2 753 cm-1 and CuPyr2Br2
755 cm-1, this criterion coupled with thermogravimetric analysis in literature indicates the non
existence of CuPyr4Cl2 161 . The ab initio calculations predict the vibrations of the

are located

at 267 cm-1 and 333 cm-1 for the symmetric and the asymmetric stretch respectively.
The peaks in the IR spectra of the complex CuPyr4TBC has many vibrations of the tertbutyl group and the phenyl ring. The bonding of copper with 4TBC can be indirectly addressed
by the disappearance of the peaks that correspond to the OH in-plane deformation located at
1367 and 1342 cm-1. The coordination with pyridine, just as in the precursor complex CuPyr2Cl2
discussed above is indicated by the presence of the shift in the pyridine peaks located at 760
and 644 cm-1. The presence of both coordinated ligand peak is due to either the presence of a
heteroleptic copper complex of the mixture of two homoleptic copper complexes CuPyr2Cl2 and
Cu4TBC2.
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A

B

Figure 21: Infrared spectra of A. 4 tert-butyl catechol (4TBC) and B. Copper pyridine 4 tert-butyl catecholate
(CuPyr4TBC). Experimental ( ), literature ( ) and simula on ( ).
The peaks at 1464 and 1259 cm-1 have been reported in literature as characteristic peaks
of a similar complex Cu bipyridine 3,5 di-tert-butylcatechol dimer (CuPyr2 3,5TBC)2 166 . The peaks
appear characteristically and consistently in a variety of catechol complexes and therefore are
considered a direct proof of its coordination with transition metals, the peaks correspond to the
phenyl stretch (

) and the catechol stretch (

) respectively 167 . In the experimental IR spectra

of the CuPyr4TBC similar peaks with high intensity are found at 1448 and 1261 cm-1. The peak
at 1261 cm-1 in the experimental spectra of CuPyr4TBC is not present in the precursor complex
CuPyr2Cl2 IR spectra; but the peak at 1261 cm-1 in the experimental spectra of CuPyr4TBC can also
be attributed to a

vibration. No depicted literature spectra to be digitized could be found for

the CuPyr4TBC complex to compare with. All attempts to find and energy minimum geometry for
this complex failed as well, all the geometries contained at least one imaginary frequency.
Resuming some important results of this section. The most important result concerning
the analysis of IR measurements is the confirmation of the complexation of pyridine and 4TBC with
the copper atom. The coordination of pyridine is confirmed by the peaks at 642 and 760 cm-1 while
the coordination with 4TBC is confirmed by the peaks at 1448 and 1261 cm-1. The simultaneous
coordination of the ligands with one copper atom cannot be yet claimed and will be proved later
with a mass spectroscopy analysis. The analysis of IR measurements of Cu(acac)2 and Cu(hfacac)2
is consistent with the literature reported measurements and bands.
Concerning the simulations of the IR spectra of the complexes CuPyr2Cl2, Cu(acac)2 and
Cu(hfaca)2, it has been shown that all the IR simulated spectra do not contain imaginary frequencies,
therefore the geometries found for the complexes are an energy minima and not a saddle point
in the molecule energy curve. The geometry found for the complexes CuPyr2Cl2, Cu(acac)2 and
Cu(hfacac)2 are valid structures for further calculation of electronic transitions with TD-DFT.
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4.7 Mass Spectroscopy
The main objective of this section is to inquiry into the nature of the synthesized complex
CuPyr4TBC, to try to determine its molecular mass since the pyridine neutral ligand may be present
more than once and to study if the main peak in the MS spectra corresponds with the molecular
mass of the a heteroleptic copper complex containing pyridine and 4TBC. The MS spectra can be
also used to try to elucidate some possible products of the photochemical reaction.
Mass spectroscopy (MS) analysis of the complex shows the peaks of the ligands, peaks of
the complex moieties and products of the reaction involving the cleavage of the ligands. Several
literature reports show the possibility of measuring organometallic complexes in the gas phase
using electro spray ionization ESI 210 211 , and it has been attributed to the “soft” ionization provided
by ESI 212 , specific detection of other copper complexes have been proved with this technique 213 .
The ESI ionization conditions used in this work are reported in the methods section 3.4.4.
A

B

C

D

Figure 22: MS spectra of copper(II) pyridine 4-tert butyl catecholate CuPyr4TBC A. posi ve mode B. nega ve
mode C. posi ve mode with 0.1% v/v formic acid D. nega ve mode with 0.1% v/v chloroform.
The MS spectrogram shows that most probably the CuPyr4TBC complex results as an
equilibrium between the homoleptic complex of copper with 4TBC and the heteroleptic copper
complex with pyridine and chloride. The two complexes take part in a complex equilibrium in
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which the ligands are interchanged, such behavior has been seen in similar heteroleptic copper
complexes 164 .
The analysis also confirms that there are also copper dimer complexes as part of the
equilibrium and that this equilibrium is sensitive to the change of solvent polarity and pH, because
some complex peaks disappear upon addition of chloroform and acetic acid. The sensitivity of the
instrument is high enough to detect the isotopes of copper 63Cu and 65Cu; as expected most of the
copper effluents contain 63Cu. The small decimal differences (of the order ±0.5) between the ideal
molecular weights and the measurement signals is due to the isotope effect, this is particularly
true for complexes involving Cu and Cl. The catechol ligand can be bound to copper either as
dehydrogenated catechol or semiquinone, in such cases the net charge of the ligand would be -2
and -1 respectively..

Figure 23: Eﬄuents of the equilibrium between CuPyr2Cl2 and Cu(4TSQ)2 complexes. Eﬄuents detected in

posi ve

and nega ve

mode in mass spectroscopy analysis.

In the MS positive mode, Figure 22 A and C, one of the highest peaks of the spectrogram
corresponds to a molecular mass of 391 m/z, which is in very good agreement with the ideal
molecular weight of the homoleptic Cu(4TBSQ) ion. The presence of the Cu(4TBSQ) ion is further
confirmed, first by the peak at 413 m/z which is the product of deprotonation of the complex
and addition of Na, leading to NaCu(4TBSQ)2, and secondly by the addition of formic acid, which
triggers the appearance of the monoaqua complexes, Cu(4TBSQ)2H2O, located at 409 m/z and 411
m/z for the two isotopes of copper.
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The pH change of the solution caused by the addition of formic acid, in Figure 22 C, triggers
the appearance of the peaks at 221 m/z and 223 m/z, associated with the complex [CuPyr2]+ for
both copper isotopes. The complex CuPyr2CHO2 is also formed upon addition of formic acid with
peaks located at 266 m/z and 268 m/z for both copper isotopes. The presence of the complex
containing two pyridines is confirmed also in the negative spectra with the peak observed at
283.2m/z corresponding to the complex [CuPyr2(OCH3)]-, which reaffirms that coordination of
copper with pyridine favors the +1 oxidation state.
The addition of chloroform triggers the formation of other copper complexes. In the
negative spectra the complex peak detected at 197 m/z and 199 m/z in Figure 22 B and D are
attributed to isotopes complexes [Cu2Cl2]-. The complex formation is increased by the addition of
Chloroform, as seen when comparing Figure 22 B and D. This complex is complex can be is again
an initial stage of a copper cluster.
It can be seen in Figure 23 that the ionization process of CuPyr 2Cl2, leads to several
dissociation reactions d1, d2 and d3; its molecular ion cannot be detected in the MS spectra and only
its dissociation products are detected. The fragment Cl forms, under the experimental conditions,
the trichloro cuprate complex [CuCl3]-, showing readily the Cl dissociation, which can be detected
at 169 m/z in the negative mode in Figure 22 B and D. The dissociation of the pyridine and the
chloride ligands, either two chlorides (d1) or three chloride and three pyridine of two complex
molecules (d2); from the CuPyr2Cl2 complex leads to the peaks observed at 221 m/z, 223 m/z and
242 m/z, these products are depicted in the upper part of Figure 23 because they are reduced.
The dissociation of these ligands can then be associated with a charge transfer from the ligands
to the central copper atom, leaving copper in +1 oxidation state. The peak located at 242 m/z
corresponds with the molecular weight of binuclear copper pyridine chloride, Cu2PyrCl, and can
be seen as the initial stage of a copper cluster formation. The presence of the dimer confirms the
tendency of these copper complexes to form copper dimers, as has been reported in literature 86 .
The presence of the peak at 242 m/z is also direct evidence that pyridine is also dissociated from
the CuPyr2Cl2 complex under the ionization conditions, and most importantly shows Cl acting as a
bridging ligand between two Cu(I) centers.
The peaks located at 470 m/z and 306 m/z clearly show the complex equilibrium between
the ligands 4TBC and pyridine, the peaks correspond to the molecular weight of CuPyr(4TBSQ)2 and
CuPyr4TBSQ molecular ions, respectively. Showing at first that the coordination of the Cu(4TBSQ)2
complex with a neutral pyridine occurs most probably in the axial positions in a square pyramidal
configuration, which is in agreement with the idea that the chelation of copper by two 4TBC or
4TBSQ ligands leads to a square planar complex. The second conclusion that can be drawn from
the presence of these two complexes is that although thermodynamically the complex with the
bidentate ligand is favored over the monodentate ligand, the products of the substitution reaction
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by pyridine are noticeable. Although a +2 oxidation state for copper in the peak at 306 m/z is
possible if coordination with catechol instead of semiquinone is assumed, it is deemed as highly
probable that the oxidation state of copper in this complex is +1 and it is coordinated with the
semiquinone, based on the argument the coordination with nitrogen ligands favors the formation
of Cu(I) complexes

214

. The absence of the CuPyr24TBC2 complex can be attributed also to the

preference of Cu(I) to be bi-coordinated in the presence of nitrogen ligands. Similarly tetrahedral
coordinated Cu(II) is prevalently observed with catechol or semiquinone chelates.
The fact that a high peak of Cu(4TBC)2 molecular ion appears in the mass spectra shows
that the complex containing 4TBC is more stable than CuPyr 2Cl2.
CuPyr2+ complexes are also detected single charged in the MS spectra, this result confirm
the experimental observation in literature that pyridine actively does not withdraws charge from
the copper ion. All the fragments containing pyridine are single charged, the donation of charge
from nitrogen is easier than in the case of oxygen most probably due to their electronegativity,
3.04 and 3.44 respectively, compared with copper, 1.90 in the Pauling scale.

Figure 24: Possible products of the reac on detected with MS.
The MS spectra also shows some possible products of reaction which are shown in Figure
24. In the negative spectra, Figure 22 B and D the detection limit is lower than in the positive
spectra. The peak at 113 m/z corresponds with the molecular weight of 5-amino-2,4-pentadienoic
acid which would be a product of the bond cleavage of the aromatic ring of pyridine, similarly to
what has been observed in catechol. The pyridine bond is broken in the α-position resembling the
reaction observed in aryl ketones excited in the 3(n,π*). It cannot be stated, similarly to catechol,
that the pyridine ring is cleavage specifically during the photochemical reaction, the presence of
the peak at 113 m/z is considered and artifact of the measurement itself.
Other possible products are those coming from the cleavage of the ring in catechol
molecules with peaks observed at 198 m/z corresponding with 3-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-2,4hexadienedioic acid, and the peak at 212 m/z corresponding to the isomers 4-tert-butylmuconic
acid monomethyl ester and 3-tert-butylmuconic acid metyl ester. The presence of these oxidized
species in solution suggest that the electron in the aromatic ring might be serving also as a
mechanism to reduce copper metal, as already observed by 148 the cleavage oxidation of catechol
molecules lead to reduction of copper complexes. The ring cleavage of catechol might be considered
to take place during the photochemical reaction although not necessarily triggered by it.
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The most important conclusion of the MS spectra analysis shows that the CuPyr4TBC
complex is an intermediate of the complex equilibrium between the complexes Cu(4TBSQ)2 and
CuPyr2Cl2, and that this equilibrium is, as expected, sensitive to the pH and the solvent. The
change in pH or solvent causes the appearance of other multi-coordinated copper pyridine 4TBSQ
complexes.
Although literature reports show that products of the photochemical reaction with
copper complexes containing aromatic ligands might be the result of the cleavage of the aromatic
ring

148

, these substances might be as well artifact in the measurement, because the cleavage

might be also triggered by the ionization conditions.

4.8 Charge decomposition analysis on
complexes
Single energy calculations on all complexes at a B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory,
performed in Gaussian-09

173

were used in conjunction with the software package Multiwfn

analyzer to perform the extended charge decomposition analysis (ECDA) and molecular orbitals
diagrams and electrostatic potential maps

175 215

. Extended charge decomposition analysis was

carried out instead of charge decomposition analysis (CDA), because the complexes considered
are open-shell which means different electronic configuration for the alpha and the beta electrons.
The charge decomposition analysis was performed to provide deep insight on how
charges are transferred between fragments in a complex to achieve charge equilibrium

216

. The

more charge is transferred to the copper atom the higher the probability of the charge remaining
on the copper atom when a covalent bond is broken.
The extended charge decomposition analysis expands the complex molecular orbital,
either occupied or unoccupied, alpha or beta, using linear combination of fragment orbitals. In
Table 8 the contribution to the complex molecular orbital by the virtual and occupied orbitals of
each fragment are found in columns 3 – 6. The charge transfer is calculated from the polarized
fragment, which are shown in Table 8 columns 7 – 10. Finally, the total charge transfer is the
difference between the charge transferred from each fragment to one another in each polarization.
Detailed information about the calculations can be found in literature 216 175 215 .
The analysis ECDA was done considering the copper central atom as first fragment and the
ligands as the second fragment of the complex. The ECDA analysis shows that there is more charge
transfered to the copper central atom in the case of copper pyridine in comparison with the other
complexes. The total charge transfer and the sequence from more to less charge transfer from the
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organic ligands is CuPyr2Cl2 (-1.33)>Cu(acac)2(-1.14)>Cu(hfacac)2(-1.09), the value in parenthesis is
the sum of the column CT for each complex in Table 8.
Table 8: Extended charge decomposi on analysis of copper complexes Cu(acac)2, Cu(hfacac)2 and CuPyr2Cl2.
Complex/
Orbital

Alpha
Beta

Alpha
Beta

Alpha
Beta

Occupacy

Frag.(1): copper
Frag.(2): ligands
Occ. [%] Virt. [%] Occ. [%] Virt. [%]
Cu(acac)2

Aa

Bb

Cc

Dd

CTe

Occupied
Virtual
Occupied
Virtual

1230.9
69.1
1388.0
12.0

140.6 5313.8
14.6
0.69 1.41 0.15 0.86 -0.72
2159.4
86.1 22585.4
54.0
5343.2
14.8
0.12 0.54 0.15 0.57 -0.42
2145.9
56.8 22585.2
Cu(hfacac)2

Occupied
Virtual
Occupied
Virtual

1231.3
68.7
1388.4
11.6

137.8 10117.3
13.6
0.69 1.38 0.14 0.83 -0.69
2162.3
82.7 29786.4
51.4 10146.7
13.6
0.12 0.51 0.14 0.53 -0.40
2148.6
53.4 29786.4
CuPyr2Cl2

Occupied
Virtual
Occupied
Virtual

1224.1
75.9
1389.2
10.8

158.3
2141.8
61.8
2138.2

5905.2
12.4
0.76 1.58 0.12 0.95 -0.82
94.8 20787.6
5936.6
12.5
0.11 0.62 0.12 0.63 -0.51
63.4 20787.5

PL= Polariza on CT= Charge Transfer a: PL(1) + CT(1→2), b: PL(1) + CT(2→1), c: PL(2) + CT(1→2), d: PL(2) +
CT(2→1), e: CT(1→2) - CT(2→1).

The larger charge transfer in CuPyr2Cl2 can be explained as follows. The presence of a
shifted charge toward the central atom in the CuPyr2Cl2 complex can be attributed to the presence
of the Cl- ligand which can be easily oxidized, thus displacing more of its charge toward the central
atom. The shift in the charge towards the central atom can also be attributed to the fact that the
pyridine energy levels are lower in energy when compared to the acac and hfacac ligands. The
interaction between copper and pyridine, in terms of the charge transfer, has also been observed
experimentally and is attributed to two mechanisms: first the donation of the pyridine lone
electron pair, which is the major contribution to the bond and second a small backdonation of the
metal to the fourth π-antibonding orbital of pyridine 198 .
Although it is not known how much of the large charge transfer in CuPyr2Cl2 comes
from the Cl and from the pyridine ligand, revision of literature result comparing ligand where
the bonding atom is nitrogen with other where C, P and As are bonding atoms, suggest that the
nitrogen ligands is a good choice for transferring more charge towards the copper atom as shown
in the ECDA analysis.
Studies by Bagus et al. with CO and NH3 copper complexes showed that although both CO
and NH3 have lone pairs available for bonding with transition metals, the charge transfer of their
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interaction is different 217 . In their report they show that the amount of the σ- and π-donation in
the copper complex with nitrogen are displaced toward the metal while in the case of CO complex,
the π-donation was displaced towards the ligand. These results are consistent with the results
obtained in this work and suggest that in order to reduce the central copper atom by mobilizing
more charge form the ligand, N containing ligands should be used.
Galiano et al. performed theoretical studies with ethynylamine, ethynylphosphine and
ethynylarsine at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p)/B3LYP/G-311G(d,p) and reported that the binding
energy with Cu(I) is lower when the heteroatom is nitrogen, followed by arsenic and phosphor
218

, thus not following the trend of their calculated relative basicities 189.8, 184.0 and 192.5

219

220

, respectively. Such results also suggest the advantages of using nitrogen as heteroatom in the

ligand over other atoms of the same group, arguing that a lower binding energy with Cu(I) will lead
to an easier detachment of the ligand.
Even when the copper surface is already formed the use of nitrogen containing ligands for
copper photo deposition seem to be advantageous. Theoretical studies performed by Rodriguez
shows that oxygen containing ligands acetate, methoxy and thiomethoxy have a higher electron
acceptor character than nitrogen ligands, such as pyridine when bound with surfaces of metallic
copper

221

. The mentioned results have a direct influence in the recomplexation reaction once

a metal film has been formed. If free ligands are left intact in solution after the deposition of
metallic copper, the back oxidation reaction of the metal can be lowered if the ligands behave
more as electron donor, as in the case of pyridine. In resume, the electron donating character of
the ligand is desirable because the aim of the whole process is to diminish the oxidation number
of copper towards zero in any stage of the deposition process, either by favoring the reduction
upon coordination or by subduing the oxidation when metallic deposition has already happened.
Resuming this section. It has been shown by extended charge decomposition analysis
that there is more charge mobilized towards the central atom by Cl and pyridine ligands than by
acetylacetone and hexafluoroacetylacetone ligands. The higher charge mobilization is though to
increase the probability of reduction of the central atom when the complex is formed as well as
to increase the probability of the charge to remain in the copper atom once the bond between
the ligand is broken. Some studies suggest and advantage of some ligands containing N over C, P
and As to mobilize more charge towards the central, of course this advantage cannot be broadly
assumed and more investigation in this matter is required.
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5 Kinetic of the reaction
The progress of the reaction was measured with UV-Vis spectroscopy with a broad range
of measurement between 200-1000 nm. The main point of interest was to address the production
of metallic copper. The peak of metallic copper particles can be found at a wavelength of 574 nm,
which corresponds with the plasmonic resonance of metallic copper 222 223 224 225 . The spectra of the
photoreaction were measured every 15 minutes after irradiation with a 200 W Hg lamp.
The rate of photodeposition recorded in this work at 574 nm represents the rate of the
whole process, this is the rate of photochemical reaction and the rate of material deposition.
The deposition process is diffusion controlled. The general mechanism of deposition is assumed
to involve, the breaking of the bonds between copper and the ligand, the successive reduction
of copper to metallic copper, the absorbance of metal atoms in the substrate of deposition, the
nucleation of copper particles and its growth to form a film.

5.1 Kinetic of copper complexes in alcohol
solutions with alkyl and aryl sensitizers
5.1.1

Kinetic of Cu(acac)2 with acetone as sensitizer
Experiments were performed at saturation conditions of the complex and 1:3 v/v ratio

of acetone as sensitizer, in a quartz cuvette of total volume 3 mL, with methanol, ethanol and
2-propanol as solvents.
UV-Vis of the photoreaction of Cu(acac)2 complex (Figure 25) shows peaks at 574 nm and
680 nm, the last peak is only evident in ethanol and 2-propanol. The first peak corresponds to the
plasmon resonance of copper particles produced during the irradiation of the Cu(acac) 2 complex
118

, the second peak at 680 has been attributed to another copper complex that involves Cu(I) 118 28 .

The Cu(I) complex is in the form of black particles 28 that are clearly visible in solution, the particles
are visible after approximately 45 minutes of irradiation after which particles have agglomerated
to a size in which they are visible 118 ; the Cu(I) complex particles are nucleated in the inter-phase
between the quartz window and the solution, specifically in the area of irradiation.
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B

D

Figure 25: Kine c of the reac on of Cu(acac)2 with acetone in A. methanol B. ethanol and C. 2-propanol D.
kine c of deposi on of copper followed with UV-Vis spectroscopy. The dashed line at 574 nm represents the
plasmon resonance of metallic copper.
The formation of a Cu(I) complex is an intermediate step in the reduction towards metallic
copper. In the UV-Vis spectra of ethanol and 2-propanol, (Figure 25 B and C), it is evident that the
decrease in the absorbance of the peak located around 574 nm is related with the increase of the
peak at 680 nm, the peak at 680 nm seems to increase after at least 45 min of irradiation. Such
observation is coherent with the results observed by 118 , where further irradiation of intermediate
Cu(I) complex lead to photodeposition of metal.
The peak associated with metallic copper particles at 574 nm increases initially within 30
minutes of irradiation as evident in the UV-Vis spectra Figure 25; after approximately 45 minutes
of irradiation the peak begins to decrease. To the naked eye a visible deposition of a lustrous film
on the irradiated window is detectable at 45 minutes of irradiation. The detection of the copper
peak at the early stages of the irradiation can be due to production of copper nanoparticles in
solution without coalescence to form a metallic film. The whole spectra is shifted upwards as
the irradiation time increases, this is caused by the deposition of metallic copper on the wall of
the cuvette that attenuates the incoming light therefore increasing the absorbance in the whole
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spectral range.
The comparison between the different spectra suggest that the efficiency of the reaction
is dependent on the solvent used. Associating the value of maximum absorbance at 574 nm with
the efficiency of copper metallic deposition in Figure 25 D , the maximum efficiency is observed
when ethanol is used, the change of the efficiency of deposition seem to follow the tendency
EtOH>2-PropOH>MetOH.

5.1.2

Kinetic of Cu(acac)2 with benzophenone as sensitizer
Experiments where performed at saturation conditions of the complex and a concentration

of 5x10-4 M of benzophenone, in a quartz cuvette of total volume 3 mL, with methanol, ethanol
and 2-propanol as solvents.
A

C

B

D

Figure 26: Kine c of the reac on of Cu(acac)2 with benzophenone in A. methanol B. ethanol and C.
2-propanol, D. kine c of deposi on of copper followed with UV-Vis spectroscopy. The dashed line at 574 nm
represents the plasmon resonance of metallic copper.

Irradiation experiments with benzophenone show deposition of metallic copper by the
appearance of the peak at 574 nm. In methanol and ethanol the peak increases within 45 minutes
of irradiation followed by a decrease in the absorbance, the decrease is observed till the end of
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the irradiation experiment. The descent of the 574 nm peak is more pronounced in ethanol than
in methanol (Figure 26 A & B).
The highest absorbance in the 574 nm peak is observed when 2-propanol is used as
solvent (Figure 26 C), the reaction in this solvent with benzophenone is characterized by a rapid
increase of the peak within 45 minutes followed by a slow increase till a maximum absorbance
value; deposition of metallic copper film was observed on the irradiated window at the end of the
experiment. The deposition in methanol and ethanol with benzophenone just as when acetone
is used as a sensitizer (Figure 25), occurs during the first 30 to 45 minutes of irradiation and later
starts to decrease in time. Contrary to what is observed in the 2-propanol-acetone system, in
2-propanol-benzophenone the deposition of copper is maintained during the whole irradiation
time, seen as a steady rise in the peak at 574 nm till saturation is reached. The saturation in these
experimental conditions is reached when enough copper metal has been deposited forming a film
that hinders light from triggering the reaction and going through the cuvette.
With benzophenone the reaction seems to be more efficient in 2-propanol; following
the tendency 2-PropOH>MetOH>EtOH (Figure 26 D), different from the tendency reported in
literature 2-PropOH>EtOH>MetOH 28 .
As observed in the cases of the sensitized reaction with acetone a second peak increases
with time in the UV-Vis spectra of methanol and ethanol Figure 21 A & B, when benzophenone is
used the peak seems to be located further away from the metallic peak of copper compared with
the results with acetone as sensitizer.

5.1.3

Kinetic of CuPyr4TBC with acetone as sensitizer
Experiments were performed at saturation concentration as in the complex Cu(acac) 2

shown previously.
During the irradiation CuPyr4TBC no production of particles or precipitates was observed
in solution and a copper mirror was observed after 15 minutes of irradiation.
The kinetic of reaction of CuPyr4TBC shows some important differences when compared
with the reactions of the complex Cu(acac)2. First, the peaks located at wavelengths higher than
574 nm have disappeared in the UV-Vis spectra of the irradiated complex solution in ethanol and
2-propanol (Figure 27 B and C); a very broad band is observed in the kinetic with methanol around
740 nm (Figure 27 A). Secondly, a continuous deposition of copper is observed as the absorbance
at 574 nm always increases as irradiation time increases.
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Figure 27: Kine c of the reac on of CuPyr4TBC with acetone in A. methanol B. ethanol and C. 2-propanol D.
kine c of copper photodeposi on followed with UV-Vis spectroscopy. The dashed line at 574 nm represents the
peak of metallic copper.
Focusing in the presence of copper complexes in solution, the fact that no secondary
peak is observed in with this complex when ethanol and 2-propanol are used as solvents can be
clarified as follows. A Cu(I) complex must be an intermediate in the photoreduction of copper, the
absence of other peaks than that at 574 nm for metallic copper, suggest that any Cu(I) complex
does not absorbs in the irradiated wavelength or that the Cu(I) complex absorbs in the irradiated
wavelength but it is not found in higher concentrations in solution. It is expected hat the Cu(I)
complex has some kind of absorption and since there are some small absorptions around 620
nm, it is believed that no high concentrations of Cu(I) complex are found during the reaction,
which implies that the reaction from Cu(I) to metallic copper is fast, and therefore there is not
enough Cu(I) complex to be detected in solution. The presence of a peak located around 660 nm
is detected when the reaction is done in methanol Figure 27 A.
Comparison of the deposition of copper in Figure 25 and Figure 27 shows that, for the
Cu(acac)2 complex the irradiation leads to an increase of a peak at 574 nm within 30 minutes
followed by a steady decrease of the peak intensity whereas for the CuPyr4TBC complex a steady
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increase of the signal is observed for the whole irradiation time. It was observed on multiple times
that the deposited copper material on the cuvette wall was always found more inhomogeneous for
Cu(acac)2 than for CuPyr4TBC, the spots deposited with the first had a black coloration and the film
was found to have many spots without copper deposition. The maximum absorbance at 574 nm
was always higher for Cu(acac)2 than for CuPyr4TBC, yet less material was observed deposited in
the cuvette wall. The photodeposition of a copper film involves the reduction of copper in solution
to metallic copper and its nucleation on a substrate surface. It is though that the peak in the
kinetic of Cu(acac)2 within 30 minutes of irradiation causes rapid formation of metallic particles
in solution, but this rapid nucleation of particles does not lead to more deposited material. The
steady production of copper in the kinetic of CuPyr4TBC on the other hand leads to a better
growth of an homogeneous copper film.
As seen in Figure 27 D, the kinetic curves for 2-propanol, ethanol and methanol are very
irregular and very similar, there is not a significant difference between the kinetic of reaction in
any of the three used solvents, leading to the practical conclusion that the reaction is equally
efficient in these solvents and that any of them can be indifferently used.

5.1.4

Kinetic of CuPyr2Cl2 with acetone as sensitizer
Experiments where performed at saturation conditions of the complex and 1:3 v/v ratio

of acetone as sensitizer.
As seen in Figure 28 the kinetic of the precursor complex is very similar to the kinetic of
the CuPyr4TBC complex, characterized by the steady increase of the metallic copper absorption
peak at 574 nm. The graphics in Figure 28 A and B are equivalent to Figure 27 A and B of the
mixture complex CuPyr4TBC. In the graphic with methanol a similar shoulder is observed in
both complexes CuPyr2Cl2 and CuPyr4TBC, such close similarities constitute another argument,
apart from the one discussed in the MS spectra analysis, to state that the CuPyr4TBC is a mixture
complexes comprising the CuPyr2Cl2 complex. Moreover, this results suggest that the most active
specie for photoreduction in the CuPyr4TBC mixture is CuPyr2Cl2.
Ethanol as well as methanol are deemed to be equivalent for the photoreduction of this
complex. The curves run nearly parallel to one another. Although no experiment with 2-propanol
is available, it is expected to see a similar result of what it has been observed in the CuPyr4TBC,
given the similarities of the kinetic curves in ethanol and methanol.
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A

B

Figure 28: Kine c of the reac on of CuPyr2Cl2 with acetone in A. methanol and B. ethanol, D. kine c of copper
photodeposi on followed with UV-Vis spectroscopy. The dashed line represents the peak of metallic copper.

5.1.5

Kinetic of CuPyr4TBC with acetone in solvents with less hydrogen donating ability
Reactions were carried out in non-polar aprotic solvents, polar aprotic solvents and polar

protic solvents. The solubility of the complex was observed experimentally to be lower in non
polar solvents.
A saturated solution of the CuPyr4TBC complex was prepared in chloroform-acetone in
a 3:1 ratio. Irradiation of the solution leads to deposition of a white powder on the irradiated
window. The product was stable in air and has a high adherence to the glass surface. No formation
of particles or deposition of material with copper appearance was detected. Similar results were
observed when a saturated solution of CuPyr4TBC was irradiated in a n-hexane - acetone 3:1 ratio
solution. No significant changes in the solution were observed, no deposition of particles or films
were detected during the whole irradiation time. For the non-polar aprotic solvents, n-hexane
and chloroform, no deposition of metallic copper was observed whatsoever during the irradiation
experiments which can be evidenced in Figure 29 B and C, where no peak near 574 nm can be
observed. In the experiment with chloroform a white substance with high adherence to the quartz
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window was observed, the substance was not further investigated. The lack of deposition in the
case of chloroform can be attributed to the activation of a secondary reaction competing with
the copper deposition reaction that deposits a white substance. The substance could not be
further analysis because it could not be recovered due to its low solubility and the small amount
of material formed.
As polar aprotic solvents acetonitrile and DMSO were tried, no changes in the solution of
formation of films or particles was observed in both experiments for the whole irradiation time,
the results with acetonitrile are shown in Figure 29 A, were no peak at 574 nm was observed. The
solutions of the complex in acetonitrile and DMSO were prepared as the solutions mentioned
above.
A

B

C

Figure 29:Kine c of the reac on of CuPyr4TBC with acetone in A. acetonitrile, B. chloroform and C. n-hexane
followed with UV-Vis spectroscopy. The dashed line represents the peak of metallic copper.
A comparison of Figure 29 and Figure 27, where protic solvents where tried, shows that
the deposition reaction is favored by the presence of hydrogen donating solvents. The hydrogen
α donating parameter for methanol, ethanol and 2-propanol are 0.93, 0.83 and 0.76 respectively
226 227

, meaning that the solvent that works best as a hydrogen donor is methanol. While for

acetonitrile, n-hexane and chloroform the hydrogen α donating parameter are 0.19, 0.00 and
0.44. Although chloroform is a fair hydrogen donor, the reaction in this solution was observed to
produce a white precipitate instead of a copper film.
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Kinetic of CuPyr4TBC without acetone in a TiO2 layer over PET

Figure 30: Kine c of the reac on of CuPyr4TBC in
ethanol with a TiO2 layer over PET as sensi zer.

TiO2 was tried as photo catalyst of the reaction. Solutions of CuPyr4TBC 5x10-4 M in
ethanol without acetone were irradiated for 120 min with a 200 W Hg lamp. As seen in Figure
30 no deposition was observed during the whole irradiation time. This experiment show that
the potential of TiO2 might not been sufficient for the reduction of the copper complex or most
importantly the complex does not couple with the excitation and reduction mechanism of TiO 2. On
the contrary it was observed consistently that the reduction of the copper complexes to metallic
copper was achieved when a ketone sensitizer was in solution which indicates that the reduction
mechanism of TiO2 and the ketone sensitizer are radically different, and only the mechanism of the
ketone sensitizer can reduce the copper complexes effectively.

5.2 Kinetic of reaction at different
wavelengths
The kinetic of the reaction of the synthesized complex was compared with the kinetic of
the reactions of commercial complexes at different wavelengths. The wavelengths of reactions
where the reaction predominantly happened are shown for comparison in Figure 31. The
wavelength were the reaction proceeded the fastest was at 260 nm, this is thought to be mainly
because of two combined reasons directly related with the principles of photochemical reactions,
first benzophenone is used as sensitizer and the absorption coefficient at 260 nm (ε = 2086.4x103)
is the second highest when compared with the other wavelengths 245 (ε = 2153.8x103), 275 (ε =
756.056x103), 285 (ε = 383.4x103) and 300 nm (ε = 51.7x103 m2/mol); secondly the optical power
at 260 nm is 4.3 times larger than at 245 nm, where the absorption coefficient is higher.
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CuPyr4TBC

A
Cu(hfacac)2

Cu(acac)2

B

C

Figure 31:Kine c of copper complexes irradiated with diﬀerent wavelengths in methanol sensi zed with
benzophenone A. CuPyr4TBC B. Cu(hfacac)2 C. Cu(acac)2.
The absolute value of the absorbance of metallic copper in Figure 31 for CuPyr4TBC
complex is higher at every wavelength when compared with Cu(hfacac)2 or Cu(acac)2, except at
300 nm when compared with Cu(hfacac)2. The reaction at 300 nm for Cu(hfacac)2 in Figure 31
B shows a deposition of copper, at this wavelength the sensitizer has a low molar absorption
coefficient (ε = 51.2) but the absorption of the complex is high (ε = 1168.2 m2/mol). Suggesting
that the direct absorption of light by the complex might be causing the loss of the ligand and
reduction to metallic copper, following the reaction

CuLn*

Ch. (40)

CuLn-1 + n L

Efficient ligand loss reactions are most commonly caused by ligand field, metal to ligand
or ligand to metal transitions

228

, because they entail an electron transfer from or to the metal,

which formally change the oxidation state of the metal and destabilize the coordination geometry.
As previously reported in the section explaining the simulated energy transitions, several LMCT
transitions were found in this complex.
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Stages of the reaction kinetic
The reaction rate in Figure 32 A and B seem to be fast initially then it decreases reaching

a minimum and then increase to an almost constant rate. Based on this behavior it was assumed
that a counter reaction to the desired reaction of metallic copper deposition was taking place. The
kinetic in Figure 32 A was carried out with similar concentrations of complexes in solution,
CuPyr4TBC [2.61x10-3] M, Cu(hfacac)2 [5.30x10-3] M and Cu(acac)2 [6.11x10-3] M, with the same
concentration of benzophenone, [2.41x10-5] M, in methanol.

A

B

C

D

Figure 32: Reac on kine cs at 574 nm irradiated with 275 nm UV-LED with diﬀerent CuPyr4TBC/
benzophenone (C/S) ra os A. concentra on of complex 4.4x10-4 M and B. 3.6x10-4 M C. reac on kine cs of
CuPyr4TBC/benzophenone (C/S) ra o below op mal D. reac on kine cs of CuPyr4TBC/benzophenone (C/S)
ra o near op mal value.

As the results show in Figure 32 A, the synthesized complex CuPyr4TBC shows better
performance in the deposition of metallic copper than the commercial complexes Cu(acac)2 and
Cu(hfaca)2. CuPyr4TBC yields higher rates of reaction, as the initial slope of the kinetic curve
is more pronounced, and seven to fifteen times more deposition (ratio between the maximal
absorbance) than commercial complexes Cu(hacac)2 and Cu(acac)2 respectively.
The kinetic in Figure 32 B was carried out at saturation conditions of CuPyr4TBC and
CuPyr2Cl2, with the same concentration of benzophenone in methanol. It shows that the precursor
complex CuPyr2Cl2 has even higher rates and yields of photodeposition than the complex CuPyr4TBC
although the solubilities are in the same order of magnitude. Thus CuPyr 2Cl2 constitutes the
complex that deposits copper most efficiently. The kinetic of deposition in Figure 32 B still shows
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that at some point after the maximum absorbance has been reached the deposited copper spot
dissolves.
The decrease in the reaction after some point is not understood completely. It is thought
that the sensitizers do not regenerate during the reaction, meaning it does not act as a catalyzer.
At some point the sensitizer its depleted and a counter reaction competing with the reduction
reaction dissolves the deposited metal. Based on this idea the ratio of complex to sensitizer was
modified to study its impact on the kinetic of metallic deposition. The aim of the optimization was
to reach complete coverage of the sampled spot with copper and maintain the deposited metallic
spot.

ra o C = moles of sensi zer in solu on
S moles of complex in solu on

Ch. (41)

The C/S ratio was decreased to optimize the reaction, as shown in Figure 32 C and D. The
reactions seems to be divided in different phases, this becomes evident in the set of experimental
results. The reaction kinetic in Figure 32 C shows that the reaction kinetic can be divided into
three phases in terms of the transmittance, a starting phase of the reaction with no lag phase, a
steady state phase and a depletion phase. Assuming that the relation between the reaction rate
and the transmittance are linear, the reaction rate in the starting phase is characterized by an
exponentially decrease of the transmittance, the upper limit of this first phase is reached when the
transmittance is zero and it is not possible to transmit more light because the metallic spot reflects
all incoming light. Next comes the steady region of the reaction, characterized by a constant value
of the transmittance; the steady state phase of the reaction is long lasting compared with the
starting and the ending phases, detailed analysis of this phase shows that we need to discern two
trends. As seen in Figure 32 C the steady state can be characterized as a straight line or a unsteady
line. The serrated trend was always observed when the solutions were not fresh, the straight trend
was alway observed when the solutions were fresh. The jagged line is the result of changes in the
thickness and homogeneity of the film due to a counter-reaction. The deposition and dilution of
the copper spot caused by the reaction and counter reaction are responsible of the jagged line,
deposition and dilution recourse till the amount of sensitizer in the system is depleted, leading
to the death phase of the reaction. In the death phase the velocity of reaction increases with
time, perceived as an almost steep decrease in the transmittance. When the reaction was done
with lower concentrations of sensitizer in solution as in Figure 32 A and B the steady state of the
reaction could not be reached. Which means that the sensitizer is key to the process of reduction
to metallic copper, the total the equilibrium of the reaction is only shifted by the presence of the
excited sensitizer in solution.
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Comparison of Figure 32 C and D, shows that the steady state phase of the reaction is
dependent on the concentration of the sensitizer and that the optical density of the deposited
film, which is proportional to the amount of deposited metallic copper, is also affected by this
variable.
The transmittance reached in Figure 32 C is lower than the transmittance reached in
Figure 32 D although the amount of sensitizer in C was higher. The lower reaction rate at higher
amounts of sensitizer can be attributed to a self-quenching mechanism of the sensitizer. In the selfquenching mechanism the concentration of the sensitizer is too high, leading to the point where
is more probable that the sensitizer reacts with itself than finding a molecule of the complex to
react. The reaction of an excited molecule of sensitizer with itself would lead to an energy transfer
(Ch. (42)) or a self-quenching mechanism (Ch. (43)), the later would be followed by deactivation of
the excited state though luminescent or thermal decay, as represented in the following reactions

CH3C=O*(sn) + CH3C=O(sn)

CH3C=O(sn) + CH3C=O*(sn)

Energy migra on

Ch. (42)

CH3C=O*(sn) + CH3C=O(sn)

CH3C=O(sn) + CH3C=O*(sn)

Self-quenching

Ch. (43)
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6 Metallic depositions
Copper depositions was carried out mainly in quartz cuvettes. Deposition of metallic
copper happened on the irradiated window of the cuvette. The depositions were analyzed with
microscopic images as well as the content of the deposition was determined with EDX.

6.1 EXD analysis of the deposited material on
quartz and TiO2
Deposition experiments were performed on a separated slide of quartz glass and a TiO2
layer over PET placed inside the cuvette and next to the irradiated window, as shown in Figure 33,
with the objective to have a sample of the photodeposition while preserving the integrity of the
quartz cuvette.
PET
TiO2
Light source

Figure 33: Experimental setup for deposi on of
metal over a substrate piece inside the cuve e.

The complex solution consisted of a saturated solution of CuPyr4TBC in methanol
sensitized with benzophenone. This experimental setup was used to analyze the chemical
composition of the deposition by EDX. Results of this experimental setup are showed in Figure 34.
A

B

400μm

400μm

C

D

Figure 34: Ketone sensi zed metallic deposi on on A. irradiated window of a quartz cuve e B. removable
quartz glass slide C. removable PET piece with TiO2 layer D. irradiated window next to the PET piece.
Deposition of copper particles or copper films was easily done on quartz substrates, the
use of polymeric material, such as pure PET, as substrate resulted in fewer particle deposition and
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no compact deposition. This can be explained due to the low adhesion of metals to polymers. The
affinity of the metal with the substrate is also a key technical aspect for the deposition of metallic
copper. Deposition was also successfully achieved on TiO2 layers. If deposition of copper is desired
on polymeric material, the material should be coated previously with a glassy material.
A
B
A

B

ϱʅŵ

Figure 35: EDX analysis of deposited par cles on
TiO2 layer over a piece of PET. CuPyr4TBC complex in
methanol sensi zed with benzophenone A. sample
spot on a copper par cle B. sample spot on the
substrate.

The EDX analysis was performed on the metallic deposition over a TiO2 layer on PET. As
seen previously in section 5.1.6 the TiO2 does not catalysis the reduction of the copper complex.
The EDX analysis was performed in two positions, one where particles where deposited and the
other on the bare substrate of TiO2 (Figure 35). The EDX of the spot containing particles (Figure
35 A) shows up to 90% of copper content with very low oxygen content, the signal of the TiO2
substrate below is barely detected. This result shows that the deposited spots are mostly metallic
copper and not copper oxide. The oxide present in the analyzed spot, evidenced as a small oxygen
peak, can be due to the exposure to oxygen in air as well as copper oxide that has formed with
the remaining oxygen in the degassed solution. In contrast the sampled spot where no particles
are observed (Figure 35 B) shows a high content of carbon and oxygen, titanium and a negligible
copper peak; the carbon oxygen and copper peaks most probably come from complex dried on
the surface of the sample.
In conclusion, the EDX analysis confirms that the observed spots with metallic appearance
are indeed metallic copper and that the copper content is high, although some carbon and oxygen
are detected it cannot be clarified if these contaminants are present in the interior or external
layer of the particles or are just detected because of the interaction volume of the X-ray beam.
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6.2 Depositions of systems irradiated with UVLED´s
The deposition of metallic copper spots were successfully obtained with low intensity
light sources, i.e. UV-LEDs. As show in earlier chapters the energy of the light sources never
surpasses 0.4 mW. The total time of the experiment was 120 min of irradiation. The concentrations
of the complexes in each column were equivalent as well as the solvent and concentration of the
sensitizer, benzophenone. The images of deposited copper spots from various complexes at
different wavelengths is shown in Figure 36.
245 nm

Cu(acac)2

260 nm

275 nm

285 nm

300 nm

No deposition No deposition No deposition No deposition
ϰϬϬʅŵ

Cu(hfacac)2

No deposition
ϰϬϬʅŵ

ϰϬϬʅŵ

ϰϬϬʅŵ

CuPyr4TBC

ϰϬϬʅŵ

No deposition
ϰϬϬʅŵ

ϰϬϬʅŵ

ϰϬϬʅŵ

ϰϬϬʅŵ

Figure 36: Deposi on of metallic copper at diﬀerent wavelengths at equivalent concentra on of complex and
sensi zer. Total irradia on me 120 min.

Independently of the rates of deposition it is evident that the best deposition spot was
obtained for CuPyr4TBC at 275 nm (Figure 36). The copper spot is homogeneous in form and color,
and the deposited spot show low signs of contamination. Differently, the copper spot deposited
with the commercial complexes shows some dark coloration in the deposited spots in all cases,
which evidences the contamination of the film. In all deposited spots presented in Figure 36 there
is a black deposition surrounding the deposited metal spot, this black halo is thought to be copper
oxide or a Cu(I) complex which has deposited, the intensity of the light at the borders was not
enough achieve the complete reduction to metallic copper.
If the deposited copper spot is left in solution without irradiation, the deposited metallic
copper disappears in solution, most probably because of a complexation reaction. At the end of
the irradiation time the copper spot could be maintained in the cuvette by replacing the complex
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solution with a reducing solution, as used in photography development. The reducing solution
consisted of a Rodinal from Afga prepared with a 1:25 ratio to deionized water. Rodinal contains
p-aminophenol as reducing agent. The fact that the spot can be maintained in the cuvette by
a reducing solution suggest first, that the technique is equivalent to photography techniques
were the deposition of metallic silver is maintained with these solutions and second that the
disappearance of the metallic spot if it is left in contact with the original reaction solution is due
to oxidation involving probably a recomplexation reaction.
A difference in the wavelength range were deposition is possible is observed for each
complex, deposition takes place for the CuPyr4TBC complex from 245 to 285 nm, while for the
Cu(hacac)2 complex the range is more shifted to longer wavelengths and spans from 260 to 300 nm.
Interestingly, some deposition is achieved for the complexes Cu(hfacac)2 and Cu(acac)2 at 300 nm
where the absorption of the sensitizer is very low, which suggest that maybe at this wavelength
another mechanism rather than a mechanism activated by the sensitizer is taking place. Although
less energy is necessary for deposition of Cu(hfacac)2 and Cu(acac)2 at 300 nm, there is not enough
deposition and the quality of the deposition is not satisfactory. For the Cu(acac) 2 complex no
satisfactory deposition was observed in the explored wavelength range, this is consistent with
published results on this complex, where 3 to 16 hours of irradiation with a 200 - 400 Hg Watt
UV lamp were necessary to achieve a large copper deposition
agree with the literature

118 28

118 28

. The results obtained here

in the sense that irradiation for long time is necessary to deposit

copper with Cu(acac)2. On the other side this agreement is also a strong suggestion that the results
obtained here are scalable and that the use of a more intense light source with a wider irradiation
area at a defined wavelength, but with the use of CuPyr4TBC or better with CuPyr2Cl2, would lead
to a large area of deposited copper metal. Deposition was observed with the CuPyr4TBC complex
after irradiation for around 15 minutes with a 275 nm UV-LED, it is expected that the use of a light
source with higher optical output and higher concentration of energy at this wavelength, like a
laser could be used for direct writing of copper structures.
It has been also observed that some oxide was deposited on the front of the irradiated
spot, as if the oxide was first to deposit when there is oxygen in solution (Figure 37 A). It seems that
after the remnant oxygen in solution is consumed, the product of deposition is metallic copper. As
seen in Figure 37 C, there is a variation in the amount of deposited oxide on irradiated spot, clearly
visible in the dark field microscope images as indigo. The different oxygen content in the cuvettes
represents the technical difficulty to degas the cuvettes which cannot be subjected to vacuum and
can only be degassed by displacing the oxygen in the empty cuvette and bubbling the inert gas in
the solution. More interestingly the back light images (Figure 37 B) show that the copper spot is
compact at its center where the intensity of light is greater.
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Figure 37: Microscopic images in A. bright field B. back light and C. dark field of deposited copper
spots with diﬀerent content of oxide.

6.3 Upscaling depositions of bigger areas
Irradiation with a 1000 W Hg lamp was also investigated, trying to achieve larger copper
film depositions. The experiments were done with the Cu(acac)2 complex trying to reproduce the
result by Chow and Buono-core 28 15 . The irradiation time was restricted to 120 min. The reported
deposition by Buono-core with Cu(acac)2 were done with a Rayonet reactor with a high emission
wavelength at 245 and 365 nm; the 1000 W Hg lamp used in this work could only deliver the
wavelength at 365 nm. Experiments were carried out using a system containing the homogeneous
and the heterogeneous catalyst. The liquid phase were saturated solutions of Cu(acac)2 and CuCl
in methanol sensitizer with acetone. The heterogeneous catalyst was a TiO2 anatase layer over a
PET film.
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A

Glass Cu(acac)2

B

TiO2 - Cu(acac)2

C

TiO2 - CuCl

Figure 38: Irradia on of Cu(acac)2 and CuCl with 1000 W Hg lamp sensi zed with benzophenone.
The reaction where performed first at ambient temperature (19°C) with little deposition.
It was observed that the spectra of the 1000Hg lamp has a high emission in the infrared region and
the solvents used were not dehydrated. Considerable heating of the solution was observed during
the first irradiations, for this reason the later experiments were done irradiating the solution from
above with the photoreactor partially submerged in an ice bath. The result presented here are the
ones performed with the ice bath.
The result in Figure 38 show that the deposition with the heterogeneous catalyst were
improved with respect to the use of only the homogeneous catalyst, as more particles are deposited
on the substrate. The black particles are thought to be copper oxide. Copper chloride deposited
more material than the Cu(acac)2 complex. Despite more material is deposited with CuCl this
material is not metallic copper. In fact, the same result were obtained when CuCl solutions were
irradiated in quartz cuvettes sensitized with acetone, more material is deposited but this material
has always a black color, at similar conditions other copper complexes deposit a metallic film.
More interestingly than the deposition itself are the conditions of the depositions. When the
photoreactor was cooled in an ice bath more deposited material was observed. It is thought that
the reaction proceeds fasted at lower temperatures because the reaction is exothermic.
Experiments with the best working complexes could not be performed due to time
constraints and are considered to belong to a project centered in the up scaling of the process.
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6.4 Reduction mechanism
The short lifetimes of the excited states of transition metal complexes of <10-6 s force that
bimolecular processes must be fast enough to compete with intermolecular deactivation, with
rates near the diffusion constant. The outer sphere mechanism can usually fulfill this condition,
differently from ligand substitution reactions, coordinated ligand reactions and inner-sphere redox
reactions. Consequently the most important quenching processes of excited transition metal
complexes are outer-sphere electron and energy transfer

229

. There is a propensity of transition

metal complexes to react in those fashions usually by formation of an exciplex, an excited complex
where one of the molecules is in the excited state.
Based on experimental observation and published literature result, possible reaction
mechanism for the copper complexes CuPyr2Cl2 and CuPyr4TBC will be explained. During the
reduction of the copper complex to metallic copper some reactions proceed photochemically
while others are redox reactions without the involvement of an excited state, based on the facts
that copper is reduced to metallic copper upon irradiation and that some products of the excision
of bonds in the aromatic ring have been detected by mass spectroscopy. The reduction reactions
for the CuPyr2Cl2 complex are thought to be only of photochemical nature while the mechanism
of CuPyr4TBC would involve similar photochemical reactions as in the CuPyr2Cl2 complex and
additionally a redox reaction.
The highlight of the analysis will be the reactions directly involved in the photoreduction,
mostly those involving the complex and the sensitizer. Therefore analysis of the reaction
mechanism will focus on the reduction of the complex while interacting with the sensitizer or
secondly generated species, and not on reactions involving deactivation of secondary species
when not interacting with the complex.

6.5 Reaction mechanism of the reduction of
the CuPyr2Cl2 complex
The irradiated complex in presence of a sensitizer (Sens.) decomposes into its ligands
anions or radicals and metallic copper. The reaction was always observed to take place in the
presence of a ketone sensitizer and when the absorption of the sensitizer matched that of the
used light. Similar sensitized accelerated reactions have been reported in literature with Cu(acac)2
15

.
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Given the high ISC efficiencies of the ketones used, acetone and benzophenone, the
primary process of the photoreaction undoubtedly involves the formation of a triplet state of the
sensitizer. In the case of benzophenone the primary photochemical process is

Ch. (44)

The highest rates of photoreduction were observed when using light with a wavelength
of 260 or 275 nm where the absorption coefficients of the sensitizers are high; for acetone the
molar absorption coefficients at these wavelengths are 1223.86 and 1480.11 m2/mol respectively,
for benzophenone 2086.40 x 103 and 756.06 x 103 m2/mol. The wavelength of light absorption by
the sensitizer, its triplet state formation and the accelerated reduction rate of the complex are
then related.
After the triplet state of the sensitizer has been formed, the complex and the sensitizer
can form an excited complex. Once the exciplex is formed several pathways for the reduction are
available, the possibilities are that there is an electron transfer from the sensitizer to the copper
complex either by direct transfer, backelectron transfer or that there is an energy transfer either
radiative or radiationless. Another mechanism of reduction is through radicals, which does not
involve the formation of an exciplex.

6.5.1

Considering a radiative energy transfer mechanism
The radiative energy transfer involves the emission of light by the excited molecule and

the absorption of that emitted light by the complex, expressed in the following reactions

D*

D + hν + A

A*

Ch. (45)

The excited molecule emitting in Ch. (45) would be the ketone sensitizer and the absorbing
molecule A the copper complex. The ideal circumstances in which the reaction Ch. (45) would
proceed through this mechanism are: a high quantum yield emission φeD of the excited molecule
D*, a high concentration of molecules A in the path of emission, a high molar extinction coefficient
εA of the absorber A and good overlap between the emission spectrum of D* and the absorption
spectrum of A 182 .
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The digitized emission spectra of the acetone 230 231 and benzophenone 232 as well as the
absorption spectra of the complexes are presented in Figure 39.
A

B

Figure 39: Absorp on spectra and phosphorescent spectra of A. acetone and B. benzophenone taken from
literature.

Although the absolute values of the emission spectra are not known in Figure 39, there
are several observations that permit to conclude that the energy transfer is not radiative. First,
the fluorescence and phosphorescence quantum yield of acetone and benzophenone are very low
at working temperatures, φfl=8.4x10-4

233

and φph<0.003 (at 200K)

and φph=0.01 (at 298K) for benzophenone

31

234

for acetone and φfl=4x10-6

. Second and most important, there is considerable

low superposition between the complex absorption and the sensitizer emission, as represented in
Figure 39; only the tail region of the absorbance spectra of the complexes overlaps with the emission
spectra of the sensitizers. The highest superposition happens between CuPyr4TBC and the lowest
superposition with CuPyr2Cl2, yet the fastest reaction rate is observed with CuPyr2Cl2 followed by
CuPyr4TBC. It is expected that the higher the superposition, the higher the reaction rate. Since
the expected behavior is not followed, it is concluded that there is no correspondence between
the superposition with the emission of the sensitizer and the rate of reaction, consequently, the
reaction mechanism by radiation energy transfer is not plausible.

6.5.2

Considering a direct electron transfer mechanism
Since there is no information available of the redox potential of the complexes that can

be compared with those of the sensitizers, it cannot be asserted undoubtedly if the complex is
reduced, oxidized neither the direct electron transfer mechanism can be dismissed. The oxidation
potentials of the sensitizers lie around 0.129 V for acetone and 0.129 V for benzophenone

235 183

and the reduction potentials are -2.84 V for acetone and -1.80 V for benzophenone 43 . Neither the
direct oxidation or the direct reduction reaction of the sensitizers is favored in the ground state
of the sensitizer. In the excited state as shown previously in Table 4 the oxidation reaction would
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be more probable than the reduction reaction. However a sensitized direct electron transfer
mechanism as that proposed by 118 would be

Ph2C=O*(sn) + CuPyr2Cl(+)(sn)
Ph2C=O*(sn) + CuPyr(+)(sn)

CuPyr2(+)(sn) + Cl(-)(sn) + Ph2C=O(+)(sn)
Cu0(s) + Pyr(sn) + Ph2C=O(+)(sn)

Ch. (46)
Ch. (47)

In the direct transfer scheme the electron source would be the sensitizer, and the ligands
would be ejected from the complex in the ionic form. Ch. (46) is particularly not probable, since
the products of the reaction, the remnant complex and the expelled ligand, are in the ionic form
which most probably would lead to a recomplexation reaction without effective reduction of the
metal center. Although the triplet state of the ketone sensitizers lies high in energy, due to the
aforementioned argument of recomplexation, a direct electron transfer is deemed as less probable
than other mechanisms.

6.5.3

Considering a back electron transfer mechanism
As a back electron transfer mechanism, the following reactions can be highlighted based

on similar reactions proposed by 15 for the sensitized reduction of Cu(acac)2.
CuPyr2Cl2 (sn) + Ph2C=O*(sn)
[CuPyr2Cl2..Ph2C=O]*(sn)

[CuPyr2Cl2..Ph2C=O]*(sn)
[CuPyr2Cl(2+)..Cl(-)..Ph2C=O(-)](sn)

[CuPyr2Cl(2+)..Cl(-)..Ph2C=O(-)]*(sn) + CH3OH(s)
+•CH2OH(sn)

CuPyr2Cl(+)(sn) + HCl(sn) + Ph2C-O(-)(sn)

Ch. (48)
Ch. (49)
Ch. (50)

In this set of reactions Ch. (48) - Ch. (50) the sensitizer acts as a temporary electron
acceptor while forming an exciplex with the copper complex Ch. (48) surrounded by solvent
molecules. The sensitizer assist the loss of the ligand in the complex by destabilizing the complex
extracting an electron Ch. (49). After the ligand has been loss, the electron is back-transfered to
the remaining complex Ch. (50). The sensitizer is regenerated immediately by the back electron
transfer reaction. It is believed that the direct electron transfer and back electron transfer in Ch.
(48) and Ch. (50) are favored by the solvent cage in which the exciplex is formed. In this mechanism
the transient copper complex CuPyr2Cl(2+) has been oxidized temporary and the oxidation is though
to trigger the decomposition reaction of the complex. The sensitizer is thought to assist in the in
the reduction of the complex and ligands with the aid of the solvent, the solvent is thought to be
the final electron donor.
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The oxidation of the complex can be thought to be localized in the central atom
or delocalized in the whole complex. The central atom is coordinated with atoms of higher
electronegativity and no conjugative stabilization of an intermediate radical ion is possible. In Ch.
(49), the electron is thought to come from the metal center, the copper has oxidized from Cu(II) to
Cu(III) and the coordination number has been reduced. It is worth mentioning that copper Cu(III)
complexes are almost never observed
with very strong oxidizers, such as •OH

236
237

. Cu(III) has been observed as intermediate but only
. Also, it is expected that the oxidation would lead to

an increase in the coordination number rather than a decrease, as the mechanism proposed. As
an example the oxidation from Cu(I) to Cu(II) complexes leads to an increase in the coordination
number and the change in the coordination geometry from linear to tetrahedral or square planar.
Such experimental observations discourage holding this mechanism as probable.

6.5.4

Considering an energy transfer mechanism
An energy transfer mechanism has been proposed as a predominant quenching

mechanism for coordination complexes, still it is not completely understood 28 .
An energy transfer mechanism could proceed, either a triplet-triplet or a triplet-singlet
transfer, from the sensitizer to the copper complex. Independently of the type of energy transfer,
the copper complex is destabilized by the excitation causing the succesive loss of the ligands.
An LMCT transition was found during the TD-DFT analysis of the complex. The LMCT leads to a
redox reaction between the ligand and the metal where the metal acts as an oxidizer and the
ligand as a reducer 238 . The mechanism of reaction of the copper complex in solution its thought
to proceed as in the gas phase , as explained individually by literature results on Cu(Pyr)n and
CuPyr2Cl2 complexes 130 125 138 . The mechanism of reaction illustrated for CuPyr2Cl2 in the gas phase,
is sufficient to explain the reduction of copper in these complex in solution if the same mechanism
of reaction is assumed.

CuLn (sn) + Ph2C=O*(sn)

[CuLn,Ph2C=O]*(sn)

Ch. (51)

[CuLn ,Ph2C=O]*(sn)

Ph2C=O(sn) + CuLn-1 (sn) + L´(sn)

Ch. (52)

[CuLn ,Ph2C=O]*(sn)

Ph2C=O(sn) + CuLn* (sn)

Ch. (53)

CuPyr2Cl(+)*(sn)
CuPyr(+)*(sn)

CuPyr2(+)(sn) + Cl•(sn)
Cu0(s)+ Pyr(+)(sn)

Ch. (54)
Ch. (55)

The reduction reaction is thought to proceed after the complex has been activated by
the sensitizer, forming an exciplex Ch. (51). As a general reaction pathway of the ligands loss the
reaction Ch. (52) is proposed. The Cl ligands are lost as first steps of the process, because their
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bond energy is lower than that of pyridine. The reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I) in CuPyr2(+) takes place
when the last Cl ligand is lost. The reaction is thought to proceed similarly with the pyridine ligand,
and just as with the Cl ligand the reduction form Cu(I) to Cu0 takes place when the last pyridine
ligand is lost.
Energy transfer has been commonly observed from triplet excited state of benzophenone
and acetone to aromatic moieties and amines, the organic species act as a quencher

239

. Some

reports show that CuCl2 salts are also efficient quenchers of the triplet states of anthracene, in fact
CuCl2 was found to have the highest quenching constant among transition metal chloride salts 240 .
The quenching constant was determined in THF and pyridine, being the quenching constant around
50% higher in pyridine. In fact, the quenching constant of the transition metal salts was always
higher when pyridine was used as a solvent. It seems the authors did not take into consideration
the fact of complex formation between the salt and pyridine and attributed the quenching rate
solely to the CuCl2 salt. Considering the complex formation, it can be concluded from the cited
study that the formation of a copper pyridine chloride complex increases the quenching constant
of the triplet state of anthracene 240 . Given the experimental observation of copper reduction, it
can then be claimed that the quenching of the triplet state triggers a redox reaction in the complex
and that the ligands act of an energy conductor between the triplet of the sensitizer and the
metal 241 . The CuPyr2Cl2 complex absorbs in the wavelength of irradiation, it can be also assumed
that the complex itself is activated by the light to an excited state. Nevertheless, experiments
where complex solutions in acetonitrile, acetonitrile-acetone and 2-propanol-acetone where
irradiated for 120 min showed no copper deposition. Literature results in the gas phase show that
the complex photodisociates, meaning that indeed the excitation of the complex leads to ligand
loss. It will be assumed then that the reaction in the condensed phase proceeds at very low rates
without the sensitizer. No reaction was observed when the reaction was performed in acetonitrile
and sensitized with acetone, which means that although the sensitizer was present to transfer
energy and assist the decomposition, the reaction did not take place. The fact that the system
only works when a suitable solvent and sensitizer are in solution, although the excited state of the
sensitizer and the complex can be reached shows the decisive role of the solvent. The decisive role
of the solvent in the reaction is more represented in the radical reaction mechanism and for this
reason the energy transfer mechanism is regarded as less probable than the radical mechanism.

6.5.5

Considering a radical mechanism
The majority of literature studying carbonyl compounds involve an electron transfer or

hydrogen donation to the carbonyl triplet 242 , because the carbonyl group is a good electron and
hydrogen acceptor due to its low lying vacant orbitals. But it seems there is no direct electron
or proton transfer but a concerted proton and electron transfer, specially probable in hydrogen
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donating solvents, which yields the same anion radical, Ch. (56) and Ch. (57), as the direct electron
transfer 243 .
An electron transfer from a methyl or phenyl radical from acetone or benzophenone
is disregarded based on the fact that the photofragmentation of these ketones is inefficient at
the working conditions. Photofragmentation of these ketones is efficient when using vacuum
ultraviolet (V-UV) or double photon excitation to excite the molecules to a higher triplet state
than T1. In the case of acetone 193 nm wavelength is necessary for nonsynchronous fragmentation
of both Methyls 244 and in the case of benzophenone double excitation at 308 nm is necessary 245 .

Ch. (56)

Ch. (57)

The ketone triplet state in presence of an hydrogen donating solvent will readily abstract
an hydrogen 246 247 and lead to radical formation. In Ch. (56) the triplet excited state benzophenone
abstracts an hydrogen from the 2-propanol, but this reaction is equivalent for ethanol and methanol
248 249

, and the product is the corresponding alkoxy radical. Although, for ethanol it is also possible

to have the 2-Hydroxyethyl. For 2-propanol, 86% of generated radicals will be secondary and 13%
will be primary

250

. The hydrogen abstraction reaction is very fast and efficient for ketones in

alcohol solutions 251 252 . Radicals formed in secondary steps Figure 25 and Ch. (57) by the sensitizer
reaction with the solvent, one from benzophenone and the other from the alcohol, can reduce
the copper complex.

(CH3)2C-OH(sn)

(CH3)2C-O(-)(sn) + H(+)(sn)

Ch. (58)

(CH3)2C-OH(sn)

(CH3)2C=O(sn) + e(-)(sn) + H(+)(sn)

Ch. (59)

(CH3)2C-OH(sn) + Cu(2+)(sn)

Cu(+)(sn) + (CH3)2C=O(sn) + H(+)(sn)

Ch. (60)

(CH3)2C-OH(sn) + Cu(+)(sn)

Cu0(s) + (CH3)2C=O(sn) + H(+)(sn)

Ch. (61)

(CH3)2CO(sn) + Ph2C-O(-)(sn)

Ch. (62)

(CH3)2C-O(-)(sn) + Ph2C=O(sn)
CuPyr2Cl(+)(sn) + (CH3)2C-OH(sn)

CuPyr2(+)(sn) + (CH3)2ClCOH(sn)

Ch. (63)

CuPyr(+)(sn) + (CH3)2C-OH(sn)

Cu0(sn) + Pyr(sn) + (CH3)2C=O(sn) + H(+)(sn)

Ch. (64)

CuPyr2Cl(+)(sn) + Ph2C-O(-)(sn)

CuPyr2(+)(sn) + Ph2C=O(sn) + Cl(-)(sn)

Ch. (65)
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Cu0(sn) + Pyr(sn) + Ph2C=O(sn)

Ch. (66)

Ch. (57) reaction is equivalent to reaction Ch. (58) where the radical ions are in equilibrium
with its protonated form. The protonated radical can further oxidize and produce an hydrogen
cation and a solvated electron Ch. (59) 253 , which immediately informs of the capabilities of these
intermediates to act effectively as electron donors. The formation of alkoxy copper complexes
with Cu(II) and Cu(I) is also possible nevertheless the complexation reaction has to compete with
the reduction reactions Ch. (60) and Ch. (61) which are considerably efficient, specially with the
methoxy radical where the rates of reduction for Cu(II) and Cu(I) can reach 1.6x108 and 1x1010 L
mol-1 s-1 respectively, the Cu(I) rate constant in methanol is two orders of magnitude higher than
the reaction with ethoxy and 2-propoxy radicals

250

. Conversion from alkoxy anion radical and

benzophenone radical anion is also possible and it is represented in Ch. (62). The set of reactions
Ch. (63) - Ch. (66) constitute the reduction reaction between the CuPyr2Cl2 complex and the
reducing radicals. In some reactions there is a two electron transfer, one electron it responsible
for the Cu reduction while the other electron is responsible for the pyridine reduction and alcohol
regeneration. Reactions Ch. (63) and Ch. (65) are the first to take place since the Cu-Cl bond (BDE
Pyr2Cu+-Cl=125 kJ/mol) is weaker than the Cu-Pyr bond (BDE PyrClCu+-Pyr=194 kJ/mol) as proved
in gas phase photodissociation experiments 138 . Once the Cl ligands have been lost the reduction
reaction Ch. (66) would take place, where the Cu-Pyr bond breaks and the metal is reduced in the
process.

(CH3)2COH(sn) + O2(sn)

(CH3)2C(OH)(OO)(sn)

Ch. (67)

(CH3)2C(OH)(OO)(sn)

(CH3)2C=O(sn) + HO2(sn)

Ch. (68)

The rate constants of the reduction of other copper complexes with alkoxy radicals is of
the order of 106-108 while the rate constant of O2 quenching with the alkoxy radicals is of the order
109. Which shows the reason why O2 should be excluded from the system, the reaction with oxygen
in Ch. (67) is very fast and efficient 254 ; if oxygen is present in solution in sufficient quantity it will
quench the radical before any reduction reaction with the complex takes place. Moreover the
formed peroxide radicals or 1-hydroxy-1-methylethyldioxyl radical are able to reduce any copper
ion present in solution equivalently to reaction with ferrous ions in literature 255 .

6.5.6

Analysis on the best solvent for radical mechanism
Analyzing further the above presented reaction in terms of the best solvent for radical

production, in Table 9 the reaction constant of hydrogen abstraction (kr) by benzophenone, the
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reaction Activation Energy (Ea) and the alpha hydrogen donation parameter (αH) is presented for
the used alcohol solvents. The Ionization Potential (IP) and Electron Affinity (EA) of the produced
alkoxy radical are also presented.
Table 9: Data of hydrogen abstrac on reac on by benzophenone and poten als of the produced alkoxy radical.
Alcohol

kr a

CH3OH
CH3CH2OH
(CH3)2CHOH

3x105
8x105
1x106

a 182 b 226 227 c 181 d 256 e 257

;

;

;

;

Ea[Kcal/mol]
a

αH b

3.5
2.8
2.6

0.93
0.83
0.76

Alkoxy Radical
EA [eV] d
IP [eV]
10.72±0.008
1.57±0.004
9.11±0.05
1.71±0.004
9.20±0.05
1.85±0.004
c

EOX [V] e
-0.98
-1.18
-1.30

.

The more negative the oxidation potential the more probable it is to oxidize and transfer
an electron. The alkoxy radical with higher reduction capability is ethoxy radical closely followed
by the radical from 2-propanol; but the hydrogen abstraction kinetic is the fastest in 2-propanol,
nevertheless the difference between the reaction kinetic of ethanol and 2-propanol is not very
significant. Although the best suitable solvent is 2-propanol in terms of the reduction capability
of its alkoxy radical the complex is not very soluble in it. As seen in the chapter comparing the
kinetic of reaction in the three solvents the low solubility of the complex in 2-propanol seems to
be compensated by the rate of radical production and its reduction potential, and the deposition
rate of the three solvents is equivalent.

6.6 Reaction mechanism of the reduction of
the CuPyr4TBC complex
Apart from the photochemical reactions involving radicals for CuPyr 2Cl2, which are also
expected for CuPyr4TBC, another mechanism is expected to takes place for the CuPyr4TBC. The
isomer compounds 4-tert-butylmuconic acid monomethyl ester and 3-tert-butylmuconic acid
methyl ester were detected in the results of mass spectroscopy, these are the products of the
cleavage of the aromatic ring and oxidation of 4-tert-butylcatechol. Since there is enough literature
that support the cleavage reaction of catechol in the presence of copper choride and pyridine it is
fair to assume that the same reaction is taking place in this work 148 . The cleavage reaction taking
place is

KK,Ј
COOH

Ch. (69)
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No consensus has been found in the literature regarding the exact mechanism of reaction.
The cleavage reaction has been observed in aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Most importantly
under aerobic conditions O2 was identified as the final electron acceptor of the reaction. The
oxygen has been found to re-oxidize the copper complex involved in the cleavage to a Cu(II)
oxidation state, configuring a cyclic Fenton reaction. In anaerobic conditions it is though that the
final electron acceptor of the reaction is copper and since the cleavage reaction involves a two
electron transfer, the cleavage reaction offers a new reaction path for copper to be reduced when
oxygen is absent.
Although the reduction of CuPyr4TBC is more efficient than that of the commercial
complexes, it is less efficient than that of the CuPyr2Cl2 complex. This lower efficiency has been
attributed to a higher stability of the complex, due to the chelate effect and to the coordination
with oxygen. The reduction process of the organometallic copper to copper complex means
directly that the bonds with the ligand have to broken, the easier the bonds are broken the easier
the copper atom will be free, nevertheless as can be already expected the breaking of the bonds
in the ligand is not enough to ensure that the metal will be reduced, as observed in the carbonyl
photoreaction with copper, the photoreaction of such complexes mostly produces copper cations.
Electrons should be available for copper to reduce while the bond breaking with the ligands is
happening, there the importance of the presence of the Cl and the pyridine ligands in the complex
are demonstrated. Although the Cl ion is highly electronegative, the electronegativity seems to be
well compensated by the presence of the pyridine ligands. This last point can be illustrated when
comparing the total charge transfer of the ligand fragments to the central atom, for CuPyr 2Cl2,
Cu(acac)2 and Cu(hfacac)2 presented previously. The presence of two Cl and two pyridine ligands
account for a better charge donated to the central atom than the atom with the same coordination
number surrounded by oxygen.
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7 Conclusions
In this study copper coordination complexes were synthesized in the search for an efficient
compound that deposits metallic copper after irradiation with light. The synthesized complexes
were compared with commercial complexes reported in literature for copper photodeposition,
Cu(acac)2 and Cu(hfacac)2. Among the complexes sensitizer CuPyr2Cl2 and CuPyr4TBC showed
the most promising results for metallic copper deposition. Photochemical reactions of the
aforementioned complexes were studied by varying the reaction conditions such as solvent,
sensitizer and irradiation wavelength, which lead to the proposal of a reaction mechanism.
Infrared analysis of the synthesized complexes shows the coordination of copper with
the pyridine and the 4TBC ligands in CuPyr4TBC. For the CuPyr2Cl2 coordination with the pyridine
was confirmed and no free pyridine was encountered in the complex.
Mass spectroscopy analysis identify CuPyr4TBC as a mixture compound, comprising
complexes Cu(4TBC)2 and CuPyr2Cl2. The heteroleptic copper complex CuPyr4TBC could be
detected by mass spectroscopy and it is believed to exist as an equilibrium between the complexes
Cu(4TBC)2 and CuPyr2Cl2.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy shows that the deposited material of the irradiations
of complex CuPyr4TBC is in fact metallic copper with up to 90% copper content. Microscopic
images of the deposited spots show that the formation of oxide can be avoided by degassing
of the solution and suggest that if oxygen is present the oxide formation reaction precedes the
reduction reaction that form metallic copper.
The CuPyr4TBC mixture complex showed better performance for copper photodeposition
at wavelengths 260 and 275 nm than literature reported complexes Cu(acac)2 and Cu(hfacac)2. The
pure complex CuPyr2Cl2 showed better performance for copper deposition than mixture complex
CuPyr4TBC at 260 and 275 nm irradiation experiments synthesized with benzophenone. The
quality and rate of copper deposition follows the tendency CuPyr2Cl2 > CuPyr4TBC > Cu(hfacac)2
> Cu(acac)2 for irradiation wavelengths between 245 and 285 nm in methanol, ethanol and
2-propanol sensitizer with benzophenone. Less amount of complex in sensitized solutions was
necessary with CuPyr2Cl2 and CuPyr4TBC in comparison with Cu(acac)2 and Cu(hfacac)2 to deposit
metallic copper when irradiated at wavelengths 260 and 275, which indicates as higher metallic
copper deposition efficiency.
TD-DFT simulations of the complex CuPyr2Cl2 shows that some transitions in the UV-Vis
spectra of the complex can be associated with LMCTs. The LMCTs found in the simulated spectra
of complexes Cu(acac)2 and Cu(hfacac)2 are thought to be responsible for the reduction of the
copper complex at 300 nm. The charge decomposition analysis done on the TD-DFT results of the
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complexes show that more charge is transferred to copper upon coordination with the chlorine
and pyridine ligand than with the acetylacetonate and the hexafluoroacetylacetonate ligands.
The rate of photodeposition of metallic copper complexes is increased when a sensitizer
with an active triplet state capable of hydrogen abstraction is in solution. The ratio between the
sensitizer and the amount of complex in solutions affects the rate of copper deposition and side
reactions. For the CuPyr2Cl2 complex, the ratio of complex to benzophenone sensitizer should be
higher than 4.5x10-3.
The maximal rates of reaction were encountered when benzophenone is used as sensitizer
and when the irradiated wavelength lies around the maximum absorbance of it at 260 and 275 nm.
The reaction is thought to proceed through a radical mechanism involving the triplet state of the
sensitizer and alkoxy radicals developed in solution. The photoreduction reaction could only be
observed in polar protic solvent with high alpha hydrogen donating capability.
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8 Outlook
The reaction mechanism can be clarified by measuring the redox potential of the complex
and comparing it with the redox potential of the sensitizer in its excited state. The reaction
mechanism can be discerned from an electron transfer mechanism by comparing the free energies
of reduction, oxidation or liberated from an energy transfer. If the triplet state of the complex lies
near and lower in energy with the triplet energy state of the sensitizer and the excited state LUMO
and HOMO of the complex is “surrounded” by that of the sensitizer, an energy transfer mechanism
is favored. Another strategy to discern an electron transfer from an energy transfer driven reaction
is to plot of the quenching constant with the free energy of the system, as explained elsewhere 229 .
The task of gaining more insight about the radical reaction mechanism of the
photoreduction of copper complexes can be addressed by making more photochemical
experiment concerted to prove the presence of radicals during irradiation. Inspection of the
radical mechanism can be done by performing the photoreaction in the presence of stable radicals,
such as 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxyl (TEMPO), t-butylnitroxide or p-dinitrobenzene

258

,

which will tend to react with the radicals produced in solution by the photoreaction. The products
of the radicals interaction can be later measured by mass spectroscopy. Since other reaction
mechanisms, like the backelectron transfer mechanism, also involves the radical formation and
it can always be possible for several reaction mechanisms to be functioning simultaneously; this
kind of experimentation will bring more information and certainty about the route of reaction and
possible intermediates in the reaction.
Stern-Volmer plots could be also performed to establish the quenching done by the
hydrogen donating solvent or by the complex on the sensitizer. The Stern-Volmer between the
complex and the sensitizer should be performed in aprotic solvents polar and apolar, to gain more
insight on the properties of the solvent in the photoreaction. If the quenching reaction constant
is greater with the solvent than with the complex, this would lead to think that the main route of
deactivation is through the interaction with the solvent which means that the radical mechanism
of reduction would be more plausible than the backelectron reaction between the complex and
the sensitizer.
Much more details of the reaction mechanism which are beyond the reach of this work
can be addressed by making quenched and non-quenched transient absorption spectroscopy
experiments. This tool is widely used to gain valuable information about the intermediates of
reaction and whether there is a exciplex being formed. The fast spectroscopic detection of reaction
intermediates and exciplexes is a direct evidence of the route of reaction, this combined with the
possibility to establish the decay rate of the transients in the reaction would lead to narrowing
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even more the possible reaction paths.
It would be interesting to study the reaction with some sensitizer that could be only be
excited to the singlet state, as tried elsewhere

16

, e.g. sensitizer which have a low intersystem

crossing efficiency (ISC) as benzene, with this type of experiments the efficiency of electron
transfers from a singlet vs a triplet state, such as the offered by the sensitizer presented in this
work, can be done. This kind of experimentation would lead to gain more insight also on the
mechanism of reaction since the reaction paths that are preferred in the triplet state and the
singlet state are different because of its different electron distribution

259

. Some studies have

shown that reactivity of the ketones 1(n,π*) singlet states are even more reactive than their 3(π,π*)
triplet states for hydrogen abstraction reaction, thus the use of 2-pentanones and 2-hexanones
as sensitizer could accelerate the reaction rate

251

. Incipient experiments were performed using

commercial complexes in order to include other wavelengths for the photoreaction. The results
seem promising, although due to the size of the sensitizer molecules, a higher degree of organic
contamination is expected in comparison with smaller sensitizer molecules as acetone. The
absorption coefficients of the commercial sensitizers are reported in „Annex C“.
The photodeposition of metallic copper might be improved by designing new complexes
with higher deposition efficiencies and yields. It has been reported that the electron transfer
to the central atom can be bridged by the ligands

260

possible copper complexes for further

experimentation might be ones containing pyridine carboxylate complexes

261

. Gould et al.

found that Co(II)) coordinated with pyridinecarboxylato groups, especially for pyridine 2,5- and
2,6-dicarboxilic acids, could be reduced at immeasurable fast rates by Cr 2+, and suggested the
possibility that the ligand served as a bridge for electron transfer, connecting the electron
deficiency of the coordinated Co with the electron coming from Cr2+, the pyridine was thought to
accommodate the reducing electron in its ring; ideally the alkyl chain of the substituents should
be unsaturated and contain alternated double bonds to increase the electronic resonance and
possibly the electron bridging efficiency 260 .
For copper pyridine complexes, it is suggested also that the use of substituted pyridines
with electron donating substituents will reduce the complex stability, at least in its dimeric form,
thus easing the excision process of the metal from the ligand and increasing the rate of complex
reduction and deposition, suggestions of substituents are 4-CN, 4-CF3, 3-CF3 and 2-Cl 262 .
The formulation of the photoreducible solution could be further improved also by adding
reducible metals that have also a high conductivity and improve the reduction of copper toward
metallic copper. Aluminum, palladium and magnesium metal ions, which lie higher in the reactivity
series, can be added in form of acetate, chloride or nitrate to improve the reduction speed of the
process as observed in copper oxalate complexes 263 .
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The objective to deposit metallic copper in larger surfaces that could lead to a new novel
way to fabricate microelectronic devices. Further characterization of the deposited copper
material is also necessary. The objective of measuring the conductivity and thickness of deposited
material was elusive in this work due to the absence of a suitable light source with high optical
power in the UV range around 260 and 275 nm to deposit sufficient material for such investigation.
Given the back complexation reaction observed during the use of this process, it is necessary to
have a large area light source that can deliver a high energy input in the system in the UV-B region.

Figure 40: Schemes of techniques that can be implemented with diﬀerent light sources A. direct laser wri ng
B. photolithography.
A high output light soured in the range of 245 to 275 nm is necessary to deposit metallic
material as in photolithography technique. The use of a light source with a large irradiation area
and higher energy output would lead to developing metallic material on the irradiated areas. An
array of UV-LED´s would be one possibility of a large are light source, nevertheless this approach
has the disadvantage of not being a single source of light which means that the intensity of
irradiation might not be homogeneous and that the energy output is not as high.
A laser source, such as a Kr:F excimer laser (248 nm) or a Nd:YAG 4th harmonic (266 nm)
could be used as light sources with the copper complexes in a direct writing technique. A solvent,
where the complexes and sensitizer have a high solubility, with low volatility, good hydrogen donor
ability and which radical has enough potential to reduce the copper complex is necessary if this
technique is used.
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Annex B
XYZ files in of the optimized geometries of the complexes. Complexes where optimized
using B3LYP/6-32G(d,p) level of theory using Software Gaussian09. The atom sequence corresponds
with ordering in the tables.
Cu(acac)2
Cu -0.004067

-0.0095

Cu(F6acac)2
-0.038046

Cu

0.003501 -0.042243

CuPyr2Cl2
0.010334

Cu

0.002358

0.208289

0.29683

O

1.264742

1.311651

0.473832

O

-1.277034

1.306464 -0.376875

Cl

-0.004804

2.464822

0.221363

O

1.299896

-1.287391

-0.533338

O

-1.32017

-1.348797

Cl

-0.003892

-1.639003

1.568927

O

-1.269946

-1.322955

0.483753

O

1.317697 -1.368682 -0.343475

N

-1.941652

-0.009766

-0.230202

O

-1.28699

1.294808

-0.528548

O

1.27914

0.380226

C

-2.388602

-1.231192

-0.59147

C

3.320493

2.35007

0.98348

C

-3.306008

2.483134 -0.559775

C

-3.730134

-1.49165

-0.847099

C

2.533937

1.163198

0.474438

C

-2.535461

1.172434 -0.305166

C

-4.659598

-0.461542

-0.699011

0.005739 -0.002383

1.306696

0.380883

C

3.212308

0.011953

0.038981

C

-3.248012

C

2.566398

-1.13654

-0.44731

C

-2.574063 -1.179576

0.297724

-3.383189 -2.463857

C

-4.201309

0.796873

-0.314654

C

-2.840518

0.985286

-0.100033

C

3.383305

-2.31811

-0.91975

C

0.538758

N

1.945493

-0.009543

-0.226496

C

-3.339997

-2.337777

0.979421

C

3.386781 -2.462205 -0.546483

C

2.841118

0.990907

-0.116027

C

-2.537987

-1.161085

0.470418

C

2.571405 -1.182365 -0.290395

C

4.201489

0.799023

-0.319592

C

-3.204801

-0.006861

0.025338

C

3.245954

0.010562 -0.008224

C

4.661352

-0.460909

-0.694575

C

-2.553777

1.143022

-0.451991

C

2.536354

1.174891

0.299538

C

3.733196

-1.49166

-0.839045

C

-3.367709

2.328639

-0.91925

C

3.302444

2.487811

0.553575

C

2.391971

-1.235088

-0.575308

H

4.398063

2.17514

0.972096

F

-4.635851

2.283303 -0.644192

H

-5.718164

-0.641719

-0.868403

H

3.089159

3.226133

0.368365

F

-3.07685

3.335896

H

-4.03238

-2.493936

-1.135017

H

3.002421

2.584626

2.004724

F

-2.897412

3.055513 -1.700525

H

3.08789

-3.209285

-0.356364

F

-3.134547 -3.34306

H

4.457782

-2.158536

-0.809301

F

H

3.155614

-2.516209

-1.972849

F

H

-3.146782

-3.210043

0.345746

F

3.178253 -3.333167

0.454436

H

H

-3.003079

-2.595257

1.988812

F

3.007308 -3.036592 -1.696107

H

H

-4.413023

-2.136877

0.99725

F

4.70925

-2.213477 -0.61429

H

H

-4.441719

2.180356

-0.790122

F

4.632255

2.294449

0.625517

H

H

-3.156323

2.519198

-1.977108

F

2.896537

3.05078

1.702323

F

3.058466

3.348649 -0.451934

0.453811

H

-1.644049

-2.018906

-0.638001

-0.446551

H

2.435108

1.960159

0.149436

-4.708384 -2.224472

0.56206

H

4.872527

1.632884

-0.183232

-3.037196 -3.02607

1.704605

H

5.721501

-0.642942

-0.861797

-4.889105

1.625501

-0.171144

-2.431554

1.949228

0.183387

4.038351

-2.491182

-1.130186

1.646559

-2.02354

-0.610273

H

4.324504

0.03198

H

-4.326776

0.022447 -0.009688

-0.021455
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Annex C
Absorption coefficient of some commercial Irgacure® sensitizers.
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